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About TEFSI
TEFSI project supported cooperation between 9 European universities to develop, implement
and widely disseminate innovative teaching approaches, materials, methods and tools, thus
increase university teachers’ competences and innovation, and in a consequence, improve the
quality and effectiveness of university teaching. Usage of innovative teaching methods in
TEFSI project is illustrated for the subjects covering various aspects of sustainable food
systems, thus increase teachers’ awareness about the importance of including sustainability
issues into their everyday lecturing, and therefore form an important step of food science,
human nutrition, agriculture, and related life science education towards sustainability. Further
information about the TEFSI project, its activities and outcomes are available on the TEFSI
website.

Introduction
Needs for innovative education in the EU
The EU Agenda for the Modernisation of Higher Education identifies challenges such as the
necessity of tackling skills gaps and innovating education through: (a) designing and
developing curricula that are relevant to the labour market and societal needs, including
through better use of open and online, blended, multidisciplinary learning; (b) encouraging
training and exchange to enhance the quality of teaching, in particular, supporting the use of
digital technologies and online delivery to improve pedagogies; (c) setting up transnational
teacher training courses, training of academics in new and innovative pedagogical approaches,
new curriculum design approaches and sharing of good practices through collaborative
platforms; (d) building inclusive higher education systems, connected to surrounding
communities; (e) ensuring higher education institutions and research institutes contribute to
innovation by developing, implementing and testing the effectiveness of approaches to
promote creativity, entrepreneurial thinking and skills for applying innovative ideas in
practice; (f) promoting internationalisation, recognition and mobility.
While there is clearly a strong need for flexible, innovative, labour-market oriented teaching
approaches in the EU, many of the European Universities are still far behind. Analysis of
3
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organic labour market needs carried out in 7 EU countries within the EPOS Strategic
Partnership project previously coordinated by the TEFSI team, showed that more than 60%
employers are not satisfied with the current level of knowledge and skills of university
graduates and indicate a strong necessity for innovations in the teaching methods, to increase
effectiveness of education. This confirms the results published in the EU Commission
Analytical Reports ‘Employers’ perception of graduate employability’.

Food systems as a target
A food system is defined as a system that includes all the actors (environment, people, inputs,
processes, infrastructures, markets etc.) and activities related to the production, processing,
distribution, marketing, preparation, packaging and consumption of foods, as well as the
outputs such as socio-economic and environmental
aspects. In face of global population growth,
resource constrains and growing environmental as
well as public health concerns, there is a strong need
for a shift towards a more sustainable development.
As most of the mentioned global problems are
strongly influenced by the current unsustainable
food systems, high priority is given towards
developing strategies to improve sustainability of

Elements of innovation:
Currently there is a strong need for a shift
of higher education towards sustainability,
approaching global concerns such as
population growth, food security, water
scarcity, climate change and other
problems we face and we should target
locally and globally, most of them being
strongly influenced by our food systems.
The analysis of the current programmes in
this respect and their modification, also by
increasing
teachers
awareness
of
importance of these issues, is an innovative
and important step towards sustainability.

current food production and consumption models. With the projected population growth, in
the next 30 years food systems need to boost the production of nutritious and safe food while
drastically reducing the environmental footprint, and Europe is at the forefront of this massive
challenge. At the same time, there are hardly any study programmes and modules targeting
this important subject, and the sustainable food is still a niche market in many EU countries,
hardly supported by well-educated and skilled university graduates.

TEFSI to address the needs
The TEFSI project supported cooperation between 9 European universities to get a snapshot
of the situation regarding the level of inclusion of food system sustainability issues by lecturers
providing teaching in various life sciences.
4
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It also looked into how sustainability is generally built in the strategies of the TEFSI
universities. Finally, it aimed at screening the lecturing tools, methods, concepts and
approaches used by the lecturers and at the assessment of the perspectives for innovation in
this area. This broad research study designed and performed internationally within the TEFSI
project allowed TEFSI partners to get better understanding of the current most important gaps
and needs regarding innovativeness and sustainability in university teaching, and to further
approach them by joint development of materials on innovative teaching concepts, methods
and tools, by testing them during innovative TEFSI Trainings organized for lecturers at the
University of Copenhagen, University of Zagreb, Vytautas Magnus University in Kaunas,
Charles University in Prague, and Warsaw University of Life Sciences, improving them based
on the trainings’ participants’ feedback and widely disseminating during TEFSI Multiplier
Events and other various project dissemination activities.
This all aimed to increase university teachers’ competences and innovation, and in a
consequence, improve the quality and effectiveness of university teaching, with a focus on
food system sustainability. Increasing teachers’ awareness about the importance of including
sustainability issues into their everyday lecturing forms an important step of food science,
human nutrition, agriculture, and related life science education towards sustainability.
Expected impact:
• Increasing awareness of the lack of
significant inclusion of extremely important
sustainability aspects in many of the HEI
teaching courses in Europe,
• Increasing inclusion of such aspects, a step
towards sustainability.
TEFSI partners are planning to publish a research
paper based on the survey results, and thus
reach wider scientific community.

Transnationality of the project allowed the
biggest strengths of teaching approaches and
strategies of participating Universities to be
extracted/combined, analysed & put together
in the project activities and outputs. The
project strongly addressed the previously
described key issues of the renewed EU Higher

Education Modernisation Agenda, targeting at the same time one of the main current
challenges contributing to the chances and well-being of the next generations.

TEFSI research
In this report we document (a) the efforts taken to analyse the level of inclusion of food
system sustainability issues in higher education by European University lecturers (at 9 TEFSI
5
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Universities), the lecturing tools used & perspectives for innovation, (b) the outcomes of the
undertaken analyses and the main conclusions.

Materials and Methods
This research activity in the TEFSI project was based on two components:
•

TEFSI survey carried out across 9 TEFSI partner universities with the use of a
questionnaire developed within the project;

•

Additional assessment of the sustainability aspect, based on a jointly developed
template.

More details about the methodology of the two activities are provided in the following
section.

TEFSI survey
To analyse what kind of teaching approaches, methods and tools have been used in HEI
teaching and how different aspects of the sustainability of the food systems have been
incorporated into courses in HEI, TEFSI consortium developed a comprehensive questionnaire.
The questionnaire consisted of 33 questions (including multiple choice questions as well as
open questions) and it was organized in three
sections. The first section was on “own teaching
activities” and contained questions on previous
experience, education and research field, but
also about targeting sustainability in courses.
The second section was about “innovation in

Data collection in TEFSI
• Electronic (on-line) survey in LimeSurvey:
TEFSI Survey
• E-mails with a link to the survey sent to the
staff members of all 9 universities belonging to
the TEFSI project consortium.
• Paper version of the survey also available &
used (if necessary).

teaching” and was intended to get lecturers’ personal understanding of “innovative teaching”
term, but also to verify the methods being used, known but not used, and unknown (about
which respondents would like to learn more about), as well as motivations to use innovative
methods and the reasons limiting the use of such methods by lecturers. The third section was
shaped to get specific information on the “teacher training experience”.
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An electronic version of the questionnaire was developed in the LimeSurvey system of the
Charles University (Prague). Questionnaire was originally developed in English language. In
order to take a measure to increase responsiveness to the survey in the case of Charles
University, colleagues from Charles University decided to provide additionally a translation of
TEFSI questionnaire divided into 3 sections:
• Section 1: Own teaching activities
• Section 2: Innovation in teaching
• Section 3: Teacher training experience

under

the

following

links:

the questionnaire into Czech language. Both
English and Czech versions of the questionnaire
are available in the Annex of this report, and

TEFSI-questionnaire-English;

TEFSI-questionnaire-Czech.

Definitions/descriptions of the teaching methods mentioned in the questions of the TEFSI
survey can be found here: Definitions-of-innovative-methods. Link to the on-line survey
developed within the LimeSurvey system can be found here: TEFSI Survey.
After development of the survey, e-mails with an active link were sent to the staff members
of 9 universities belonging to the TEFSI project consortium. The paper version of the survey
was also available and used by some TEFSI partners, to increase the number of respondents.
The survey was intended for academic staff of each university/country of the TEFSI
consortium, representing various fields related to the food system (agriculture, food sciences,
related life sciences). Participation in the survey was entirely voluntary, and all responses
remained anonymous. The target was a minimum 50 teachers from each university/country.
Each TEFSI partner was involved in the activities related to the development of the
questionnaire and carrying out the survey. Representatives of Warsaw University of Life
Sciences will coordinated this task.

Additional research on sustainability
To further approach ‘Sustainability’ aspect in this study, the TEFSI consortium carried out
additional research, in the form of a survey consisting of open questions, shaped to allow for
a deeper examination of the sustainability of the TEFSI universities. The survey consisted of
two parts, with five and one question, respectively. The first part aimed to examine whether
sustainability was included in the overall vision and strategic research areas of the university
and how it was focused. Its aim was also to determine the level of the university transition on
the path toward sustainability. The second part was to explore how sustainability is addressed
in agriculture, food/nutrition or environment study programs.
7
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Specific questions asked in the TEFSI designed template were as follows:
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University
I. Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political focus
of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted?
a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA statements (vision, mission, objectives,
strategies, action plans (or: targets)); which of these?

b. Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational
units: Research? Teaching? Operations? Outreach? Administration including reporting
and assessment?

c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable
development / sustainability / UNESCO ESD?

d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are these?
(and by when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
The above claims needed to be substantiated with official documents from the university or
links to the page(s) of the official university website(s). For more information about VMOSA
see here: https://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/structure/strategic-planning/vmosa/main
and also here: https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newSTR_72.htm.
II. Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present? How?
a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state that
your university does not explicitly formulate any.

b. Is “sustainability” present within the strategic research areas of your University? How?
The above claims needed to be substantiated with official documents from the university or
links to the page(s) of the official university website(s).
8
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III. At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment? (stages of transition acc.
to Kapitulcinova et al. 2018, fig. 3 below).

1. “Business-as-usual university” = no considerations of sustainability
2. “Awakening stage” = several minor activities (e.g. a few courses, a few mentions, but
no strategic documents or reporting in place)
3. “Pioneering stage” = more substantial activities, number and quality increasing, but still
space for progress (e.g. vision, mission, research agenda containing mention of
sustainability, a number of courses, etc.)
4. “Transformation stage” = sustainability being reflected in the vast majority of the
university activities (teaching, research, outreach, operations, incl. assessment and
reporting)
The partners were asked to put their university on this scale in the (as much as possible)
objective way. If possible, it should have been based on the official documents and links.

IV. Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up or topdown initiative? You may give a very brief ‘story’/”snapshot” of the process from your
perspective (how you saw it unfolding, it does not have to be based on documents, but
on your experience of it).
Is it top-down or bottom-up or both? Examples of/most important bottom-up initiatives;
Examples of/most important top-down initiatives.
9
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V. Any other comments/relevant information on the “sustainability” approach of the
University.

Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’: Organisational unit(s)
I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses

Each partner was asked to select 3 study programmes (Bachelor, Master, etc.) at a
department/faculty/unit focusing on agriculture, food/nutrition or environment.
And to search for sustain*
-

in the names of the study/degree programmes,

-

in the titles of compulsory courses within this study/degree programmes (important:
taking a degree programme means taking all 5 or 2 or whatever years of courses to
attain the degree),

-

in the current course descriptions.

And to fill in the designed table with information such as: Faculty or organisational unit; Study
Programme title; Degree (e.g. BSc/MSc/PhD); Number of years (and semesters) i.e. normal
programme duration; Course/module name/title; Year; Semester; Keywords (with “sustain*”)
identified in: Study programme name; Course title; Course description.
A complete TEFSI Template for additional research on sustainability aspect can be found here:
TEFSI-Additional-research-on-Sustainability-aspect-template, and in the Annex of this report.
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Results of the TEFSI study
TEFSI Survey
In total, 679 respondents participated in the survey. There were 239 fully completed
questionnaire and another 440 completed partly. The results of the survey were analysed
after dividing TEFSI universities into two blocks, defined in the TEFSI project as:
1. “Givers” = “Western Universities” – universities known for their high innovativeness
and specific, individual approached to innovation in higher education: University of
Copenhagen (Copenhagen, Denmark), FH Münster University of Applied Sciences
(Münster, Germany), University of Kassel (Witzenhausen, Germany), University of
Gastronomic Sciences (Bra, Italy), ISARA (Lyon, France).
2. “Takers” – “Eastern Universities” - universities with much less developed innovative
teaching methods, concepts, approaches; with education based to a large extent on
regular, traditional ‘Ex-Cathedra’ lectures: Warsaw University of Life Sciences
(Warsaw, Poland), Charles University (Prague, Czech Republic), University of Zagreb
(Zagreb, Croatia), Vytautas Magnus University (Kaunas, Lithuania).
Here we present the outcomes of the TEFSI survey.
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sociology, anthropology, food systems, geography, communication, journalism, soft skills,
sustainability, animal science, ecology, economics, policy, law, food security, economy,
business, finance, chemistry, biochemistry, language, food design, wine testing and culture,
landscape architecture, forestry, plant nutrition, production management, genetics,
computer sciences, statistics.

Do you include/mention/target any topics related to “sustainability” in your
course?

13
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Do you include/mention/target any topics related to “sustainability” in your
course? – if YES – list the topics.
SUBJECT CATEGORY

NAMES OF SUBJECTS
Anatomy, Morphology and Physiology of Plants

Plant physilogy
Plant physiology, Plant Ecophysiology, Rhizosphere
ecology
Safety and quality of plant raw materials
Raw materials

Sheep and goat milk production
Milk and dairy products

Rural development

Rural sociology, rural development
Ruralni tourism

Convinient / functional food / food design

Convenient food

food and food additives production and they
use in the food procesing

Science of Food Commodities, Functional food,
Chemical safety of plant raw materials, Novel food,
Food allergens, Storage and processing of food
materials

functional food, Chemical safety of plant raw
materials, Novel food

Natural enemies and principles of biological control

Invasive arthropods
Fundamentals of Weed Science, Herbicides, Weed
Ecology, Fundamentals of Plant protection, Advanced
systems of weed management
Crop protection aspects

SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS
Environmental senzitivity; environmental
relationship to nature; understanding processes
in nature
Phosphorus use efficiency, water uptake
(irrigation)
Impact of pesticide residues on the quality of
raw materials; Impact of heavy metals on the
quality of raw materials
Indigenous breeds of sheep and goats
"motivation", "creativity", "responsibility",
"positive atmosphere"
Sustainable agriculture; sustainable food
systems; social sustainability; sustainable
community
Sustainable tourism management

conservation of natural enemies in plant
production; Use of ntural mechanisms to
control pests; Nowel non-chemical approach to
pest control;
ecological production;monitoring
methods;biological control
sustainable weed management

Integrated pest management; Healthy
environment; Economic profitability.
"Insect biodiversity and sustainable
Animal and Plant Diversity, Applied Insect Ecology and
production", "sustainable plant protection",
Biological Control, Insects as future human food and
"sustainable production of insects for food and
Animal Feed, Advanced Plant-Microbe Interactions
feed"
Integration plant protection; Sustainability
Plant pathology
agriculture; Biological plant protection method
Ecosystem sustainability, population
Agriculture entomology
sustainability,
"Agronomic sustainability", "environmental
Protected cultivations
impact", "produce quality"
Applied entomology
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SUBJECT CATEGORY

NAMES OF SUBJECTS
Eecology and environmental protection
Global Ecology
Environmental Education, Global Education,
Landscape Ecology
Ethno-ecology of Himalayas

Ecology
Crop ecology
Agricultural ecology; Forage crops,
Cultural Ecology
Water qualiy

sustainable agriculture; sustainable
communities; sustainable subsistence strategies

Sustainability in water ecosystem
Organic farming in soil, water and air
sustainability
sustainability of food systems, of consumption,
Qualitative methods of inquiry (food and agriculture)
of agricultural practises
"Organic cultivation"; "Effect of sampling
Chemistry of Natural Products
years"; "Effect of genotype"
Food chemistry
Sustainable production
Human Ecology

Food chemistry

SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS
conservation of natural resources; responsible
agriculture
Sustainable agriculture, Sustainable soil and
water management
environmental, social and economic aspects of
agriculture; community gardening; global trade;
fair trade; food security
Quantification; In-Situe Conservation
Plantation; Promotion of Slow Food
Human influence on plant cover or
sinantropisation.
All treated topics
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Marketing

Sustainable models of farm organisation;
multifunctionality of agriculture; the role of
agriculture in rural development
Sustainable consumption

Master in colture of food Comunication and marketing

Crop biodiversity ; supply chain sustainability

Agriculture and Economic Development

Farm management in a nature park; Sustainable
development of family farm;
sustainable production, utilisation and
Bioeconomy
consumption of renevable material sources
Economic aspects and marketing
Web Strategies for the Marketing of Wine
Lot in wine making and in vine growing
Sustainability is adressed in the frame of a
debate / serious game in which we ask to
students to adress the issue of feeding the
Food systems economy
world while preserving resources. Different
topics are adressed such as food sovereignety,
food security, political regulations, food trade,
...
Short product value chain; sustainable
Local economics
consumption/production; local food systems
Safety of food; HACCP system; Good Practices;
Food hygiene
Risk Analysis
Sustainaible food production ; Application of
Food higene / microbiology
microognisms into the food production; Ecocid
Food Microbiology
and need of the protection of soil and
water/natural resources
Food safety
Soil sustainability using biodynamic methods
Sustainable diet and its recommendations;
influence of meat production on environment;
Food Policy
reasons for the need to change food system;
food waste
Sustainable consumption, voluntary simplicity;
Geography of retailing and consumption
organic agriculture; fair trade; sustainable
agriculture; local food;
Different food systyems and their
consequences and the wicked problems
attached to the modern food system (obesity,
Actor Mapping in Food Systems
manutrition, farm-land deprivation, longer
distance between rural production and urban
consumption, loneliness, eating cultures, know
what you eat, food waste etc.)
Food system sustainability; Sustainability of
Food Policy
food and nutrition security; environmental
sustainability; Resilience
Will Write For Food
Sustainable aquaculture; biodynamic farming
Wine production techniques; organic viticulture
Food policy, food culture and society
Basics of wine Tasting
approach; byodinamic approach to wine
production
Food, Globalization and National Identity
food packaging
City-country relationship; foodshed-watershed;
Food, Culture and Globalization
nation-transnationalism; migration and
territory;
The future of Management";" New business
ideas, with a focus on Sustainability";" There's
English for food business and food culture
money in Rubbish! Where now with landfill";"
Working with and empowering local
communities.
Food sovereignty; Agroecological practices;
Food Politics in Egypt
Show case the unsustainable practices of
industrial agriculture in Egypt
organic farming; local production; eco trends;
Quality Policy in agriculture - legal aspects
animal welfare; new food policy
Communication skills: food, culture and society
Research of information and verification
Philosophy of Wine (Master in Wine Culture and Communication) Biologic and biodynamic viticulture
Sustainable food systems and the influence of
Actor Mapping in Food Networks
actor groups
Pig breeding
Sustainable pig production systems
Poultry breeding
Poultry production on small familly farms
Applications of recombinant DNA technologies
Plant biotechnology
Genetics / breeding
in plant breeding
Special zoology
Animal genetics
Sustainable animal breeding
Smart pig breeding
Sustainable livestock farming;
Costs Management in Agribusiness
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SUBJECT CATEGORY

NAMES OF SUBJECTS

Food Policy

Geography of retailing and consumption

Actor Mapping in Food Systems

Food Policy
Will Write For Food
Basics of wine Tasting
Food policy, food culture and society

Food, Globalization and National Identity
Food, Culture and Globalization
English for food business and food culture
Food Politics in Egypt
Quality Policy in agriculture - legal aspects
Communication skills: food, culture and society
Philosophy of Wine (Master in Wine Culture and
Communication)
Actor Mapping in Food Networks

SUBJECT CATEGORY
Engineering in agriculture/gastronomy

NAMES OF SUBJECTS
Agricultural Machinery
Gastronomic machinery
Water management in the landscape

Management of agroecosystems

Management of agroecostsems anad their
elements

GIS and natural resources
Hydrology and water resources

SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS
Sustainable diet and its recommendations;
influence of meat production on environment;
reasons for the need to change food system;
food waste
Sustainable consumption, voluntary simplicity;
organic agriculture; fair trade; sustainable
agriculture; local food;
Different food systyems and their
consequences and the wicked problems
attached to the modern food system
Food system sustainability; Sustainability of
food and nutrition security; environmental
sustainability; Resilience
Sustainable aquaculture; biodynamic farming
Wine production techniques; organic viticulture
approach; byodinamic approach
food packaging
City-country relationship; foodshed-watershed;
nation-transnationalism; migration and
territory;
The future of Management";" New business
ideas, with a focus on Sustainability"
Food sovereignty; Agroecological practices;
Show case the unsustainable practices of
industrial agriculture in Egypt
organic farming; local production; eco trends;
animal welfare; new food policy
Research of information and verification
Biologic and biodynamic viticulture
Sustainable food systems and the influence of
actor groups

SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS
Smart harvesting technologies, machine
management
Biodegradable packaging; meat quality systems
Water resource management at local and global
scales; aquatic biodiversity conservation
Sustainable use of resources in agroecosystems;
Sustainable mangement of agroecosystems;
ecological, social and economic aspects of
sustainability in the use of agroecosystems
It is not "per se" topic but we deal with spatial
analysis of natural resources in order to provide
sustainable resource management
Environmental problems of contaminant
leaching

Agroclimatology

"soil water conservation"; "growing degree
days"; "sowing optimization"; "remote sensing"

Silvicultural planning in uneven-aged forests

Multifunctional forestry; close-to-nature
silviculture; uneven-aged forest; all-aged forest;
demographic equilibrium
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SUBJECT CATEGORY

NAMES OF SUBJECTS
Food design: an opportunity for innovation

Innowation in foods
Packing Materials and Technologies
Health, lifestyle and Nutrition
Nutrition ecology
Dietetics, Medical nutrition therapy
Bioactive Food Components and Health
Methods and diagnosis in plant nutrition
Nutrition/dietetics and health
Food and Health

SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS
Food design is inmersed in different contexts,
all of them should consider it's sustainability at
all levels (human, social, environmental, etc.)
Students will be able to analyze, evaluate and
solve environmental problems in waste
management process.
Sustainable diets; sustainable dietary
guidelines, LCA analysis
All of my teaching is about or related to
sustainability
Sustainable diet and nutrition
Organic foods; local healthy diets
Food quality, environmental protection by
reducing mineral fertilizers (fertilization based
on soil and plant analysis)
Seasonality; biodiversity; respect for the earth

Modeling and optimization in nutrition, Measurement
Sustainability in food quality and food control
and control in food industry, basic measurements in
based on measurements and process control
food science, modeling in food engineering

SUBJECT CATEGORY

Basic nutrition

All related to diet is covered by sustainability;
health, food security, gender, climat changes,
protein sources

NAMES OF SUBJECTS

SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS

General viticulture
Floriculture

"covering in vineyards",
Ecological aspects in floriculture production

Olive oil technology and tasting

Impact of the various methods of production
(energy in agricolture and in the milling process,
use of fertilizers and/or pesticides, organic
agricolture, treatment of residuals; Impact of
the commercial aspects (packaging, shipping)

agronomy

Plant /plant products production

Ornamental plants - selected issues

Vegetable production
The World Food System 1450-2050
Agronomy
Crop science
Cropping Systems (Statale) and Agroecology
(Politecnico)
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Agroecology; Soil protection
Need for integrated pest management; nonchemical methods of plant structure regulation;
micro-propagation as a method of obtaining
planting stock free from pathogens.
Envitonmetal sustainability; multicretaria
assessment for sustainability assessment
Climate change, poverty, inequality,
soil/water/air pollution, obesity, malnutrition
Sustainable production; Sustainable
fertilization; Sustainable irrigation; Sustainable
tillage
Sustainable cultivation method
Agenda 2030, SDGs, ecosystem services,
indicators
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SUBJECT CATEGORY

NAMES OF SUBJECTS

SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS

Sustainability in the Food Chain

Sustainability in general, food security, food
safety, environmental impacts, social justice

Organic food

Sustainable food systems, organic farming as
the example for sustainable food production

Production management in a sustainable food chain
Master in the Slow Art of Italian Cuisine

Organic production systems temperate and tropical

Renewable energy sources in Agriculutre
Sustainability science
Sustainability in food chain

Water technology

Sustainable Economics and Management
Sustainable Economy
Organic field crop production
Sustainable diets, food quality, sustainable food
systems
Soil remediation; Introduction to organic agriculture;
Urban agriculture
Agroecology and Sustainable Food Systems
Organic Agriculture; Agricultural Ecology
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Working conditions; waste reduction
"food ecological footprint" "sustainable meat
production"
Soil regeneration; biodiversity maintenance and
generation; breeding for diversity; applied
agroecology; biological control
Utilization of waste in agriculture; biofuel
production in agriculture
" sustainability concepts"; "sustainable
consumption";"sustainability policies"
Water consumption and availability; water
reuse; energy consumption for water treatment
Climate change; food waste; environmental
economics; ecological economics; social
aspects; social responsibility
Sustainability Management
Food security; Climate change mitigation and
adaptation; Biodiversity conservation; Natural
Resource Conservation
Sustainability of food production, processing,
preparation and consum. Focus on organic.
Sustainable agriculture, sustainable life,
sustainable environment
Ecological, economic, social, and cultural
sustainability of the entire food system
"resources efficiency"; "conservation tillage";
"soil quality"
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What does “innovative teaching” mean for you? (open question, based on
n=239)

What does “innovative teaching” mean for you? – less frequent responses:
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Do you use innovative methods/tools in your own teaching? (%)
80
70

64

60
50
40

36

30
20
10
0
Yes

No

Innovative methods/tools in respondents own teaching – number of methods
(%)

Innovative methods/tools in respondents own teaching (%)
70

64

60

52

50
40
31
30
17

20

9

10
0
use 1
method/tool

use 2
use 3
use 4
use 5
methods/tools methods/tools methods/tools methods/tools
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Main innovative methods/tools used by respondents (number of answers).

peer-feedback
problem solving
workshops
practical tasks
internet-based tools
interactive lectures
Individual tasks
group work
technical devices
field / lab practice
engagement of stakeholders
e-learning
discussion
debates
critical reading & thinking
collaborative learning
case studies
brainstorm
blended learning
audio & video tools
active learning

12
19
7

23
7
23
7

38
52
41
3
47
33
8
9
5
25
5
4
23
13
0

10

20

22

30

40

50

60
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Other reasons:
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Which approaches (a) are you familiar with, but have never used in your
teaching? (b) do you use in your teaching? (c) would you like to learn about?
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What kind of training did you attend?
100%
80%
60%
40%

83

20%
17
0%
Physical trainings

Online courses
%yes

30

%no
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By myself, as I think it should be my own inspiration; From the employment in private sector;
Combined; I made them myself; Personal education during high school; Books (3); Books about
education and academic skills; From good speakers/teachers from other (foreign) institutions; EU
projects and cooperation; Consultations for staff at my former institution; Can't really remember here and there; From my academic networks; From colleagues abroad; From previous international
projects; From previous lectures attended as a student; Professional expertise; Many years of
experience; From my teachers; From my teaching experiences (schools, universities, etc.); From my
additional work; From my own observations about quality of education and organization of lessons;
NGO Živica - trainings for teachers; From my students; Student feedback
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Results of the research on sustainability aspect
ISARA-Lyon, France
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University
I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political
focus of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted?

ISARA has set out a strategy for the university which includes also elements related to
sustainability and sustainable development although the two terms are not explicitly cited.
ISARA puts itself into the heart of questions and challenges of today regarding food and
nutrition, agriculture, the environment and the development of territories. The university also
wants to be attractive, responsible, close to citizens and solidary, and thus relating to social
aspects of sustainability. More put forward is that the university wants to develop international
excellence in “agroecology and sustainable food systems” in research as well as for education.
In the French website the strategy is much more detailed (https://isara.fr/isara/strategie-delisara/) whereas less developed in the English website where it is called ‘Ambition’ and not
strategy (https://isara.fr/en/isara-agro-school-forlife/our-ambition/).
A website regarding values and ambition is also presented, but includes main same themes as
mentioned for the strategy, but also not relating specifically to sustainability aspects.
A specific website is dedicated to Sustainable Development (https://isara.fr/en/isara-agroschool-forlife/sustainable-development/). It clearly states that the university follows the
Sustainable Development & Corporate Social Responsibility approaches, is also certified for this,
and has a committee for this consisting of staff and students’ representatives. Both training and
research focus on sharing and exploring solutions for sustainable agriculture, environment and
food, for today and tomorrow.
The are no statements published regarding Agenda 2030, SDGs or UNESCO ESD, neither any
targets defined for them nor for sustainability or sustainable development.

II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present? How?

The university states that Agroecology and Sustainable Food Systems are at the heart of its
research activities (https://isara.fr/en/research/). There are two research units that deal
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explicitly with different elements of sustainability and sustainable development. One is the
Agroecology and Environment research unit stating that their mission is to work on adapting
and developing agroecological practices to ensure the economic, social and environmental
sustainability of agroecosystems (https://isara.fr/en/research/research-units/agroecologyenvironment/). The second unit called Rural Studies Laboratory has a focus on sustainable food
systems where they try to understand transitions to more sustainable and resilient food
systems and territories (https://isara.fr/en/research/research-units/rsl/). Both research units
are involved in different European projects where different aspects of sustainability of
sustainable development are treated and having thus a strong international dimension.
III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment?

ISARA can be considered as in stage 3. Whereas for research activities, the university
approaches stage 4, there is place for progress in education in particular in the 5-year general
engineer programme on agriculture and food. Also there is still are quite different levels in
taking sustainability and sustainable development into account the different more substantial
activities of the university.
IV.

Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up or
top-down initiative? You may give a very brief ‘story’/”snapshot” of the process
from your perspective (how you saw it unfolding, it does not have to be based on
documents, but on your experience of it).

There are both top-down or bottom-up at ISARA. Whereas for the certification of Sustainable
Development & Corporate Social Responsibility a more top down approach was used, in parallel
different student associations are engaged since many years in activities or actions for
sustainable development. This includes ALTAÏR, an association for a human development
respectful of its environment. It aims to inform citizens on agriculture and food related hot
points and challenges and is active at national and international level (https://isara.fr/en/studyat-isara/student-life/student-associations/). In the same direction goes the Ecolog'Isara
association with concrete actions to preserve our planet. Moreover, the ISARAMAP is an
association organizing since years and promoting CSA (community supported agriculture)
systems for the preservation of peasant Agriculture. Each week, students organize delivery of
local products from farmers, bakers and other food producers to ISARA students and staff, also
to remunerate farmers correctly. But also ISARA’s committee on Sustainable Development is
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based on an initiative of a student club which brought up and still brings up requests and
discussions to be more greener and sustainable at ISARA.
Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’: organisational unit(s)
I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses

For France the search was for durab* for the programmes in French but also for sustain* as
some courses are in English.
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Faculty or
organisational unit

Study
Programme title

Degree
(e.g. BSc/
MSc/
PhD)

ISARA

Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment

BSC and
MSc
combined

ISARA

Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment
Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment

BSC and
MSc
combined
BSC and
MSc
combined

5

ISARA

Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment

ISARA

Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment
Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment
Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment

ISARA

ISARA

ISARA

Number of
years (and
semesters)
i.e. normal
programme
duration
5

Course/module
name/title

Year

Semester

UP 8 : Qualité,
Environnement et
développement durable
dans les systèmes
alimentaires et les
territoires
Economie de systèmes
alimentaire

4

8

3

5

Sustainability of food
systems

5

Transformation de produit
alimentaire

3

6

BSC and
MSc
combined

5

Production végétale et
animale

3

6

BSC and
MSc
combined
BSC and
MSc
combined
BSC and
MSc
combined

5

Energie renouvelable et
gestion durable des
ressources
Financement de
l’économie

4

8

Sustainability applied
to food industry sector;
Sustainable
development
Sustainable
development;
Sustainable cropping
systems;
Sustainability to
cropping systems
-

4

8

Sustainable
development

EcoTrophelia

5

9

Sustainable
development

5

5
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Keywords (with “sustain*”) identified in:
Study programme Course title
Course description
name

Sustainable
Development

Sustainable
management
of resources

Sustainable
development in food
systems and
territories; Sustainable
development
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ISARA

Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment

BSC and
MSc
combined

5

Agroécologie et
innovations agronomiques

5

9

ISARA

Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment
Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment

BSC and
MSc
combined
BSC and
MSc
combined

5

Supply chain management
et logistique
agroalimentaire
Stratégie, innovation et
gouvernance des filières et
des territoires

5

9

5

9

Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment
Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment
Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment

BSC and
MSc
combined
BSC and
MSc
combined
BSC and
MSc
combined

5

Elevage, environnement et
santé

5

9

5

Innovation en produit
alimentaire durable

5

9

5

Food processing and
managerial innovation

5

9

Sustainable Food
Systems

Engineer in
agriculture, food
and environment

BSC and
MSc
combined

5

Entrepreneurship and
sustainable development
in food industries

5

9

Sustainable Food
Systems

ISARA

ISARA

ISARA

ISARA

ISARA

5
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Sustainable
agriculture ; Innovative
and sustainable
cropping systems;
Sustainable
development of
territories
Sustainable approach

Sustainable
agriculture;
Sustainable nutrition ;
Sustainable food
systems; Sustainable
supply chains
Sustainability of
livestock systems
Sustainable
food product

Sustainable
development
in food
industries

-

Sustainable food
processing; Sustainable
development in agrofood companies;
Sustainability in the
food chain;
Sustainable
development in agrofood sector;
Sustainability pillars;
Sustainable food
operations;
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ISARA

Sustainable Food
Systems

MSc

2

Food processing and
managerial innovation

5

9

Sustainable Food
Systems

ISARA

Sustainable Food
Systems

MSc

2

Entrepreneurship and
sustainable development
in food industries

5

9

Sustainable Food
Systems

ISARA

Agroecology

MSc

2

2

3

ISARA

Agroecology

MSc

2

Agroecological cropping
practices
Management of
agroecosystems:
implication from policies
and nature conservation

2

3
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Sustainable
development
in food
industries

Sustainable food
consumption;
Sustainable food
processing; Sustainable
development in agrofood companies;
Sustainability in the
food chain;
Sustainable
development in agrofood sector;
Sustainability pillars;
Sustainable food
operations;
Sustainable food
consumption;
Sustainable crop
production
Sustainable agriculture
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University of Gastronomic Sciences, Bra, Italy
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University
I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political
focus of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted? (1000-3000
characters incl. spaces)

a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA* statements (vision, mission,
objectives, strategies, action plans (or: targets); which of these?
Yes, the University of Gastronomic Science (UniSG) has VMOSA statements in form of:
-

UniSG_Strategic Plan 2018-2020 [ENG]

-

UniSGs Strategic Plan contains the planned development over a three-year period
(2018-2020) and its objectives

-

UniSG_Strategic Plan 2019-2023 [IT]

-

UniSG_Planning and University Policies 2018-2020 [ENG]

-

UniSG_Planning and University Policies 2019-2023 [IT]

-

Pollenzo Manifesto → update will be soon published! [ENG]

-

On website section about History & Mission [ENG]

-

Sustainable report of UNISG 2018 [IT]

VISION
[Sustainable report of UNISG 2018] Translated from Italian to English: “We want to contribute
to the growth and strengthening of the world's food systems in order to improve the wellbeing and health, material and spiritual, of all forms of life on/on planet Earth and at the same
time celebrate and preserve biological diversity and all linguistic, cultural and religious
diversities, improve the conditions of production, processing, distribution and consumption
of food, implement environmental and social sustainability and full food sovereignty, enhance
ethical, social and political responsibility at all levels. This is our vision.”

[UniSG_Strategic Plan 2019-2023 [IT]] Translated from Italian to English: “Pollenzo is made up
of the community of students, lecturers and technical-administrative staff working on campus,
but also of the hundreds of international relationships that the University has stubbornly built
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up over the course of its fifteen years with its stakeholders (the business world and institutions
operating in the food and gastronomy sector), its alumni, other research centers and
academics from all over the world, and with the fundamental support of the Slow Food
network and its "food communities". Pollenzo places at the center of its students and the
knowledge and skills they must acquire, process and transfer to the world of food for a change
in the direction of its environmental, social and economic sustainability and sovereignty.
Starting from the horizon outlined by the SDGs of the United Nations, Pollenzo intends to
contribute, through its tertiary education, research, innovation and Third Mission activities,
to:
-

To study, explore and learn about the world's gastronomy (ingredients,
transformations, products, foods, production and consumption systems), and their
continuous evolution; in particular, to document, preserve and interpret the diversity
of food on the planet, maintaining a constant dialogue between traditional knowledge,
scientific knowledge and their possible hybridizations;

-

Promoting environmental and social sustainability and the circular economy of food
systems in their production, processing, distribution and consumption, especially in
the context of the current global ecological crisis;

-

Contributing to the realization of the food sovereignty of local communities and
implementing the ethical, social and political responsibility of all the actors of the
foodscape (companies, institutions, consumers, associations).”

MISSION
[Sustainable report of UNISG 2018 [IT]] Translated from Italian to English: “We are convinced
that our vision can also be pursued through academic training, scientific research and
knowledge sharing in the Gastronomic Sciences. Our mission is realized:
- In teaching: we promote learning and methods based on the exercise of critical thinking,
awareness, creativity and responsibility, providing academic training in the specific field of
Gastronomic Sciences, understood as interdisciplinary sciences that are related to food, its
cultures and declensions and we train students for the occupational needs of the present and
future.
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- In research and innovation: we promote research at the service of the well-being of society,
celebrating differences as a value and above all the equal dignity between scientific
knowledge and the traditional knowledge of local communities and we help to identify the
directions for employment in the near future.
- Services to the productive world and civil society: we promote knowledge sharing to
implement sustainability and food sovereignty, social solidarity and ethical entrepreneurship;
we train knowledge services dedicated especially to the inclusion of marginalized groups and
within the Lifelong Learning perspective.
Freedom, solidarity, transparency, independence of judgment, honesty, appreciation of
diversity among people and attention to merit and the development of individual skills are our
founding values, the foundations on which we have built our University, which guide the
actions of our students, teachers and collaborators every day. These are the values of
Pollenzo, the value of our "Being Pollenzo".”
[UniSG_Strategic Plan 2019-2023 [IT]] Translated from Italian to English: “The University's
mission is to offer academic training, develop scientific research and share it with the outside
world, within the Gastronomic Sciences and with a view to sustainability and sovereignty. It is
described in the following perspective.
TEACHING
1) To train gastronomes at different levels and directions, who are able to know, defend and
above all to promote and enhance the diversity of food and in particular its historical,
anthropological, environmental, biological, chemical, nutraceutical, technological, sensory,
social and economic specificities;
2) Train managers and executives who will guide, in the near future, the processes of
reconversion of food systems along the horizon of environmental and social sustainability and
the circular economy, both in the field of innovation for businesses and for the world of
institutions responsible for food governance;
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3) Training food sovereignty experts able to implement participatory platforms in
communities for the creation and sharing of culturally appropriate food systems.
RESEARCH
1) Promote research focused on documenting and analysing the characteristics of food
diversity and its dynamic and historical nature, as well as its individual and social perception;
2) Conducting research and creating new innovation models and formats for the world of
business and institutions, able to implement the principles of sustainability and circular
economy in the different areas of the foodscape;
3) Develop research capable of intercepting the needs of communities, changing the existing
paradigms of the dominant food system and bringing individual and social well-being back into
focus.
THIRD MISSION: SERVICES FOR THE PRODUCTIVE WORLD, INSTITUTIONS AND CIVIL SOCIETY
1) Promote the sharing of knowledge on historical diversity and gastronomic traditions at local
and global level, in particular through training courses dedicated to different external actors,
including marginalised groups and in the perspective of lifelong learning (objective 4 of the
SDGs);
2) To achieve the transfer of knowledge from the University to the world of business and
institutions and vice-versa, in the context of the sustainable conversion of food systems;
3) Sharing gastronomic knowledge and its subsequent reworking following the participatory
process implemented with local communities and civil society.”
OBJECTIVES
“In particular they involve the university acting in the following fields as part of its overall
mission:
•Providing high-quality teaching in the field of Gastronomic Sciences, i.e. interdisciplinary
sciences directly or indirectly related to food.
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•Promoting research that benefits the scientific community and civil society, aiming to
contribute to the wellbeing of humanity, celebrating the value of diversity and in particular
giving equal weighting to scientific knowledge and traditional knowledge held by local
communities.
•Contributing to knowledge sharing, with the aim of improving the sustainability and
sovereignty of food systems worldwide.” UniSG_Planning and University Policies
ACTION PLAN (Targets)
UNISG defined several objectives & related policies:
-

12 Research Objectives are defined in the Sustainable report of UNISG 2018 page 6162 an on page 40-42 of UniSG_Strategic Plan 2019-2023 [IT]

-

17 Education Objectives are defined in the Sustainable report of UNISG 2018 page 6061 and on page 38-39 of UniSG_Strategic Plan 2019-2023 [IT]

-

6 Third-Stream Mission Objectives are defined in the Sustainable report of UNISG 2018
page 63 and on pages 43-44 of UniSG_Strategic Plan 2019-2023 [IT]

b. Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational
units: Research? Teaching?, Operations?, Outreach?, Administration including
reporting and assessment?
Statements are contained for the entire university. In the updated documents the aspect of
sustainability, which has been always present in the actions but not too much emphasised in
the written expressions, are now included/added to the statements.

The new documents are containing for the three areas (Teaching, Research, Third Mission)
three overall statements (strategic objectives), as mentioned above. On page 38-44 of the
UniSG_Strategic Plan 2019-2023 [IT] (page 38-44) the addressing targets, related actions,
indicators of success and current reference value and objective values 2021 and 2023 for the
different strategic objectives are defined. On page 60-63 of the Sustainable report of UNISG
2018 the related actions, their planned achievement year and the state of realization for each
mentioned objective is defined.
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c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable
development / sustainability / UNESCO ESD?
The three documents have been checked:
a. UniSG_Strategic Plan 2018-2020 [ENG]
b. UniSG_Strategic Plan 2019-2023 [IT]
c. UniSG_Planning and University Policies 2018-2020 [ENG]
d. UniSG_Planning and University Policies 2019-2023 [IT]
e. Pollenzo Manifesto
d. Sustainable report of UNISG 2018 [IT]
> Agenda 2030
-

1x Sustainable report of UNISG 2018

> UNESCO ESD
- not mentioned in any of the sources
> SDGs
- 1x Planning & University Policies 2018-2020 (“United Nations Sustainable
Development Goal 4”);
- 6 x Strategic Plan 2019-2023;
- 47x Sustainable report of UNISG 2018 (report includes a chapter about UNISG and
SDGs);
> sustainable development
- 1x Pollenzo Manifesto;
- 1x Strategic Plan 2019-2023;
- 2x Sustainable report of UNISG 2018;
> sustainability
- 1x Pollenzo Manifesto;
- 7x Planning & University Policies 2018-2020 (out of the 7 times: 1x social, 1x
economic, 2 x food, 2x financial);
- 4x Strategic Plan 2018-2020 (out of the 4 times: 1x financial, 1x social sustainability);
- 5x Sustainable report of UNISG 2018 (out of the 5 times: 3x economic and
environmental);
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d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are
these? (and by when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
> “[...] optimization of the economic sustainability of all SPs.: […] Performance indicators: 7
stable and financially sustainable SPs with a number of applicants that exceeds the maximum
number of available places by 100% for UD and 30% for GD and Master programs (maximum
number fixed at 100 for UD and 30 for GD and each Master course. Implementation timescale:
January 2020 [...]” UniSG_Planning and University Policies 2018-2020

> “Optimization of the structure of Strategic Research at the university and its financial
sustainability.: [...] Performance indicators: each of the above areas to achieve complete
independent financial sustainability. Implementation timescale: initial appraisal and planning
of roadmap: June 2018; finalization: September 2020 [...]” UniSG_Planning and University
Policies 2018-2020

> “[...] (United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 4): [...] Performance indicators: 20%
increase in attendance at the Migranti Film Festival compared to 2017; launch and long-term
consolidation of training initiatives for refugees and migrants. Implementation timescale: July
2018 [...]” UniSG_Planning and University Policies 2018-2020

II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present?
How?

Important LINKS:
-

UniSG_Academic Research
UniSG_Academic Research Publications

a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state
that your university does not explicitly formulate any.
UniSG Research is based on three interdisciplinary areas called: Environment, Perception and
Quality, Mobility.
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b. Is “sustainability” present within the strategic research areas of your University?
How?
It is always part, but not really written on the website: https://www.unisg.it/en/academicresearch/
“Environment
The Environment area analyzes the bidirectional relationship between man and the
environment declined in the gastronomic field. In particular, on the one hand, it investigates
the effect of the environment, of the ecological systems and of their changes on the
gastronomic culture and on the alimentary behaviors. On the other hand, it studies the impact
of socio-cultural systems and the agri-food production on the environment, on the territory
and on the economic and natural resources. Particular attention is given to the analysis of the
relationship between the urban and rural environment, the application of agro-ecology, the
relationship between food and space and landscape, and the development of strategies for
food sustainability.
Perception and Quality
The Perception and Quality area studies the socio-cultural, historical and environmental,
physiological and genetic factors that influence the perception of food through an
interdisciplinary method that takes into account different approaches: from the philosophicalaesthetic to the sensory sciences, from cognitive neuroscience and neuromarketing to
psychological and social sciences. This area analyses the quality of food, defining it in
synchronic and diachronic perspective. Moreover, the Perception and Quality area intends to
deepen the development of methodologies for ethical and fair communication, which allows
consumers to know the products and make informed purchase choices.
Mobility
The Mobility area is characterized by the study of the social and economic impacts of the
movement of groups of people, goods – including ingredients and food -, capital, ideas and
social imaginaries on culinary cultures, on food systems and on consumer choices and
behaviours. In addition, the Mobility area analyses cultural adaptations within the coevolutionary processes that have given rise to the world’s gastronomy, including the eating
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habits that have characterized certain social contexts and the emerging consumer trends that
characterize the current era.” https://www.unisg.it/en/academic-research/

III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment?

UniSG is located at the “Transformation stage”. Sustainability is reflected in the vast majority
of the university activities (teaching, research, outreach, operations, incl. assessment and
reporting) due to the founding and historical reasons of the whole university concept. The
university is founded to transform the global Food System towards a more sustainable
approach.
IV.

Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up
or top-down initiative? You may give a very brief ‘story’/”snapshot” of the process
from your perspective (how you saw it unfolding, it does not have to be based on
documents, but on your experience of it).

> It is a top-down and bottom-up approach. All involved parties and persons are working
together for a more sustainable future. UniSG attracts facilitators of change. SDGs and
sustainable aspects and topics are very much present in the classroom.

Examples of/most important bottom-up initiatives:
> Greta Lab
> UNISG Garden (started as bottom-up, now officialised

Examples of/most important top-down initiatives:
> Academic Table
> Bottega LOCAL

V.

Any other comments/relevant information on the “sustainability” approach of
the University.

UniSG is founded out of the Slow Food philosophy and movement.
The core concept is to promote a more sustainable food system and enforce the
transformation of the current system.
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The overall course contents are strongly related to sustainably. A certain group of the students
are attracted by the University due to this background and core concept. There is a strong
interest in the aspect of sustainability in related topics among the students. For example the
University is running a garden by a group of students, in which parts of the food is produced
for the canteen.
Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’: Organizational unit(s)

I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses

> We used sustain* because we have all Programmes in English
> Selected programmes:
1) Undergraduate: Scienze e Culture Gastronomiche (a.a. 2019/2020);
2) Master of Gastronomy: World Food Cultures and Mobility (a.a. 2019/2020);
3) Master of Gastronomy: CREATIVITY, ECOLOGY AND EDUCATION (a.a. 2019/2020);
> Search on ESS3 (official ministerial university portal):
2015_16 > 15 courses across all programmes including “sustain*” in course title
2016_17 > 12
2017_18 > 11
2018_19 > 12
2019_20 > 08 → probably not all courses on ESS3.
2020_21 > 05 (so far)
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Faculty or
organisati
onal unit

Study
Programme
title

Degree
(e.g.
BSc/
MSc/
PhD)

UniSG

Undergraduate
Degree in
Gastronomic
Sciences and
Cultures (LT
2019_20)
[LSG18]
Gastronomic
Sciences and
Cultures

BA

Number of
years (and
semesters)
i.e. normal
programme
duration
3 years

Course/module
name/title

Year

Economic Policy and
Food Sustainability

1st
year

1st
semester

Agroecosystems and
Sustainability

2nd
year

1st
semester

-

Sustainable Novel
Foods: Tradition,
Production and
Consumption

2nd
year

2nd
semester
(optional
course)

-
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Semester
Study
programme
title
(frequency
in bracket)
-

List Keywords identified in:
Course title
Course description
(frequency in
(frequency in bracket)
bracket)

Food
Sustainability
(1)

Sustainability
(1)

Sustainable
(1)

- Food Sustainability (title mention in
description)
- sustainable food policies (1)
- sustainability policies (1)
- SDGs (2)
- Sustainable economic development (2)
- sustainability (1)
- sustainable development (1)
- Sustainability (title mention in
description)
- sustainable agricultural and livestock
farming techniques (1)
- Concept of agricultural sustainability (1)
- Sustainable practices (1)
- sustainable production chains (1)
- to designing and managing sustainable
food production systems (1)
- Sustainable (title mention in description)
- sustainability characteristics (1)
- quality of sustainable novel foods (2)
- food sustainability (1)
- Environmental sustainability (2)
- Sustainable Food Ingredients (included in
title of reading)
- Sustainable Food Systems (included in
title of reading)
- sale of sustainable novel foods (1)
- promotion/promote of sustainable novel
foods (3)
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- consumption of sustainable novel foods
(1)

UniSG

1° level Master
of Gastronomy
Program in
Master of
Gastronomy:
World Food
Cultures and
Mobility

Master
of Arts

1 year
Food and
Sustainability
Food Psychology

only
1
year
prog
ram

no division
into
semesters

Sustainability
(1)
-

- sustainable food system (3)
- sustainability (2)
- sustainable alternatives (1)
- sustainable directions (1)

Food Photography

-

Agroecology and
Sustainable Farming

-

- sustainability (3)
-

STUDENT GUIDE

Sustainable
Farming
(1)

Communicating
Food Sustainability
and Food
Sovereignty

-

Urban Food Systems

-
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Food
Sustainability
(1)
-

- sustainable farming (1)
- sustainable (1)
- sustainable food and agriculture systems
(1)
-sustainable agriculture (1+ 2 including in
reading title)
- Sustainability (1 + 2 including in reading
title)
- Agricultural sustainability (1 including in
reading title)
- Sustainability (10)
- sustainabledevelopment2015 (1)
- concept of sustainability (1)
- working definition of sustainability (1)
- Sustainable Urban Food Systems (1)
- Sustainability (2)
- sustainable (1)
- ecological sustainability (1)
- food system sustainability (1)
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UniSG

1st level Master
of
Gastronomy:CR
EATIVITY,
ECOLOGY AND
EDUCATION

Master
of Arts

1 year

Sustainable
Development

-

Gastronomy,
Sustainability and
Global Issues: a
Holistic Approach
Activism for Equality
and Food Justice in
Urban Spaces
Traditional
Knowledge and
Agro-Biodiversity in
the Carribean
Traditional
Knowledge and
Agro-biodiversity in
Iran and Central Asia
Traditional
Knowledge and
Agro-biodiversity in
Pakistani Himalaya

-

Food Ethnobiology
Sustainability:
reality matters
Food and
Anthropology

only
1
year
prog
ram

Food and Cultural
Ecology

→Student Guide
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no division
into
semesters

Sustainable
Development
(1)
Sustainability
(1)

- sustainable development (3)

-

-

- Sustainability (1)

-

-

- Sustainable diets (1)

-

-

- Sustainability (1)

-

-

-

-

- sustainable (3 +1 including in reading
title)
- sustain (1)
- sustainable environmental continuity (1)
- Sustainability (2)
- sustainable development

-

Sustainability
(1)
-

-

-

-

- Sustainability (3)
- Anthropology of Sustainability. (1
including in reading title)
- sustainable food systems (2 + (1 including
in reading title)
- sustainability (3)
- Basic Concepts for Sustainable
Development (1 including in reading title)
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Food and
Psychology
Dietetics and WellBeing

-

-

- sustainable directions (1)

-

-

Food activism:
Agroequity and
Advocacy
Circular Food Design

-

-

- sustained and coherent implementation
(1)
- Sustainable, resilient food systems (1)
- Sustainable Agriculture (1)

-

-

Edible Garden
Practices

-

-
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- productive and environmental
sustainability (1)
- system sustainability (1)
- Sustainable Food Systems (3 including in
reading title)
- . AGRONOMY FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT (1 including in reading title)
-sustainable agriculture (1)
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Copenhagen University, Copenhagen, Denmark
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University

I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political
focus of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted?

a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA* statements (vision, mission, objectives,
strategies, action plans (or: targets)); which of these?
All of the VMOSA statements are addressed at U-CPH. https://about.ku.dk/profilehistory/sustainability/
U-CPH

has

a

vision

about

being

a

green

model

for

Universities

https://greencampus.ku.dk/strategy2020/ and are addressing vision and mission also in
Strategy 2023. The University of Copenhagen focuses on research and education, which
contribute to solutions to sustainability and global challenges as expressed in the UN
Sustainable Development Goals. This is also prioritised in the University’s strategi c plan,
Strategy 2023, which focuses on collaboration and social commitment both nationally and
globally to address major societal challenges, including those relating to climate and the
environment. To promote research and education initiatives at the University that address
the sustainable development of society, UCPH has established a Sustainability Science
Centre. https://sustainability.ku.dk/. Action plans are both addressed centrally and the
green campus strategy has been initiated at faculty level in three tracks 1. Research; 2.
Educations and 3. Campus. At Faculty of Science the working groups have finalised their
work and next step is implementation of ideas generated in the working groups.
b. Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational
units: Research? Teaching? Operations? Outreach? Administration including
reporting and assessment?
All included for the entire Universityhttps://sustainability.ku.dk/
c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable
development / sustainability / UNESCO ESD?
All refer to SDGs https://sustainability.ku.dk/
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d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are
these? (and by when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
The overall strategy for UCPH Strategy 2023, is very general and each faculty is expected to
feed into the overall strategy with annual action plans, so the targets may differ from
faculty to faculty. Furthermore, the faculty action plan depends the action plans required
from the different Departments. So all departments are required to develop new action
plans every year with named responsible persons and deadlines. These are negotiated
annually with the dean, who again negotiate faculty action plans with rector. Sustainability
in mentioned specifically as one of three specific activities in the action plan for Faculty of
Science in 2021-2024 together with digitalisation and innovation. Action plans are working
documents and not publicly available.
II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present?
How?

a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state
that your university does not explicitly formulate any.
UCPH is divided into Six faculties, 36 departments and over 120 research centres and these
form the academic and administrative communities around the research at the University
of Copenhagen. UCPH does not explicitly formulate specific strategic research areas.
Research areas are formulated in very overall terms by the faculties and in specific terms
by Departments and Centres. Sustainability and climate changes are specifically mentioned
in the overall research strategy for two faculties https://socialsciences.ku.dk/research/;
https://www.science.ku.dk/english/research/profile/
III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment?

I would suggest putting UCPH in a pioneering stage, although for some activities in a late
pioneering stage and for other activities in an early stage. Sustainability is mentioned everyday
and everywhere; we have specific courses and a plan for implementation of sustainability in as
many course syllabuses as relevant. We have strategic documents and reporting in place.
Furthermore, more substantial activities have been initiated, at Science ad hoc groups have
made reports with suggestions within three areas; research, education and administration.
These will be prioritised and implemented in the near future.
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IV.

Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up or
top-down initiative? You may give a very brief ‘story’/”snapshot” of the process
from your perspective (how you saw it unfolding, it does not have to be based on
documents, but on your experience of it).

Is it top-down or bottom-up or both? In my opinion it is both top-down and bottom-up, but the
really important changes came when it became a political top-down decision to strive for UCPH
to become one of the most sustainable Universities in the world. Top-down meant that new
buildings are greener; that strategic funding is used for research in the area of sustainability,
that we have established a sustainability Science Center; that sustainability in courses has
become more visible etc.
Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’ organisational unit(s)
I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses

In the table below we have focused on Ba in food science and nutrition; MSc in Food Science
and MSc in Human Nutrition as well as MSc in Integrated food studies. The BA in food science
and nutrition gives admission to all three MScs. The Department of Food Science was the first
Department who actively went through all course descriptions and added sustainability where
relevant (this was in Nov 2019). Department of Nutrition, Exercise and Sports will do the same
in 2020 (now postponed to 2021)(The CoVID-19 situation has delayed this process), while it is
expected that Faculty of Science and/or UCPH will make it mandatory at a later stage.
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Faculty or
organisational unit

Study Programme
title

Degree
(e.g.
BSc/
MSc/
PhD)

Number of
years (and
semesters)
i.e. normal
programme
duration
3 years – 6
semesters

Course/module
name/title

Year

Semester

Keywords (with “sustain*”) identified in:
Study
Course title
Course description
programme
name

Faculty of Science –
Department of Food
Science

Bachelor of Science
(BSc) in Food and
Nutrition.

BSC

Food Production,
Society and Health

1

1. semester

-

-

sustainability

Faculty of Science –
Department of Food
Science

Bachelor of Science
(BSc) in Food and
Nutrition.

BSC

3 years – 6
semesters

Quality of Raw Food
Materials

2

4. semester

-

-

Bachelor of Science
(BSc) in Food and
Nutrition.

BSC

3 years – 6
semesters

Rapid Food Quality
Control Methods

3

5. semester

-

-

Sustainable
production,
Principles of
Evaluation of
sustainability
Spectroscopic
methods to increase
sustainability

Faculty of Science –
Department of Food
Science
Faculty of Science Department of Food
Science &
Department of Food
and Resource
Economics

Master of Science
(Msc) in Food
Science and
Technology

MSc

2 years - 4
semesters

Sustainable Innovation
in Food Science

1

2. semester

-

Sustainable
Innovation

Sustainable
Development Goals,
Sustainability,
Sustainability in Food
Science,

Faculty of Science Department of Food
Science &
Department of Food
and Resource
Economics

Master of Science
(Msc) in Food
Science and
Technology

MSc

2 years - 4
semesters

Short Thematic
Course in Food
Science and
Technology

1

1. semester

-

-

Sustainable
Development Goals,
Sustainability,
Sustainability in Food
Science

Faculty of Science Department of Food
Science &

Master of Science
(Msc) in Food
Science and
Technology

MSc

2 years - 4
semesters

Thematic Course in
Food Science and
Technology

1

1. semester

-

-

Sustainability,
sustainability in food
technology
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Department of Food
and Resource
Economics
Faculty of Science –
Department of Food
Science
Faculty of Science –
Department of Food
Science
Faculty of Science –
Department of Food
Science
Faculty of Science –
Department of Food
Science

Faculty of Science –
Department of Plant
and Environmental
Sciences &
Department of Food
Science
Faculty of Science –
Department of
Nutrition, Exercise and
Sports
Faculty of Science Department of Food
and Resource
Economics

Master of Science
(Msc) in Food
Science and
Technology
Master of Science
(Msc) in Food
Science and
Technology
Master of Science
(Msc) in Food
Science and
Technology
Master of Science
(Msc) in Food
Science and
Technology

MSc

2 years - 4
semesters

Food Processing

1

2. semester

-

-

sustainability in food
processing

MSc

2 years - 4
semesters

Microbiology of
Fermented Food and
Beverages

1

1. semester

-

-

MSc

2 years - 4
semesters

Quantitative Biospectroscopy

1

1. semester

-

-

the role of
fermentation in
sustainable food
production
sustainable
production

MSc

2 years - 4
semesters

Food Packaging

-

-

-

sustainable
packaging

Master of Science
(Msc) in Food
Science and
Technology

MSc

2 years - 4
semesters

1

3. semester
(3-week
summer
study
programme)
2. semester

-

-

sustainable and
organic production

Master of Science
(MSc) in Human
Nutrition

MSc

2 years - 4
semesters

Food Consumer
Research

1

1. semester

-

-

Consumer issues
(Sustainability)

Master of Science
(MSc) in
Integrated Food
Studies

MSc

2 years – 4
semesters

Strategic
Communication and
Staging on Food,

1

1. semester

-

Sustainability
and health

Strategic
communication of
food, sustainability
and health

Cool Climate
Viticulture and
Enology
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Sustainability and
Health
Faculty of Science Department of Food
and Resource
Economics
Faculty of Science Department of
Nutrition, Exercise and
Sports

Master of Science
(MSc) in
Integrated Food
Studies
Master of Science
(MSc) in
Integrated Food
Studies

MSc

2 years – 4
semesters

The Sociology of Food
and Eating

1

1. semester

-

-

MSc

2 years – 4
semesters

Meal Consumer
Research

1

2. semester

-

-

Faculty of Science Department of Food
Science

Master of Science
(MSc) in
Integrated Food
Studies
Master of Science
(MSc) in
Integrated Food
Studies
Master of Science
(MSc) in
Integrated Food
Studies

MSc

2 years – 4
semesters

Meal Systems and
Technologies

1

1. semester

-

-

MSc

2 years – 4
semesters

Food Concept Design

1

2. semester

-

-

MSc

2 years – 4
semesters

Food Concept Design:
Mapping Strategic
and Service-Oriented
Possibilities within
Food Businesses

1

1. semester

-

-

Faculty of Science Department of Food
and Resource
Economics
Faculty of Science Department of Food
and Resource
Economics
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Societal challenges
such as
environmental
sustainability
product cues
(healthiness,
sustainability and
ethics) for
consumer’s choice
consumer issues
(e.g. health,
sustainability, ethics)
Sustainability

contemporary
sustainable and
ethical everyday
meals
Sustainability and
Health
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University of Kassel, Witzenhausen, Germany
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University
I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political
focus of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted?

The University of Kassel sets sustainability goals and follows their degree of accomplishment.
Every three years a report is published that sums up developments and trends. Goals consist of
those directly linked with sustainability studies, e.g. the broadening and integration of
sustainability related subjects in teaching, as well as an overall sustainable development of the
university environment, buildings, saving of resources, etc. Furthermore, in its brochure ‘Today
for Tomorrow’ (2015) the university states questions regarding current or future challenges, such
as climate change and environmental protection to be “characteristic of (…) [their] profile in both
research and teaching” (p.3).
University of Kassel 2018. Annual Report [German source]. Accessible under: https://www.unikassel.de/uni/index.php?eID=dumpFile&t=f&f=6531&token=47300ada62f38430a68c4bd8c78b
c0dc43ec21f1 [Latest access: 06.05.20]
University of Kassel 2015. Today for Tomorrow. Accessible under: https://www.unikassel.de/uni/index.php?eID=dumpFile&t=f&f=540&token=fa7c4b9629083f9e2fec7fa56f0fd32
8914d2da1 [Latest access: 10.05.20]
a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA* statements (vision, mission, objectives,
strategies, action plans (or: targets)); which of these?
University of Kassel has a mission statement. In this statement (2007) “open-mindedness and a
sense of responsibility in the face of societal and environmental challenges” (p.5) and
“sustainability and applicability” (p.9) are mentioned. Therefore, it seeks to contribute to a
solution of societal and environmental problems by integrating a sense of responsibility
regarding this topic.
University of Kassel 2007. Mission Statement. Accessible under: https://www.unikassel.de/uni/index.php?eID=dumpFile&t=f&f=89&token=52ff3242495c529bde039de4480cd30
cc298188e [Latest access: 10.05.20]
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b. Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational
units:
-

Research?

Yes, there exist guidelines and external project rules, such as those of the “Hessische
Forschungsdateninfrastrukturen” that form the research strategy of the University of Kassel.
University of Kassel 2014. Grundsätze zur Sicherung guter wissenschaftlicher Praxis der
Universität Kassel. Änderungssatzung vom 05.11.2014. Accessible under: https://www.unikassel.de/intranet/fileadmin/datas/intranet/presse/dokumente/verwaltung/grds_wiss_praxis.p
df [Latest access: 10.05.20]
-

Teaching?

Yes, there exists an overall statement of teaching for the university in which it states that the
guidelines apply to all teaching units and faculties of the University of Kassel. However, there
may be additional statements from single university faculties and departments.
Furthermore, in a press release the university states its general objectives for teaching. The press
release

can

be

found

here

in

German:

https://www.uni-

kassel.de/uni/aktuelles/meldung/2019/11/27/universitaet-gibt-sich-leitbild-fuer-dielehre?cHash=5f00d90eb1bd029aeafe034bfceb7ffe
University of Kassel 2019. Leitbild Lehre der Universität Kassel. Accessible under:
https://www.unikassel.de/uni/index.php?eID=dumpFile&t=f&f=7969&token=ffa1930d805814944c6579f432084
52be93fb8d9 [Latest access: 10.05.20]
-

Operations?
Could not find any.

-

Outreach?
Could not find any.

-

Administration including reporting and assessment?
Could not find any.
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c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable
development / sustainability / UNESCO ESD?
Regarding teaching, there exists a study profile called “Internationalization and Education
for Sustainable Development (InterESD)” which is directly linked with the SDGs. It is an
offer for students who are studying to become teachers. They can take part in this further
training as an opportunity to integrate questions regarding sustainable development,
Global Citizenship Education and internationalisation into regular teaching sessions. More
information can be found in German in the source given below.
University of Kassel n.d. Zentrum für Lehrerbildung. Studienprofil: InterESD. [German
source]

Accessible

under:

https://www.uni-

kassel.de/einrichtungen/en/zlb/studienprofil-interesd.html [Latest access: 12.05.20]

Events have taken place linked to the SDGs, e.g. in 2016 there was a week dedicated to
the goals. The flyer can be found under the following link: https://www.unikassel.de/einrichtungen/fileadmin/datas/einrichtungen/gradz/Flyer__SDG2016.pdf

Furthermore, the tropical garden, as part of the faculty organic agriculture has an audio
guide

linked

to

the

SDGs:

https://www.uni-kassel.de/fb11agrar/fachgebiete-

einrichtungen/gewaechshaus-fuer-tropische-nutzpflanzen/angeboteoeffnungszeiten/audioguide-sdg.html

d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are these?
(and by when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
Regarding the additional offer for becoming teachers, it says that education at school may
be the most important feature to reach the goals stated by the United Nations. It points
out the complexity of our world on the one hand, where everything is influenced and
influences other living conditions, and wants to encourage to actively take part in
environment-friendly and just behaviour. Otherwise there are no concrete or specific
targets further mentioned.
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II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present? How?

a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state that
your university does not explicitly formulate any.
There are four research areas:
o Center for Environmental Systems Research (CESR)
o Center for Interdisciplinary Nanostructure Science and Technology (CINSaT)
o Internationales Zentrum für Hochschulforschung Kassel (INCHER-Kassel)
(Can be roughly translated as “International Center of University Research Kassel”)
o Wissenschaftliches Zentrum für Informationstechnik-Gestaltung (ITeG)
(Can be roughly translated to “Scientific Center for Information Technology-Design”)
Further information [in German] accessible under the following link: https://www.unikassel.de/uni/forschung/wissenschaftliche-zentren
b. Is “sustainability” present within the strategic research areas of your University? How?
Yes, within the frame of the first strategic research area, the CESR, sustainability is named as part
of the project portfolio. It aims to analyse global environmental changes and their impacts, as
well as the relationship between human activities and their use of natural resources in order to
improve them, and to come up with sustainability strategies. Its slogan is named “Research for
Sustainability” (see http://www.uni-kassel.de/einrichtungen/en/cesr/home.html). The CESR also
covers an additional free graduate training for all master students and doctoral candidates of the
University of Kassel who are interested in solving environment related problems at current and
future

level.

Further

information

can

be

found

here:

http://www.uni-

kassel.de/einrichtungen/en/gradz/home.html.
Furthermore, for the INCHER-Kassel sustainability is named as part of its wide range of topics
alongside internationality as a cross-cutting issue. Additional information about the research area
can be found here: http://www.uni-kassel.de/einrichtungen/en/incher/home.html.
III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment?

I would consider the University of Kassel to be in the “pioneering stage” as they mention
sustainability over various areas of the university and integrate it in faculties (e.g. Faculty 11 –
Organic Agricultural Sciences, see: https://www.uni-kassel.de/fb11agrar/en/home.html), and
cover it in their mission statement. However, it was difficult to find SMART defined goals and
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target on how to reach the university’s sustainability goals. Therefore, there is still space for
progress.
IV.

Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up or
top-down initiative? You may give a very brief ‘story’/”snapshot” of the process from
your perspective (how you saw it unfolding, it does not have to be based on
documents, but on your experience of it).

Both, bottom up and top down play a role. I established two English master programmes at
faculty 11, the International Food Business and Consumer Studies and the European Master
Sustainable Food Systems. Obviously, in the process of a study programme development, mainly
the top down approach plays a role.
But here was - through the participation of student representatives - the bottom up process as
well present. In a reacreditation, experience of teachers and students become important.
I was also part of a European research project regarding the topic of what importance the topic
of sustainability has. It was published now. At that time I was still leader of the organic food
quality and food culture department.
Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’: Organisational unit(s)
I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses

Search term for German courses: nachhaltig* (Nachhaltigkeit = sustainability, nachhaltig =
sustainable, etc.
At the University of Kassel, especially in Master degree programmes the order in which courses
are taken is not mandatory. However, there exists the recommendation to start with mandatory
modules first (so to pick them in the first year, semester 1 and 2), as they often provide the basis.
Only then it is recommended to select mandatory modules of choice in the following semester 3
and 4, year 2.
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Course/module name/title

Year
Seme
ster

Study
programm
e name
(please list
the
keywords)

Study
Programme
title

Number of
years (and
semesters)
i.e. normal
programme
duration

Faculty

for Higher Education
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Keywords (with “sustain*”) identified in:
Course title
Course description

Strategic Partnerships

(with a focus
on
International
Organic
Agriculture)
[Joint Degree
Programme
with the
University of
Göttingen]

M
Sc

Mandatory modules:
1) Organic livestock farming under temperate
conditions
2) [Applied statistical modelling]
3) Sustainable International Agriculture: basic
principles and approaches
4) [Organic cropping systems under
temperate and (sub)tropical conditions]
5) Soil and plant science
Mandatory choice modules:
6) [Biological control and biodiversity
7) Plant breeding methodology and genetic
resources]
8) Livestock nutrition and feed evaluation
under (sub)tropical conditions
9) Marketing research
10) International markets and marketing for
organic products
11) Socioeconomics of rural development and
food security
12) Evaluation of rural development projects
and policies
13) Rural sociology
14) [EU policies and organic agriculture]
15) Food quality and organic food processing
16) GIS and remote sensing in agriculture
17) Sustainable diets
18) Project seminar: social-ecological analysis
and
management
of
agricultural
landscapes
19) Participatory research methods for
sustainability
20) Agriculture and ecosystem services
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Interc
hang
eable
when
to
pick
which
modu
le. All
mand
atory
modu
les
have
to be
taken
and
from
the
mand
atory
choic
e
modu
les
four
have
to be
select
ed.

Sustainable international agriculture

Sustainable
International
Agriculture

2 years, 4 semesters

FB11 – Organic Agricultural Sciences

for Higher Education
Sustainable
international
agriculture:
basic principles
and
approaches,
sustainable
diets,
participatory
research
methods for
sustainability,
process
development
for sustainable
food production
and premium
food quality

1) Sustainable forage production systems,
Design and management of a sustainable
forage production
3) evaluation of a system’s sustainability,
sustainable use of human and natural
resources for the continued provision of
quantitatively and qualitatively adequate
food, basic concepts and principles of
sustainability and sustainable agriculture, in
its ecological, economic and social
dimensions, bio-physical and socio-economic
sustainability of land use systems and of
agricultural value chains, sustainable
management strategies along the continuum
of water, soils, plants, animals, producers and
consumers, sustainable development, strong
and weak sustainability, social sustainability,
sustainability concepts in the farm enterprise,
sustainable farm management, enterprise
sustainability, controlling of sustainability,
sustainability of livestock husbandry,
concepts of sustainability, effects on soil
fertility and sustainability
[4) contribution of livestock to the
sustainability of organic farming systems]
17) interactions of diets, sustainability and
human nutrition/health, sustainability and
nutrition parameters, Healthy diets within
sustainable food systems, Optimization of a
dish/meal according sustainability and
nutrition impacts, guidelines for the
processing of sustainable food products
18) principles of landscape sustainability
science
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21) [From
conceptualisation
to
communication: key steps in empirical
research]
22) Process development for sustainable food
production and premium food quality
23) Ecology and agroecosystems
24) Ecological soil microbiology
25) [Plant nutrition in the tropics and
subtropics]
26) Soil and water
27) Agrobiodiversity and plant genetic
resources in the tropics
28) Methods and advances in plant protection
29) [Crop modelling for risk management]
30) Nutrient
dynamics:
long-term
experiments and modelling
31) Plant nematology
32) Agroforestry
In blue: modules from Uni Kassel
[Modules held at University of Göttingen]
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19) sustainability science, sustainable land
management, sustainable landscapes
management and land-use conflict resolution
20) linkages to other sustainability issues
(e.g., biodiversity, climate change, water
security, poverty)
23) conditions of sustainability, sustainable
use of agro-ecosystems, approaches to
strengthen sustainability
26) sustainable land use
27) sustainability of smallholder
32) sustainability of socio-cultural systems,
linkages to sustainability issues (e.g., climate
change, water security management, or
human well-being), sustainability of future
landscapes
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Ökologische
Landwirtschaft
(=Organic
Agriculture)

M
Sc

2 years, 4 semesters

FB11

for Higher Education
Mandatory modules:
1) Statistik und Versuchsplanung (Statistics)
2) Projekt Ökologische Agrarwissenschaften
(Project about organic agriculture)
3) Studienkolloquium
Mandatory choice modules:
4) Methoden der Boden- und
Pflanzenbauwissenschaften
5) Wissenschaftliches Arbeiten im
Nutztierbereich
6) Angewandte Methoden der
Pflanzenzüchtung
7) Statistik und Versuchsplanung II
8) Fernerkundung und GIS in der
Landwirtschaft
9) Wissenschaftliche Methoden im
Ökologischen Gemüsebaus
10) Angewandte Methoden der Tierzucht
11) Marketing Research
12) Participatory research methods for
sustainability
13) Methods and advances in plant
protection
14) Nährstoffkreisläufe, Energieflüsse und
Ökobilanzen
15) Phytopathologischer Feldkurs
16) Bodenmikrobiologie, Bodenqualität
17) Ausgewählte Kapitel der Agrartechnik
18) Ökologie und Multifunktionalität des
Grünlandes
19) Vegetation und Standort
20) Spezielle Aspekte der Ökologischen
Landwirtschaft
21) Ökologische Pflanzenzüchtung
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Nachhaltigkeits
wissenschaften,
Participatory
research
methods for
sustainability,
sustainable
diets,

12)transdisciplinary research methods in
sustainability science, sustainable land
management, sustainability science,
sustainable landscapes management and
land-use conflict resolution
29)Zusammenhänge der umweltgerechten
und nachhaltigen Landwirtschaft
(connections of environemntal-friendly and
sustainable agriculture),
35)Nachhaltigkeitswissenschaften (science of
sustainability), komplexe
Nachhaltigkeitsfragen (analysis of complex
sustainability problems), Nachhaltigkeit der
Bewirtschaftung natürlicher Ressourcen
(sustainable management of natural
resources), Wandel hin zur Nachhaltigkeit von
der lokalen bis zur globalen Ebene (change
towards sustainability from local to global
level), nachhaltiges Landmanagement
(sustainable land management)
38)sustainable forage production,
42)sustainability and human nutrition/health,
sustainability and nutrition parameters,
sustainability and human health, healthy diets
within sustainable food systems, optimization
of a dish/meal according sustainability and
nutrition impacts
44)sustainability of smallholder
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22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)
43)
44)

Ökologie und Naturschutz
Angewandte Bodenphysik
Feldfutterbau und Bioenergieerzeugung
Tiergerechte und umweltverträgliche
Nutztierhaltung
Kompaktmodul – Das Milchrind
Prozess- und Produktqualität in der biodynamischen Landwirtschaft
Nutztiere und Landschaft
Umweltindikatoren und Ökobilanzen
Honigbienen und Wildbienen in der
Agrarlandschaft
Entscheidungstheorie
Ökologische Lebensmittelqualität,
Verarbeitung
Soziokulturelle Dimensionen ländlicher
Entwicklung
Politikfeldanalyse und -evaluation im
Agrar- und Umweltsektor
Nachhaltigkeitswissenschaft
Institutionen und kollektives Handeln im
Agrar- und Umweltsektor
Verarbeitung pflanzlicher Produkte
Organic livestock farming under
temperate conditions
International markets and marketing for
organic products
EU policies and organic agriculture
Quality management for organic products
Sustainable diets
Organic cropping systems under
temperate and (sub)tropical conditions
Agrobiodiversity and plant genetic
resources in the tropics
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Food Business
and Consumer
Studies

M
Sc

2 years, 4 semesters

FB11

for Higher Education
45) Nutrient dynamics: long-term
experiments and modelling – bilingual
46) Freies Projekt
47) Aktuelle Themen aus Wissenschaft und
Praxis
Basic Modules:
[1)International Legislation on Consumer
Protection and Food – Fulda University of
Applied Sciences]
2)Marketing Research
[3)Food Product Development]
4)Research Methods
[5)Recent Developments in Food and
Nutritional Sciences]
6)Consumer Science and Sustainable
Consumption
[7)Food Quality Management]
Mandatory elective modules:
8)Responsible and Sustainable Food Business
in Global Context
9)Strategic Management
10)Post-harvest Technology and Food Quality
11)Principles of Organic Farming
12)Management and Management
Accounting
[Electives from Fulda:
Innovation Management in the Food Industry
Information Systems in the Food Industry
Nutritional and Consumer Behaviour]
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Consumer
Science and
Sustainable
Consumption,
Responsible
and Sustainable
Food Business
in Global
Context

[5)sustainable development of agriculture and
food industry, assessment of impacts of
traditional and novel processing technologies
on sustainability]
6)recent developments in consumption and
future trends with emphasis on sustainability
8)concepts and frameworks of responsible
and sustainable food business
12)managing and accounting for
sustainability, managerial decision-making
and transparency on environmental, social
and sustainability performance
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FH Münster University of Applied Sciences
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University
I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political
focus of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted?

a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA* statements (vision, mission, objectives,
strategies, action plans (or: targets)); which of these?
Vision:
In our research we could find no formal Vision Statement for Münster University of Applied
Sciences (MUAS). In one document, the MUAS University Development Plan (UDP) of 2005
there is a scenario with multiple visions for the university in 2020. These visions are
formulated around the following aspects (MUAS, 2005: 122-128):
Vision for the general framework
•
•
•

MUAS is still in governmental structures but with a private university standard.
A wide range of courses are offered in cooperation with companies and organisations.
MUAS has established a regional network with schools to improve the transition to
higher education institutions.
• A financing mix including fees, sponsoring and governmental support exists.
• A basic education which gives a broad perspective -oriented on ethical principles and
responsibility for social processes rather than a restricted professional orientation – is
provided.
The profiling of the university also includes further development and shaping of values which
implies ecological and social concerns as well as international and regional aspects.
Vision for intercultural integration and strategic alliances:
•
•

By 2020 MUAS will establish a university abroad together with a foreign university as
strategic partner.
Most of the modules will be offered in English.

Vision for a technologically changing world:
•
•

Research on future technologies on a scientific basis.
Professionalisation of services on an academic level.

Recent image publications, like the image brochure from 2018 and the following UDPs (UDP
2011-2015, UDP 2016-2020) as well as the MUAS website do not communicate any current
visions.
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Mission (= guiding principles):
A number of documents can be found that contain a Mission Statement for MUAS. For the
university overall the term used carries more of a sense of guiding principles [DE: Leitbild]. In
this analysis we equate this term with Mission. The guiding principles of MUAS are formulated
in a slogan:
High-performance, curious and proactive, sustainable
[DE: „Leistungsstark, neugierig und initiativ, nachhaltig”].
•
•

•

The term “high-performance” is used to show the commitment to combine expertise
with methodological and social competences.
The terms “curious and proactive” describe the mission to shape the academic
landscape in an innovative way with the premise to be open for new impulses from
others.
The term „sustainable” underlines the commitment of MUAS to its mission statement
for the future. The university understands the term sustainability as “being aware of
long-term effects of our actions” and “responsibility for future generations” (MUAS,
2018: 21; MUAS, 2011: 20).

Besides the guiding principle MUAS has defined five guidelines [DE: Handlungsmaximen]:
1. Teaching and research have a high relevance to practice [DE: Anwendungsnähe]
2. Interdisciplinar teaching and research activities [DE: Interdisziplinarität]
3. Interculturality, to impart intercultural competences and the integration of foreign
students [DE: Interkulturalität]
4. Equal opportunity - implementing participation to every person for all activities offered
at MUAS [DE: Chancengleichheit]
5. A strong understanding of service - activities and decisions are oriented to the needs
of students, staff and partners [DE: Serviceverpflichtung]
These guiding principles and guidelines are communicated in the UDP of 2011 and 2016 as
well as inside the brochure of 2018 (MUAS‘ quality promise) and the annual reports (MUAS,
2011: 21; MUAS, 2016: 26).
A further communicated mission is stated at the UPD of 2016: Through the educational
programme and the research activities, MUAS serves all people of our society. [DE: „Die FH
Münster stellt sich mit ihrem Bildungsangebot und ihrer Forschungsarbeit in den Dienst der
Menschen unserer Gesellschaft.“] (MUAS, 2016).
Objectives:
MUAS does not communicate any quantitatively formulated aims or objectives.
The following keywords for areas of action [DE: Handlungsfelder] are mentioned in the image
brochure of 2018 and the UPD of 2016 and can be understood as objectives:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Transfer and development of knowledge as a main objective
Lifelong learning or life with education that shapes personality and creates
knowledge
Projects include the interaction with society: social, cultural and political dimension
Research based on practical actions and interdisciplinary approaches to solve
current issues in various fields of research
Interdisciplinary cooperation on national and international levels
Innovation-oriented

Strategies:
The main emphasis of MUAS is on quality. The central idea is the focus on quality as a general
motor for success (MUAS, 2018). Since 2000 MUAS is implementing a UDP (university
development plan) in which the university and the individual departments formulate specific
targets for the next five-year period. Overall, there are three core processes: education,
research and resources.
For operationalizing the listed objectives above, MUAS uses the tool Academic Scorecard. The
integrated six strategic fields of development are formulated as following (MUAS, 2016: 2831; MUAS, n.d.; MUAS, n.d., a):
•
•
•
•
•
•

internationalisation [DE: Internationalisierung]
advanced training [DE: Weiterbildung]
digitalisation [DE: Digitalisierung]
transfer 2020 [Transfer 2020 – is a programme to realize technological, service
oriented and social innovation]
personnel development [DE: Personalentwicklung]
substantive (content) profiling [DE: Inhaltliche Profilierung]

Within these strategic fields each department formulates targets and corresponding measures
which are to be completed in a period of five years. These targets and measurers are then
communicated in the UDPs.
For example, in the UDP of 2016, the department of Food, Nutrition and Facilities has
formulated strategic targets with specific aims and measures (MUAS, 2016: 68-69):
One of the strategic targets for the process education is to strengthen the reputation of the
department. The specific aim is to improve the public relations work.
The measure is to further develop and implement a concept for public relations.
The UDP serves as an external communication tool and the Academic Scorecard helps as
internal tool for strategic development. The next UDP for 2020-2025 will be published in
December 2020.
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Furthermore, there is a communication strategy called “annual motto” [DE: Jahresmotto]
which is integrated into teaching and research activities:
In 2012 the chosen motto “sustainability” showed the university efforts to focus on topics
with a long- term relevance. With instruments such as lecture series or a thematic week, more
awareness was created within the university. Also, the task force “sustainability and ethics”
[DE: Arbeitskreis “Nachhaltigkeit und Ethik”] was established (MUAS, 2012: 25).
• For 2013 the motto was internationality [DE: Internationalität]
• For 2014 the theme was equal opportunity [DE: Chancengleichheit]
• For 2015/16 the theme was year of health [DE: Jahr der Gesundheit]
• For 2017/18 the theme was diversity [DE: Vielfalt]
• In 2019 the theme was interdisciplinarity [DE: Interdisziplinarität]
(Online: https://www.fh-muenster.de/hochschule/aktuelles/jahresmotto.php )
These themes refer mainly to the guidelines [DE: Handlungsmaxime] (see section Mission) of
MUAS and are a tool to anchor the principles into the practice.
Targets:
The image brochure from 2018 mentions a short statement for the future in which the guiding
principles (high-performance, curious and proactive, sustainable) and the culture of quality will
be continuously realised (MUAS, 2018: 20-21).
Within the UDP, the university and the individual departments formulate their specific targets
related to the three core processes; education, research and resources. The UDP of 2011
formulates three targets:
•
•
•

for education the target is “ambitious in teaching” [DE: Anspruchsvoll in der Lehre]
for the perspective of research, the target is “successful in research and teaching” [DE:
Erfolgreich in Forschung und Lehre]
and for the aspect of resources the target is “efficient use of resources” [DE: Effizient im
Ressourceneinsatz] (MUAS, 2011: 27-28).

These targets are qualitative commitments, rather than quantitative accomplishments.
b. Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational
units?
The above-mentioned guiding principles (high-performance, curious and proactive,
sustainable) refer to the entire actions of MUAS. The fields of action are divided into three
core parts: education, research and resources.
On this basis the organizational units formulate further targets with corresponding measures
(documented in the Academic Scorecard). The following examples for the organizational units
of research, teaching, operations, outreach and administration, illustrates the implementation
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of the guiding principles as well as the practical implementation of the core processes
(education, research, resources) in institutes and departments.
Research
MUAS has several institutes which implement the guiding principles “high-performance,
curious and proactive, sustainable” into their research activities, the following two institutes
are two examples to show how the guiding principle “sustainable” is integrated into research:
•

•

The Münster School of Vocational Education [DE: Institut für berufliche Lehrerbildung
(IBL)] has a research focus called „vocational training for sustainable development“ [DE:
Berufliche Bildung für eine nachhaltige Entwicklung] (MUAS, 2016: 82). This extra
curriculum was supported in the UNESCO Education for Sustainable Development in the
academic year 2013/14 (MUAS/ IBL, n.d.).
The Institute of Sustainable Nutrition (iSuN) at the department of Food, Nutrition and
Facilities uses an inter- and transdisciplinary approach to develop sustainable food
products and catering services together with the food industry (MUAS, n.d., b).

Teaching
To enhance and further develop the education at MUAS workshops and training are offered,
one example of implementation is:
•

MUAS developed the “Wandelwerk”, a centre for quality development. Their service
includes the evaluation of teaching which is part of the quality management (MUAS,
n.d., d).

Operations and administration including reporting and assessment
As mentioned in section I (strategy), the main emphasis at MUAS is the quality of education,
research and resources. The further enhancement of quality is controlled by the operational
business of MUAS, through the implementation of the Academic Scorecard.
In the Academic Scorecard, one of the main perspectives is resources. This aspect includes the
MUAS employees, the financing, the infrastructure and the management of the university
(MUAS, 2016: 21). MUAS communicates sustainable measures, which include the reduction of
energy consumption, promoting employee health and the transparency and usability of
operating processes (MUAS, 2012: S.25).
Outreach
To show how the guiding principles “proactive and curious” are implemented, two examples
are presented below: MUAS’ focus on internationalisation and inter- and transdisciplinary
projects, implemented in the following programmes:
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•

•

“TAFH – Transferagentur / TAFH Münster GmbH” is an daughter agency connected to
MUAS with the main target to connect experts from science with practice and to initiate
innovative projects (MUAS, n.d., e).
A transdisciplinary project to promote innovation is called „münster. countryside. life”
[DE: münster.land.leben]. The main topic of the project is to enhance health,
participation and well-being in the rural area of Münster (MUAS, n.d., f).

c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable
development / sustainability / UNESCO ESD?
To find out if universal concepts of sustainability are integrated into activities at MUAS, the
keywords from question c) were put into the search engine of the MUAS website. Here we give
a short overview of the findings. The results show that the keyword „Nachhaltigkeit”
(sustainability, German translation) has the most hits. The topic can be found in various articles
about projects in the departments and institutes of MUAS. The German translation for
“UNESCO ESD” has the second most hits at the search engine quantitatively seen. The
qualitative content shows that all the information, uploaded slides and research activities of
MUAS lecturers refer to the extra curriculum project BBNE at Münster School of Vocational
Education. Most of the information is from the project period of 2011-2013. The other
keywords (e.g. SDGs) can be found in articles about students’ projects, as well as research and
lecture topics of various lecturers from different departments.
The results must be likened to a „catch” by trawler net, showing hits but not a full reflection,
since most lectures in day-to-day university business are not named or detailed on the
university website. Therefore the results presented show how the concepts of sustainability are
integrated and communicated at MUAS but some of that communication is implicit and nonintentional. The following are illustrative excerpts only.
Agenda 2030
•

for the module “business ethics” there is a link to the world hunger index 2016 which
mentions the Agenda 2030. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/itb/downloads/lehre-neu/remmerbach/mba/Welthunger__Index_2016.pdf

Agenda 21
•

Lectures and publications of Prof. Dr. Christof Wetter, department of Energy,
Buildings, Environment [DE: Fachbereich Energie-Gebäude-Umwelt], integrating
Agenda 21 into one of the research studies. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/forschung/forschungsprofil/publikationen.php?p_id=900&autorid=900
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SDGs
•

•

Lectures and publications of Prof. Dr. Nina Michaelis, Münster Business School,
integrating SDGs. Online at MUAS webpage https://fhmuenster.de/msb/personen/lehrende/michaelis/index.php?anzeige=publikationen&a
utorid=5227
Study content of the course „sustainable economics” for the study-programme business
engineering, integrating the SDGs into the study content. Online at MUAS webpage
https://www.fh-muenster.de/itb/studierende/berufsbegleitend/moduleweiterbildender-master/nachhaltiges-wirtschaften.php

UN- Nachhaltigkeitsziele [SDGs, German translation]
•

•

MUAS News: article about how students implement the SDGs in their daily life. Online
at MUAS webpage https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facilitymanagement/aktuelles/ziele-nachhaltige-entwicklung.php
Lectures and publications of Prof. Dr. Petra Teitscheid, department of Food, Nutrition
and Facilities, integrating SDGs. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/forschung/forschungsprofil/publikationen.php?p_id=1259&autorid=1259

Sustainable development
•

List of publications by Prof. Dr. Carola Strassner at the Department of Food, Nutrition
and Facilities. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/oecotrophologie-facilitymanagement/professoren/strassner/veroeffentlichungen.php

Nachhaltige Entwicklung [sustainable development, German translation]
•

at MUAS News: article about the speech of Prof. Dr. Carmen-Maria Albrecht at the
Global Fashion Management Conference in Paris. Online at MUAS webpage
https://www.fh-muenster.de/msb/aktuelles/neuigkeiten/news-artikel/nachhaltigkeitin-der-modewelt-prof.-dr.-carmen-maria-albrecht-bei-global-fashion-managementconference-in-paris.php

Sustainability
•

a pdf entitled “What do electrotechnology and information science have in common
with sustainability?” Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/eti/downloads/labore/st/JTeuber_Masterseminar_WS19_20_Rev2.pdf

Nachhaltigkeit [sustainability, German translation]
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•

•

•

•

•

at MUAS News: article about the „food forum” and a lecture of Prof. Dr. Guido Ritter
about the role of sustainability insight the food industry and the role of consumers.
Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facilitymanagement/aktuelles/genuss-nachhaltigkeit-innovation.php
online article on MUAS webpage at the department of electrical engineering and
computer science: about electric engineering and computer science and the
connection to sustainability. Online at MUAS webpage: https://www.fhmuenster.de/eti/labore_forschung/st/projekte-nachhaltigkeit.php
Introduction of a service from the Institute of Construction and Functional Materials,
conducting analyses of raw materials, including sustainability. Online at MUAS
webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ikfm/Materialcharakterisierung/Werkstoffanalyse.php
article about the impulses for sustainability into research and teaching insight the
departments of MUAS, especially at the department of food, nutrition and facilities.
Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facilitymanagement/meldungen/2014/nachhaltigkeitsimpulse.php
at MUAS News: article about a students’ project, realizing a city map for sustainable
consumption. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/aktuelles/news/index.php?newsId=709

UNESCO ESD - no results found
Bildung für nachhaltige Entwicklung (UNSECO ESD, German Translation):
•

•

•

•

Information about extra curriculum (BBNE) at Münster School of Vocational Education,
integrating sustainability and UNESCO ESD. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/archiv/IBL_BBNE/Berufliche_Bildung_fuer_eine_nachhaltige_Entwickl
ung_Startseite.php
uploaded Power Point Slides for a symposium presenting methods and materials for
BBNE. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/downloads/downloads/bbne/Berufliche_Bildung_fuer_eine_nachhalt
ige_Entwicklung_in_Hauswirtschaft_und_Ernaehrung_Methoden_und_Materialien__
Noelle_M.__Ross__T._.pdf
information about events at Münster School of Vocational Education: symposium
about the extra curriculum “Vocational Education for sustainable development”
(BBNE). Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/archiv/IBL_BBNE/Aktuelles.php
introduction of Prof. Dr. Petra Michel-Fabian at MUAS, listed research focus includes
the project activities at BBNE at Münster School of Vocational Education. Online at
MUAS webpage: https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facilitymanagement/lehrkraefte/michel-fabian-publikationen.php
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introduction of Prof. Dr. Julia Kastrup at MUAS, listed research focus includes the
project activities at BBNE at Münster School of Vocational Education. Online at MUAS
webpage https://www.fh-muenster.de/ibl/ueber_uns/personen/kastrup.php

BNE (UNESCO ESD, German acronym for Bildung für nachhaltige Entwicklung)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

information about events at Münster School of Vocational Education: symposium
about the extra curriculum “Vocational Education for sustainable development”
(BBNE). Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/archiv/IBL_BBNE/Aktuelles.php
uploaded Power Point Slides from Prof. Dr. Kirsten Schlegel-Matthies, University of
Paderborn about UNESCO ESD at schools. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/downloads/downloads/bbne/SchlegelMatthies_PP__Schreibgeschuetzt_.pdf
uploaded Power Point Slides from Ernst Tiemeyer, Ministerium für Schule und
Weiterbildung des Landes Nord-Rhein-Westfalen about UNESCO ESD at schools. Online
at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/downloads/downloads/bbne/Europaeische_Kompetenzentwicklung_
zum_nachhaltigen_Wirtschaften_in_der_Ernaehrungsbranche___Konzept__Ergebniss
e__Folgerungen__Tiemeyer__E._.pdf
information about UNESCO ESC award for Münster School of Vocational Education for
the extra curriculum (BBNE). Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/downloads/downloads/bbne/PM_UNESCO-Auszeichung.pdf
uploaded factsheet from Dorothea Simpfendörfer (Ausbildungsbeauftrage
Studienseminar für berufliche Schulen Kassel) about a Workshop for vocatinal
education and sustainability. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/downloads/downloads/bbne/Statements_Simpfendoerfer.pdf
uploaded factsheet of the symposium „Fit für die Zukunft – Berufliche Bildung für eine
nachhaltige Entwicklung (BBNE)“ at Münster School of Vocational Education. Online at
MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/downloads/downloads/bbne/Fit_fuer_die_Zukunft.pdf
uploaded factsheets of a newsletter for the project extra curriculum BBNE. Online at
MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/downloads/downloads/bbne/newsletter_original.pdf
publication series of the project extra curriculum BBNE at Münster School of
Vocational Education. Online at MUAS webpage https://www.fhmuenster.de/oecotrophologie-facilitymanagement/downloads/strassner/veroeffentlichungen/2012_RR_CS_61s.pdf
MUAS annual report of 2011, information about award from UNESCO ESD for the
project extra curriculum BBNE at Münster School of Vocational Education. Online at
MUAS webpage https://www.fh-muenster.de/hochschule/downloads/jahresbericht2011-fh-muenster.pdf
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The following examples show also how MUAS refers to universal concepts of sustainability:
The UDP of 2005 published a statement from the MUAS’ board of trustees, who recommend
focusing on the Lisbon Agenda. As explanation of the recommendation they refer to the target
of the Agenda which includes sustainable welfare for European citizens through the three
dimensions of economic growth, social cohesion and sustainable development: „Das
umfassende Ziel der Lissabon Agenda ist die nachhaltige Wohlfahrt der Bürger in Europa durch
die drei Dimensionen Wettbewerbsfähigkeit und ökonomisches Wachstum, sozialer
Zusammenhalt sowie nachhaltige Entwicklung.” (MUAS, 2005: 12).
The aims and principles of research at iSuN-Institute are committed to the mission statements
of „sustainable development” based on the World Commission on Environment and
Development, Brundtland Report ( MUAS, n.d., b).
Furthermore, the research focus of IBL for the project „vocational training for sustainable
development” refers to the Brundtland Report and the triangle of sustainability according to
the author Kleine [DE: das integrierte Nachhaltigkeitsdreieck nach Kleine]. The information can
be found on a scientific paper which is linked on the MUAS website (MUAS/ IBL, n.d.; IBL, n.d.).
d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are these?
(and by when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
From the search-engine results it can be seen that the topic of sustainability is present in some
lectures and research projects. However, there are no specific targets found which refer to any
sustainability targets such as the SDGs.
References:
https://www.fh-muenster.de/hochschule/downloads/imagebroschuere_engl.pdf
https://en.fh-muenster.de/hochschule/aktuelles/publikationen/bildungsleitbild.php leading
to:
https://en.fh-muenster.de/hochschule/downloads/FH-Muenster-Bildungsleitbild-012019.pdf
https://www.fhmuenster.de/msb/downloads/ueber_uns/profil/190915_MSB_Mission_DE.pdf
https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/downloads/HR_Strategy_for_the_field_of_research_EN_2018.1.11.
pdf
https://www.fh-muenster.de/intern/downloads/personal/A-Z_WMA_EN_2019.01.09.pdf
some general academic lit: https://journals.openedition.org/rsa/1594
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Key words for the search function at MUAS website: nachhaltig, Nachhaltigkeit, Vision, Ziele,
Strategie, Qualität as well as the corresponding English translations.
MUAS (2019): Jahresbericht 2019. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/downloads/Jahresbericht-2019_Webversion.pdf
MUAS (2018): Image Broschüre. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/downloads/FH-Muenster-Imagebroschuere.pdf
MUAS (2016): Hochschulentwicklungsplan 2016-2020. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/downloads/hep-2016.pdf
MUAS (2012): Jahresbericht des Präsidiums. Gelebte Nachhaltigkeit. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/downloads/jahresbericht-2012-fh-muenster.pdf
MUAS (2011): Hochschulentwicklungsplan 2011-2015. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/downloads/hochschulentwicklungsplan-fh-muenster-2011-2015.pdf
MUAS (2005): Hochschulentwicklungsplan 2005-2010. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/downloads/hep_2005.pdf
MUAS (n.d.): Unser Erfolg gründet auf Qualität. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/ueber-uns/index.php
MUAS (n.d., a): Der rote Faden unserer Strategie. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/modernesmanagement/strategischeentwicklungsfelder_1760550.php
MUAS (n.d., b): About the iSuN. Online: https://en.fh-muenster.de/isun/das_Institut/dasisun.php
MUAS (n.d. c): Centrum für Interdisziplinarität. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/organisation/mci.php MUAS (n.d., d): Das Wandelwerk. Online:
https://www.fh-muenster.de/wandelwerk/
MUAS (n.d., e): TAFH Münster. Innovation durch Partnerschaft. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/transfer/
MUAS ( n.d., f): Münster. Land. Leben. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/forschung/muensterlandleben/index.php
MUAS/ IBL (n.d.): Nachhaltigkeitsorientiertes Rahmencurriculum für die Ernährung- und
Hauswirtschaftsberufe. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/ibl/archiv/IBL_BBNE/Projektbeschreibung_Berufliche_Bildung_fuer_eine_nachh
altige_Entwicklung_in_der_Ernaehrungsbranche.php
IBL (n.d.): Berufliche Bildung für eine nachhaltige Entwicklung – warum und wie? Online:
https://www.fh-muenster.de/ibl/downloads/downloads/bbne/HuW_12011_BBNE_Kettschau_und_Mattausch.pdf
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II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present? How?

a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state
that your university does not explicitly formulate any.
The research structure is divided into three areas: internal institutes, associated institutes,
centres of excellence (MUAS, n.d. g):
•

•

•

Internal institutes are anchored within the structures of the university on an
interdepartmental basis
o Institute for Society and Digitalisation
o Association of Institutes Resources, Energy and Infrastructure
▪ Institute of Energy and Process Technology
▪ Institute for Infrastructure, Water, Resources, Environment
o Institute of Construction and Functional Materials
o Institute of Sustainable Nutrition and Food Production
o Institute of Optical Technology
o Institute for Process Management and Digital Transformation
o Institute for Interdisciplinary in Health, Technology, Employability
Associated institutes are integrated by means of cooperation agreements
o Institute of Waste, Wastewater, Site and Facility Management
o Institute for Construction and the Construction Industry Westfalen GmbH
o Institute of Textile Construction and Environmental Engineering
o Coesfeld Centre of Excellence, Institute of Business Process Management
o Use-Lab GmbH
Centres of Excellence („in addition to its institutes, MUAS has highly specialised
structures that enable research and development issues to be addressed in
departments and schools in line with the institution's distinct profile, and in close
cooperation with expert partners from the region and further afield”)
o Laser Centre
o Münster Initiative for Humanitarian Action
o e-Mobility Centre
o Construction and Transport Centre of Excellence
o Corporate Communication and Corporate Identity
o Neudenken. now (studio for research, communication and design)
o Business Valuation in Small and Medium-Sized Business
o Science-to-Business Marketing Research Centre
o Wandelwerk. Centre for Quality Development

Besides the research institutes the TAFH Münster GmbH (TAFH – Transferagentur) is a
corporate agency of MUAS which realizes transdisciplinary projects (see section I, b).
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Furthermore, MUAS entered strategic alliances to enhance the cooperation with external
partners from practice and science. One such strategic alliance is with the company BASF
Coatings.
To enhance the international standard, MUAS is part of the consortium UAS7 – German
Universities of Applied Sciences, a network which strengthens international cooperation,
especially with American Universities.
The third strategic alliance is the cooperation with the neighbouring district of Steinfurt to
realize and support local projects as well as educational training in social and political topics.
(MUAS, n.d., k).
Over and above the institutional structure, MUAS published a document on „guiding principles
for research and transfer” [DE: Unsere Leitsätze für Forschung und Transfer]. It defines the
research practice within inter- and multidisciplinary approaches as well as regional, national
and international cooperation with actors outside the university context and/ or other research
projects (MUAS, 2006).
The individual profiling is communicated as: „understanding materials - preserving resources”,
„ health and wellbeing put into practice” [DE: "Materialien verstehen - Ressourcen schonen”,
„Gesundheit leben”] (MUAS, n.d., l).
References:
MUAS (2006): Unsere Leitsätze für Forschung und Transfer. Online: https://en.fhmuenster.de/forschung/downloads/Forschungs-_und_Transferleitsaetze.pdf
MUAS (n.d., g): Research Structure. Münster University of Applied Sciences sets new
standards. Online: https://en.fhmuenster.de/forschung/forschungsprofil/forschungsstrukturen.php
MUAS (n.d., h): Firm entrenchment of selected research areas. Online: https://en.fhmuenster.de/forschung/forschungsprofil/in-institute.php
MUAS (n.d., i): Closely integrated with proximity to the market. Online: https://en.fhmuenster.de/forschung/forschungsprofil/an-institute.php
MUAS (n.d., j): Centres of Exellence. Online: https://en.fhmuenster.de/forschung/forschungsprofil/Kompetenzzentren.php
MUAS (n.d., k): Passende Kompetenzen für unsere Partner. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/starke-partner/partnerschaften/allianzen_1760457.php
MUAS (n.d., l): Inhaltliche Profilierung. Wir entwickeln und weiter. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/modernes-management/inhaltliche-profilierung_1760555.php
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b. Is “sustainability” present within the strategic research areas of your University?
How?
There is no official statement communicated on the MUAS website which informs about an
integration of sustainability into the strategic research areas. According to Maike Giesbert,
coordinator of the TAFH- transfer agency at MUAS (pers. comm.), several institutes focus on
aspects of sustainability.
A closer look on the different internal institutes show partially an integration of topics on
sustainability, which are communicated on the MUAS website:
•

The focus on sustainability at the Department of Food, Nutrition and Facilities [DE:
Fachbereich Oecotrophologie – Facility Management]: The so called „ sustainability
science “ [DE: Nachhaltigkeitsforschung] was targeted in the UDP 2005 as one
fundamental approach of the research activities of the Department of Food, Nutrition
and Facilities (MUAS, 2005: p. 82). On this endeavour followed the establishment of
the iSuN- institute.
• At the Institute of Energy and Process Technology [DE: Institut für Energie und
Prozesstechnik (IEP)] one research area refers to environmental protection. Online:
https://www.fh-muenster.de/iep/Forschung.php

•

The image brochure of the Institute for Infrastructure, Water, Resources, Environment
[DE: Institut für Infrastruktur, Wasser, Ressourcen, Umwelt (IWARU)] refers to a
sustainable resource management, realized through various projects. Online:
https://www.fh-muenster.de/iwaru/downloads/fh_broschuere_institutsverbund_2019_02.pdf

•

One service of the Institute of Construction and Functional Materials [DE: Institut für
Konstruktions- und Funktionsmaterialien (IKFM)] is to conduct analyses of raw
materials, which includes sustainability as one criterion. Online https://www.fhmuenster.de/ikfm/Materialcharakterisierung/Werkstoffanalyse.php

•

The institute for Process Management and Digital Transformation [DE: Institut für
Prozessmanagement und Digitale Transformation (IPD)] has listed two publications
integrating sustainability, as well as realizing projects with third-party funds such as
sustainable cooperation in outbound logistics [Nachhaltige Kooperationen in der
Distributionslogistik]. Online: https://www.fh-muenster.de/ipd/forschung/WissenschaftlichePublikationen.php;
muenster.de/ipd/forschung/drittmittelprojekte/Drittmittelprojekte.php

•

https://www.fh-

The Association of Institutes Resources, Energy and Infrastructure [DE:
Institutsverbund Ressourcen, Energie und Infrastruktur] describe their research area
by integrating concepts of sustainable use and management of resources, energy and
environment. Online: https://www.fh-muenster.de/hochschule/organisation/ressourcen-energieinfrastruktur.php

References:
MUAS (2005): Hochschulentwicklungsplan 2005-2010. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/hochschule/downloads/hep_2005.pdf
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III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment?

Based on the communicated strategy of MUAS, the university could be allocated between 2.
“Awakening stage” and 3. “Pioneering stage”. In my personal opinion (Strassner) NUAS is more
at the awakening stage. There are several activities and courses which address sustainability
but there are no strategic documents or reporting published with holistic plans or
accomplishments in terms of sustainability. MUAS mentioned “sustainability” as key factor of
their guiding principles but in the last UDPs there are no specific activities listed to promote
sustainable development and the understanding of sustainability seems somewhat divergent
to the SDG-type understanding. Strategic university documents focus on quality rather than
sustainability. Several courses regarding the topic sustainability, in connection to ecological,
social and economic transformation are offered at the department of Food, Nutrition and
Facilities, the department of Economics and the department of Engineering. Pioneer work is
done mostly at the Department of Food, Nutrition and Facilities within the establishment of the
master programme “Sustainability in Service Management and Food Industries” and the iSuNInstitute, as well as at the IBL.
References:
MUAS (n.d.): My FH Portal. Veranstaltungen suchen. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/myfh/veranstaltungssuche.php
IV.

Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up or
top-down initiative? You may give a very brief ‘story’/”snapshot” of the process
from your perspective (how you saw it unfolding, it does not have to be based on
documents, but on your experience of it).

My (Strassner) personal experience in twelve years at MUAS has see the inclusion of
sustainability (sustainable development) as a bottom-up initiative. Over the years individual
colleagues have initiated courses or working groups or activities. These have been mostly
disparate and the work of individuals. When these have been professor-level staff they have
perhaps had a better chance of an extended duration. Some of these have, however, faded
away again.
Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’: Organisational unit(s)
I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses

The list consists of the modules at MUAS in the following bachelor and master programmes:
•
•

(M.Sc.) Sustainability in Service Management and Food Industries [Nachhaltige
Dienstleistungen- und Ernährungswirtschaft]: only compulsory courses listed.
(M.Sc.) Nutrition and Health [Ernährung und Gesundheit]: no compulsory courses with
sustain* found, but one elective subject.
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•

(B.Sc.) Home Economics and Nutritional Science [Oecotrophologie]: compulsory courses
and elective subjects listed.

Except the last two courses in the list (marked in blue) which are offered in English, all courses
are offered in German language (the English translation is in square brackets). The identified
keyword with sustain* were translated from German into English language.
The German keywords are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nachhaltigkeit [sustainability]
nachhaltig [sustainable]
ökologische, ökonomische, soziale Dimension [ecological/environmental, economic,
social dimension]
nachhaltige Ernährungssysteme [sustainable food systems]
Ökosysteme [ecosystem]
Umwelt/ Umweltschutz [environment/ environmental protection]
Klimawandel [climate change]
Biologische Lebensmittel [organic food products]
Bildung für nachhaltige Entwicklung [education for sustainable development]

Words marked in blue are English words, which were used in the module descriptions. These
are: SDGs, green service, green care.
References:
MUAS (n.d.): Studienverlaufsplan Nachhaltige Dienstleistungen- und Ernährungswirtschaft.
Online: https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facilitymanagement/downloads/studium/studienverlaufsplan-master-ndue.pdf
MUAS (n.d.): Module im Master Gesundheit und Ernährung. Online: https://www.fhmuenster.de/oecotrophologie-facility-management/studierende/module-ernaehrunggesundheit.php
MUAS (n.d.): Module für den Bachelor Oecotrophologie ab Studienbeginn Wintersemester
2016/17. Online: https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facilitymanagement/studierende/module-oecotrophologie.php
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Table with the results of our investigation:
Faculty or
organisational
unit

Study
Programme
title

Degree
(e.g.
BSc/
MSc/
PhD)

Department
of Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries
Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries
Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries

MSc

Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries
Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Number of
years (and
semesters)
i.e. normal
programme
duration
2 years, 4
semesters

Course/module name/title

Year

Semester

-

-

-

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Lebensstile und
Nachhaltigkeitskommunikation
[Sustainable lifestyle and
communication]

-

A
(rotation)

-

sustainable
lifestyle and
communication

sustainability,
sustainable
communication,
strategies

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Nachhaltigkeitsmanagement
[Sustainability Management]

-

A
(rotation)

-

sustainability
management

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Human Resource Management
[Human Resource
Management]

--

A
(rotation)

-

-

sustainability
sustainable
strategies,
concepts,
reporting,
economic,
ecologic and
social dimension
sustainability
aspects

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Dienstleistungssysteme
[Service systems]

-

B
(rotation)

-

-
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Study
Course title
Course
programme
(please list the description
name (please
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(please list the
list the
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keywords)
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-
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Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Nachhaltiger Konsum
[Sustainable consumption]

-

B
(rotation)

-

sustainable
consumption

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

-

B
(rotation)

-

research fields
of sustainable
services and
management in
food industries

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries
Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries
Sustainability in
Service
Management
and Food
Industries
Nutrition and
Health

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Forschungsfelder der
nachhaltigen Dienstleistungsund Ernährungswirtschaft
[Research fields of sustainable
services and management in
food industries]
Forschungsmethoden
[Research methodology]

-

C
(rotation)

-

-

sustainability
science

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

-

C
(rotation)

-

2 years, 4
semesters

-

C
(rotation)

-

challenges in
sustainable
food systems
on global
perspective
aspects on
sustainable
action in
practice

sustainable food
systems, SDGs,
ecosystems

MSc

Herausforderungen an
nachhaltige Ernährung aus
globaler Perspektive
[Challenges in sustainable food
systems on global perspective]
Aktuelle Aspekte nachhaltigen
Handelns in der Praxis
[Aspects on sustainable action
in practice]

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nutrition and
Health

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Ökologie und Biodiversität im
Kontext der Produktion von
Lebensmitteln [Ecology and

elective
subject

-

-

-

ecosystem,
environment,

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Department
of Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
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Department
of Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

BSc

Biodiversity in context of food
production]
-

climate change,
sustainability
-

-

-

-

-

Lebensmittellehre
[Aliment theory]

1

1st

-

-

ecological,
social, economic
dimension

Psychologie und Angewandte
Sozialwissenschaften
[Psychological and applied
social sciences]
Allgemeine BWL
[Fundamentalt of business
administration]

1

1st

-

-

1

1st

-

-

sustainable
development,
sustainable
lifestyle
sustainability
management

3 years, 6
semesters

Physik und Verfahrenstechnik
[Physics and process
engineering]

1

1st

-

-

environmental
protection

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Dienstleistungsmanagement
[Service Management]

2

3rd

-

-

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Sozioökonomie
[Socio-economy]

2

3rd

-

-

ecological,
social, economic
dimension,
sustainability
sustainable
actions

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Hygienemanagement und
Lebensmittelrecht
[Hygiene management and
food law]

2

4th

-

-
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Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Esskultur und Lebenswelten
[Food culture and living
environments]

2

4th

-

-

socio-cultural
and ecological
dimension

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

2

4th

-

-

socio-cultural
and ecological
dimension

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Esskultur und
Ernährungsverhalten
[Food culture and eating
habits]
Nachhaltige
Gemeinschaftsgastronomie
[Sustainable catering]

3

5th

-

sustainable
catering

sustainability,
sustainable food
systems

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Unternehmenskommunikation
[corporate communication]

2

4th

-

-

sustainability
communication

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

3

5th

-

3 years, 6
semesters

3

5th

-

integrated
quality- and
sustainability
management
-

-

BSc

Integriertes Qualitäts- und
Nachhaltigkeitsmanagement
[Integrated Quality- and
Sustainability Management]
Verpackungen
[Packaging]

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Schulverpflegung
[School catering]

elective
subject/
year 2

4th

-

-

Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Aspekte nachhaltiger
Ernährungswirtschaft
[Aspects of sustainable food
industries]

elective
subject/
year 3

5th

-

aspects of
sustainable
food industries

sustainability,
ecological
principles,
organic food,
sustainable
development
sustainability,
concepts,
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Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science
Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science

BSc

Home
Economics and
Nutritional
Science

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities
Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

Food,
Nutrition and
Facilities

elective
subject/
year 2

4th

-

-

green service,
green care

3 years, 6
semesters

Aktuelle Themen der
hauswirtschaftlichen
Dienstleistungsbranche
[Current topics in service
industry]
Eventmanagement
[Eventmanagement]

elective
subject/
year 2

3d/4th

-

-

sustainable
actions,
sustainability

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Verbraucher und Konsum
[Consumer and consumption]

4th/5th

-

-

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Ernährungs- und
Verbraucherbildung
[Diet and consumer education]

elective
subject/
year 2
or 3
elective
subject/
year 2

4th

-

-

sustainable
development,
ecological and
social impact
education for
sustainable
development

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Internationale
Ernährungssicherung
[International food security]

elective
subject/
year 2

4th

-

-

SDGs

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Sustainable Food Consumption
(course offered in English)

elective
subject/
year 3

5th

-

sustainable
food
consumption

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Food additives and
contaminants in the context of
nutrition, ecology and
sustainability (course offered
in English)

elective
subject/
year 2

4th

-

ecology and
sustainability

sustainable
consumption,
sustainability,
environmental
impacts
environmental
issues, organic
food,
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University of Zagreb, Faculty of Agriculture, Zagreb, Croatia
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University
I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political
focus of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted?

a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA* statements (vision, mission, objectives,
strategies, action plans (or: targets)); which of these?
University of Zagreb Faculty of Agriculture (FAZ) has set out Vision, Mision, Core values and
Main goals in the document Strategic development plan 2016-2020
(http://www.agr.unizg.hr/multimedia/pdf/faz_strategy_2016_2020.pdf). The Mission, Vision,
Core values and Main goals are pointed separately on English web site
(http://www.agr.unizg.hr/en/category/about_faculty/20).
One of the aims of FAZ is “To contribute to the sustainable development of the Croatian
economy and society as a whole.”
Strategies:
Since 2010 FAZ is implementing a SDP (Strategic development plan) in which the Faculty
formulate specific targets for the next five-year period. The last SDP is covering period between
2016 and 2020. Overall, there are five core processes: organization and quality, education,
research, international cooperation and resources. Therefore SDP is divided in five chapters.
As a starting point, for each specific process, SWOT analysis has been done.
b. Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational
units?
Within five strategic fields each process formulates general strategic goal and specific goals
with defined tasks which are to be implemented in a period of five years. These goals and tasks
are then communicated in the SDPs. For strategic area Education and International cooperation
detailed strategic plans have been developed and are available in Croatian
(http://www.agr.unizg.hr/multimedia/onama/afz_strategija_2016-20_nastava.pdf and
http://www.agr.unizg.hr/multimedia/onama/afz_strategija_201620_medunarodna_suradnja.pdf). Expected outcomes and achievement indicators are proposed
for each specific task. For each specific year an action plan is proposed and periodic reporting
on achievements is taking place.
The following examples for the organizational units of organization and quality, education,
research, international cooperation and resources, illustrates the implementation of the
guiding principles as well as the practical implementation of the core processes.
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Organization and quality
The main emphasis at FAZ is the quality of education, research and resources. One of the specific
goals is “To create a positive and stimulating working environment based on cooperation
between employees and organisational units, and also on recognition and validation of work
performance”. Therefore workshops with the aim of informing employees about the modern
organisational standards and management of higher education institutions in conditions of
national and international environment are organized at regular basis and workload standards
and established system for evaluating results and rewarding work are defined.
Education
The overall strategic goal of education at FAZ is to provide contemporary and competitive
teaching curricula and processes based on learning outcomes synchronised with educational
needs of students, labour market and society as a whole. To enhance and further develop the
education at FAZ it is proposed to improve the contents of study programmes according to
identified competences needed for the labour market and continuation of education.
Research
Scientific and research activities at FAZ are implemented in accordance with social challenges
identified in the national and European strategic documents: food production, sustainable
agriculture and rural development and development of new knowledge and technologies and
their transfer into the economy. In order to achieve this strategic goal as one of the specific goals
FAZ set up to maintain attractive postgraduate doctoral programme in national and international
context. One of the proposed tasks is to develop activities for attracting a larger number of
enrolled students into doctoral studies, especially through specialized interdisciplinary projects.
International cooperation
The strategic goal in the field of international cooperation is to position FAZ as internationally
recognized and acknowledged scientific-teaching institution through better integration into
the scientific-research and higher education area of the European Union and strengthening
of strategic partnerships with universities and international organizations all over the world.
One of the tasks to better positioning in the European higher education area is to ensure
recognisability of curricula by teaching in English language and joint teaching activities with
strategic partners.
Resources
Strategically FAZ tends to increase the value and quality of human and infrastructure
resources with basic intent to improve teaching and scientific-research work. For that purpose
three specific goals have been set up. One of them is to ensure financial resources for continuous
investments in infrastructure and academic activities accepting positive regulations of
sustainable development. Therefore FAZ defined the procedures in order to allocate the income
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in a way that reflects the Faculty's strategic priorities and obligations, while respecting the
principles of justice and collegial relationships.
c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable
development / sustainability / UNESCO ESD?
To find out if universal concepts of sustainability are integrated into activities at FAZ, the
keywords from question c) were put into the search engine of the FAZ website. The results show
that the keywords „održiv”, “održivost” and “održiv razvoj” (stainable, sustainability, sustainable
development- Croatian translation) have very many hits. The topic can be found in descriptions
of different courses and study programmes as well as in various articles about projects and titles
of the papers.
d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are these?
(and by when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
There are no specific targets found which refer to any sustainability targets such as the SDGs.

II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present? How?

a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state that
your university does not explicitly formulate any.
The Faculty of Agriculture has a total of 28 departments, organized according to scientific
and educational fields of interest and activities. The departments are responsible for the
implementation of the basic Faculty activities, and they manage human, material and financial
resources used in their activities. Scientific research projects are, besides teaching, the basic
activities of the Faculty of Agriculture. During the whole period of existence, the Faculty of
Agriculture has devoted particular attention to the development of science, as well as the
practical application of research results.
The main research activities are currently focused on the following areas: a) Molecular
characterization, selection and cultivation in microbiology, plant and animal sciences; b)
Sustainable agriculture and organic production; c) Environmentally friendly plant protection
against pests; d) Soil and water protection; e) Biodiversity and preservation of wild and domestic
species, varieties and breeds; f) Quality and safety of food; g) Croatian landscapes and their
implementation into the legislative system; h)Introduction of wild ornamental species into
horticulture; i) Renewable agricultural energy sources, “Green energy”.
b. Is “sustainability” present within the strategic research areas of your University? How?
Even though sustainability is mentioned only in one strategic research areas, it is clear that
some other research areas like environmentally friendly plant protection against pests, soil and
water protection, biodiversity and renewable agricultural energy sources refer to the
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sustainability. The official statement communicated on the FAZ website informs that FAZ aims
to contribute to the sustainable development of the Croatian economy and society as a whole.
III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment?

Based on the communicated strategy of FAZ, the faculty could be allocated between 1. “Businessas-usual and 2.“Awakening stage”. In my personal opinion (Bažok) FAZ is very close to the
awakening stage. In research activities Faculty is approaching stage 3. “Pioneering”. Even though
there are several activities and courses which address sustainability, there are no strategic
documents or reporting published with holistic plans or accomplishments in terms of
sustainability.
IV.

Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up or
top-down initiative? You may give a very brief ‘story’/”snapshot” of the process from
your perspective (how you saw it unfolding, it does not have to be based on
documents, but on your experience of it).

My personal experience has seen the inclusion of sustainability (sustainable development) as
both, bottom up and top down. Teaching staff is completely independent when they are creating
courses. The establishing of study programmes is sometime result of teachers’ initiative and
sometimes of Faculty initiative. Teachers or bottom-up initiative is visible when the courses and
study programs are analysed. Even though the word sustainable is included in only two courses
in BSc study programmes and in three courses in MSc study programmes, the description of many
courses contain the word sustainability or the content is directly related to sustainability. Two
new MSc study programmes, Environment, agriculture and resource management (INTEREnAgro) and Renewable Resources of Energy in Agriculture (developed in past 10 years) are
strictly related to sustainable development. Those study programmes were initiated by teachers
and recognized and supported from Faculty management.
The top-down initiative could be described as the activities organized by Faculty management
(study programmes, workshops, and initiatives, projects) in order to raise awareness on
importance of sustainability and or sustainable developmental goals in teachers and students.
One good example is participation of FAZ in joint initiative of five partners (University of Natural
Resources Vienna- BOKU (Austria), Szent Istvan University Godollo (Hungary), University of Novi
Sad (Serbia) and Banat‘s University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Timisoara
(Romania)) to create the MSc study programme “Sustainability in Agriculture, Food Production
and Food Technology in the Danube Region” (Danube AgriFood Master – DAFM). Study
programme has been jointly created by consortium partners. It is accredited at all partners and
has been implemented over the past five years (http://www.ica-casee.eu/index.php/caseemaster). Associate Partners are the Czech University of Life Sciences Prague (CZU) (CZ), the Slovak
University of Agriculture Nitra (SK) and the Warsaw University of Life Sciences (PL). In addition,
public authorities and business stakeholders including small-, medium- and large- sized
enterprises are also associate partners. Partners and several associated partners are members of
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the Central European Network of Life Science Universities (CASEE), have a long history of
cooperation and are partners in other university networks worldwide.
As an active member of Association for European Life Science Universities (ICA) FAZ is
participating in initiatives (related to organizing workshops, initiating discussion and sharing
ideas and experiences) with other European universities in the field of life sciences. Every year
Faculty management (dean and vice deans) are participating in Rectors’ & Deans’ conferences
that are discussing topics related to SDGs (see more at: https://www.ica-ls.com/). Central
European Network of Life Science Universities (CASEE) is organized under the umbrella of ICA
and FAZ is very active member. FAZ is actively participating in CASEE conferences and the last
three were devoted to SDGs (The role of life science universities in redirecting land use from
threat to guardian of ecosystem was held from 12 to 15 June 2019 at the University of Sarajevo,
Research Based Education at Life Science Universities in the Danube Region: towards a
sustainable future was held from 6 to 9 June 2018 at the University of Agronomic Sciences and
Veterinary Medicine in Bucharest, Sustainable development in Europe – cooperation between
science and practice - What’s the position of Central and South Eastern Europe? was held at the
Warsaw University of Life Sciences, Poland from 14 to16 May 2017).
Within ICA, the ICA-Edu standing committee (ICA Network for Innovation in Life Sciences Higher
Education) is regularly organizing colloquiums in order to share ideas and experiences on how to
answer on challenges related to education in life sciences. FAZ hosted ICA-Edu colloquium on
June 13 and 14 2017. The topic of the colloquium was “Delivering graduates to meet the
challenges of the sustainable development goals: Embedding the development of ethical and
sustainable values in the curriculum”.
Additionally, FAZ is one of the partners in Erasmus+ Strategic partnership project led by the
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna (BOKU). The INTRINSIC project is
addressing Innovative Education for Sustainable Entrepreneurship in Life Sciences (see more at:
https://www.intrinsic.eu/).
Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’: Organisational unit(s)
I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses

We did search of 6 study programs. Our intention was to show the change in the approach: two
MS study programs were developed recently and four were developed before 15 or more years.
The list consists of the modules at FAZ in the following bachelor and master programmes:
•
•

•
•

Agroekologija (Agroecology) BSc study programme
Agroekologija (Agroecology) MSc study programme with two subunits Agroekologija
(Agroecology) and Mikrobna biotehnologija u poljoprivredi (Microbial technology in
Agriculture)
Fitomedicina (Plant medicine) BSc study programme
Fitomedicina (Plant Medicine) MSc study programme
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•

Environment, agriculture and resource management (INTER-EnAgro) MSc study
programme in English
Obnovljivi izvori energije u poljoprivredi (Renewable Resources of Energy in Agriculture)
MSc study programme

The identified keyword with sustain* were translated from Croatian into English language.
The Croatian keywords are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Održivost [sustainability]
održiv [sustainable]
ekološka/okolišna, ekonomska, socijalna dimenzija [ecological/environmental, economic,
social dimension]
održivi sistemi prehrane [sustainable food systems]
ekosistem [ecosystem]
Okoliš/zaštita okoliša [environment/ environmental protection]
klimatske promjene [climate change]
organska/ekološka poljoprivreda [organic food products]
edukacija za održiv razvoj [education for sustainable development]
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Faculty
or
organis
ational
unit

Study
Programme
title

Degree
(e.g.
BSc/
MSc/
PhD)

Number of
years (and
semesters)
i.e. normal
programme
duration
3 years, 6
semesters
3 years, 6
semesters

Course/module
name/title

Year

FAZ

Agroecology

BSc

FAZ

Agroecology

BSc

FAZ

Agroecology

FAZ

Semester

Pedology
(Pedologija)
Basics of crop
production (Temelji
uzgoja bilja)

1

2

-

-

-sustainable soil management

1

2

-

-

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

1

2

-

-

Agroecology

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Agricultural
amelioration
(Poljoprivredne
melioracije)
Soil microbiology and
biochemistry
(Mikrobiologija i
biokemija tla)

sustainable agricultural production
- sustainable and ecological agriculture
- sustainable development and the modern
concept of polyvalent use of space
- irrigation in sustainable agriculture

2

4

-

-

FAZ

Agroecology

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

2

4

-

-

FAZ

Agroecology

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters

Basics of animal
husbandry (Osnove
stočarstva)
Agriculture and
Environment
(Poljoprivreda i okoliš)

2

4

-

-

FAZ

Agroecology

MSc

1

-

-

Agroecology

MSc

Soil physics
(Fizika tla)
Soil chemistry
(Kemija tla)

1

FAZ

2 years, 4
semesters
2 years, 4
semesters

1

1

-

-

FAZ

Agroecology

MSc

1

-

-

Agroecology

MSc

Microbial ecology
(Mikrobna ekologija)
Beneficial associations
of plants and
microorganisms

1

FAZ

2 years, 4
semesters
2 years, 4
semesters

1

2

-

-

Study
programme
name
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Keywords (with “sustain*”) identified in:
Course title Course description

- microbiological processes in sustainable
soil management
- the role and importance of microorganisms
in the concept of sustainable agricultural
production
- different meat and milk production
systems in sustainable land management
- sustainable management
- to make soil management sustainable
- How agricultural production affects the
environment and its sustainability
application of soil physics in the process of
sustainable land use
-Integrate the results of soil chemical
analyzes in order to identify environmental
threats.
microbial ecology in sustainable
management of natural resources
the most important associations of plants
and beneficial microorganisms in
sustainable agriculture
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FAZ

Agroecology

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

FAZ

Plant
medicine

BSc

3 years, 6
semester

FAZ

Plant
Medicine
Plant
Medicine

BSc

3 years, 6
semesters
3 years, 6
semesters

FAZ

Plant
Medicine

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

FAZ

Plant
Medicine

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

FAZ

Plant
Medicine

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

FAZ

Plant
Medicine

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

FAZ

BSc

(Korisne asocijacije
biljaka i
mikroorganizama)
Microbial diversity of
natural and
anthropogenic
ecological systems
(Mikrobna raznolikost
prirodnih i
antropogenih
ekoloških sustava)
Introduction into soil
microbiology
(Uvod u mikrobiologiju
tla)
Pedology
(Pedologija)
Principles of
phytopharmacy
(Načela fitofarmacije)
Applied entomology
(Primijenjena
entomologija)

1

2

-

-

ecological role of biodiversity in the
agroecosystem

1

1

-

-

Biological fixation of atmospheric nitrogen
and their importance for the sustainable
agriculture

1

1

-

2

3

-

-

-improvement of food safety,
-environment protection

1

1

-

-

Principles of integrated
pest management
(Integrirana zaštita
bilja)

1

1

-

-

Applied weed science
(Primijenjena
herbologija)
Natural enemies and
principles of biological
control (Prirodni
neprijatelji i načela
biološkog suzbijanja)

1

1

-

-

-plan and implement protection of
agricultural crops from pests according to
the principles of integrated and ecological
plant protection
-assess the importance of plant protection in
relation to environmental protection, soil,
water and food contamination.
-ecologigal infrastructure
-food safety
-Introduction to environmentally friendly
weed protection

2

3

-

-
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FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Agroclimatology and
climate change

1

1

-

-

-critically consider causes and consequences
of global climate change through
understanding processes and access to
current information

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Agri-environmental
law and policy

1

1

-

-

-natural resources: natural, economic and
public values

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Environmental soil
science

1

1

-

-

-to recognize and evaluate the roles of soil
as a natural resource of a country, as well as
the need for its protection
-to identify appropriate ways and methods
for the sustainable soil use in connection
with various activities

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Beneficial associations
of plants and
microorganisms

1

2

-

-

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Applied plant nutrition

-

-

-to understand the importance and role of
different associations between plants and
beneficial microorganisms in sustainable
agricultural production that aims on
decreased application of agrochemicals
through increased use of natural processes
as well as in environment protection
-discuss the role of fertilization as well as
mineral and organic manures on agriculture
sustainability issues,

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Microbial enzymatic
activities in soil

-

-

1

2
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FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)

Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management

activity and to study microbial enzymatic
responses on environmental perturbations.

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Use and conservation
of water resources

1

2

-

-

- to collect and process data related to water
quality and to develop, implementation,
monitor and evaluate good agricultural
practice and agri-environmental measures
for reducing negative impact of agriculture
to surface and groundwater

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Aquatic ecosystems
and biodiversity

2

3

-

-

-Aquatic ecosystems.
-Habitat – biodiversity relationship.
-Basic characteristics of different aquatic
ecosystems.

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Environmental risk
analysis and
management

2

3

-

-

Critically evaluate risk and decision problems
within the environmental field

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Livestock production
and the environment

2

3

-

-

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Water management in
agriculture

2

3

-

-

- recognize acceptable measures and
approaches considering waste management
to ensure sustainability of livestock
production.
-Analyze and discuss the importance of
autochthonous livestock breeds in
sustainable production systems;
-Role of autochthonous livestock breeds in
sustainable production systems
-Arise the knowledge about global water
resources and principal threats of their
sustainable use
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FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

FAZ

(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Environment,
agriculture
and resource
management
(INTEREnAgro)
(in English)
Obnovljivi
izvori energije
u poljoprivredi
(Renewable
Resources of
Energy in
Agriculture)
Obnovljivi
izvori energije
u poljoprivredi
(Renewable
Resources of
Energy in
Agriculture)

Obnovljivi
izvori energije
u poljoprivredi
(Renewable
Resources of
Energy in
Agriculture)
Obnovljivi
izvori energije
u poljoprivredi
(Renewable
Resources of

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Field Crops
Management

2

3

-

-

-Select the crops and cultivars / hybrids
suitable to the given environmental
conditions

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Biomass and biofuels
(Biomasa i biogoriva)

1

1

-

-

-Sustainability of biofuel production
systems;
-Sustainable integration of biofuel
production and animal feed production

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Fundamentals of
technology and energy
of renewable energy
sources in agriculture
(Osnove tehnike i
energetike obnovljivih
izvora energije u
poljoprivredi)

1

1

-

-

Recognize positions and trends in
agricultural production with emphasis on
the role of renewable energy sources and
sustainable waste management

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Waste management in
agriculture
(Gospodarenje
otpadom u
poljoprivredi)

1

1

-

-

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Sustainable biomass
storage system
(Sustav održivog
čuvanja biomase)

1

2

-

Sustainable
biomass
storage
system

-to compare the impact of traditional
agriculture, especially livestock on the
environment and the possibilities of its
sustainable development on the optimal use
of waste from agricultural production
-Explain models of sustainable waste
management in agricultural production
-
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Energy in
Agriculture)

FAZ

FAZ

Obnovljivi
izvori energije
u poljoprivredi
(Renewable
Resources of
Energy in
Agriculture)
Obnovljivi
izvori energije
u poljoprivredi
(Renewable
Resources of
Energy in
Agriculture)

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Bioproducts from
lignocellulosic biomass
(Bioproizvodi iz
lignocelulozne mase)

1

2

-

(Sustav
održivog
čuvanja
biomase)
-

MSc

2 years, 4
semesters

Disposal of livestock
waste
(Zbrinjavanje otpadnih
tvari iz stočarstva)

1

2

-

-

References:
FAZ: http://www.agr.unizg.hr/hr/ects/fitomedicina/11/10
FAZ: http://www.agr.unizg.hr/hr/ects/agroekologija/4/10
FAZ: http://www.agr.unizg.hr/hr/ects/fitomedicina/18/11
FAZ: http://www.agr.unizg.hr/hr/ects/agroekologija-agroekologija/14/11
FAZ: http://www.agr.unizg.hr/hr/ects/mikrobna_biotehnologija_u_poljoprivredi/15/11
FAZ: http://www.agr.unizg.hr/en/ects-en/inter-enagro/3/229
FAZ: http://www.agr.unizg.hr/hr/ects/obnovljivi_izvori_energije_u_poljoprivredi/41/11
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-Argue the sustainability of the bioproduct
production system from an environmental
perspective.

-Explain the situation and trends in livestock
production with emphasis on the role of
sustainable waste management
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Summary of the results
Study program

Number of total
obligatory courses

Number of
courses with
„sustain” in title

Number of
courses with
other key words
in syllabus

0

Number of
courses with
„sustain” in
syllabus
6

BS study program
Agroecology

25

MS study program
Agroecology
BS study program
Plan medicine
MS study program
Plant Medicine
MS study program
Environment,
agriculture and
resource
management (INTEREnAgro)
MS study program
Obnovljivi izvori
energije u
poljoprivredi
(Renewable
Resources of Energy
in Agriculture)

11

0

3

1

27

0

2

1

7

0

0

4

24

0

5

7

19

1

5

0
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Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University
I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political
focus of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted?

a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA* statements (vision, mission, objectives,
strategies, action plans (or: targets)); which of these?
Aleksandras Stulginskis university in 2019 was merged with the Vytautas Magnus university, it’s
a classical university which fosters the principles of artes liberals. Vytautas Magnus university
have Vision, Mission, Objectives, Values, Strategy and Strategic action plan.
The main documents are:
1. Vytautas
Magnus
University
strategy
for
2012-2020
(in
English
https://www.vdu.lt/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/35129.pdf;
2. Vytautas Magnus university strategic action plan for 2020 – 2022 (Lithuanian source
available https://www.vdu.lt/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2020-2022-m.-veiklosstrateginis-planas.pdf, Vytauto Didžiojo universiteto 2020 – 2022 metų Strateginis
veiklos planas);
3. Annuals reports. Contains information on what has been achieved over the past year
at the University, includes information on Mission, Vision and Values, also evaluation
of studies, science and art achievements (Lithuanian source available
https://www.vdu.lt/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2019-m.-VDU-veiklosataskaita.pdf);
4. Annual a report on the implementation of the strategic action plan. The latest report
from 2018 (Lithuanian source available https://www.vdu.lt/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/2018-m-veiklos-ataskaita-finansiniai-rodikliai.pdf
5. Vytautas Magnus university manual for quality and the environment (Lithuanian
source
available
https://www.vdu.lt/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Kokybesvadovas_2017.pdf);
6. Vytautas
Magnus
university
Agriculture
Academy
information
(https://zua.vdu.lt/en/about-academy/characteristics-of-the-present/).
b. Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational
units: Research? Teaching? Operations? Outreach? Administration including reporting
and assessment?
Statements in the Vytautas Magnus university strategic action plan for 2020 – 2022 are intended
for the entire university. They are structured as follows:
1. Mission;
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2. Compliance of the strategic action plan with the mission of Vytautas Magnus
University, the strategic ones of the country's science and study policy European
Higher Education Area and the European Research Area provisions;
3. Vision;
4. Strategic objectives (Social active and responsible community, reliable
international partner, studies favourable for unfolding talents and personalities,
the highest level of science and arts, harmonious and creative environment);
5. Values;
6. Strategic aims and programs for their implementation.
c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable
development / sustainability / UNESCO ESD?
Vytautas Magnus University mission, vision, operational priorities, strategic changes and
values that supporting strategic provisions respond to the vision and development priorities
of the Lithuanian Progress Strategy “Lithuania 2030” and the directions of their
implementation until 2030 in order to make progress towards a smart society, smart
economy and smart governance and in accordance with the principles of sustainable
development (source in Lithuanian https://www.vdu.lt/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/20202022-m.-veiklos-strateginis-planas.pdf)
d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are these?
(and by when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
As mentioned above.
II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present? How?

a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state that
your university does not explicitly formulate any.
Seventeen

priority

research

themes

are

available

in

English

at

https://www.vdu.lt/en/research/research-priorities/.

b. Is “sustainability” present within the strategic research areas of your University? How?
“Sustainability” presents in the strategic research areas. Two priority research themes of
seventeen are fully based on the sustainable development.
https://www.vdu.lt/en/research/research-priorities/.
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III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment?

In my opinion Vytautas Magnus university is in the Pioneering stage. We have sustainability
mentioned in strategic documents, in the strategic research areas and in studies.
Some examples:
1. Research:
1.1.
Conferences: International Scientific Conference “Sustainable Bioeconomy
Development 2020: From Thinking Globally to Acting Locally”. International scientific
conference Sustainable Development: Theory and Practice 2019. International
Scientific Conference Long-term Agroecosystem Sustainability.
1.2.
Research priorities (https://www.vdu.lt/en/research/research-priorities);
1.3.
Research projects
2. Studies (in English):
2.1.
Master
degree
studies:
master
of
sustainable
energy
(https://www.masterstudies.com/Master-of-Sustainable-Energy/Lithuania/VMU/)
2.2.
Diferent courses in different study programes.

IV.

Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up or
top-down initiative?

In my opinion it is both top-down and bottom-up. Bottom-up: students and teachers initiate
changes in separate courses, including more topics about sustainability issue, study programmes
leaders do changes in study programmes including new courses.
Because now we are just after the merge process it is difficult to say about the real top-down
initiatives but we can see some actions in infrastructure planning, funding of the research,
besides the sustainability declared in the documents.
Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’: Organisational unit(s)
I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses
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Faculty or
organisational
unit

Study Programme
title

Degree
(e.g.
BSc/
MSc/
PhD)

Vytautas
Magnus
university
Agriculture
academy,
Faculty of
Agronomy

Food Quality and
Safety

BSc

Agronomy

BSc

Number of
years (and
semesters)
i.e. normal
programme
duration
4

4

Course/module
name/title

Year

Semester

General ecology
and
environmental
protection
Sustainable
food systems

2

III

Sustainable development and use of
natural resources.

2

III

Renewable
resources
Horticulture

1

II

The concept of sustainable food
systems.
Principles of sustainable agriculture and
food.
Sustainable use of water resources.

4

VII

Agri-business
project
management

4

VIII

Land
recultivation
and
conservation

4

VIII

Study
programme
name
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Keywords (with “sustain*”) identified in:
Course
Course description
title
Mainly course topics and in some cases
annotations.

Course annotation: Students will be able
to anticipate sustainable horticultural
business development opportunities.
Course annotation: The aim of the
course is to develop students' ability to
make strategic and tactical decisions
based on project management theories,
models and tools for the development
of agri-food businesses and for
innovation implementation in an everchanging environment for the
competitiveness grow and sustainability
Crop change under sustainable farming
conditions.
Plant protection in the conditions of
sustainable agriculture.
Tillage systems for basic crops under
sustainable farming conditions.
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Quality and Safety
of Food Plant Raw
Materials
Agronomy

MSc

2

MSc

2

Agroecosystems
and quality of
crop production
Agroecosystems
sustainability

1

I

2

III

Bioeconomy
development

1

I

Innovations in
crop production
Information
technology in
agriculture

2

III

1

I

Precision
agriculture
Impact of
Agricultural
Activities on
Environment

2

III

1

II
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Agricultural planning on a sustainable
farm: plant rotation, varieties, crop
structure and pest control
Intensive, sustainable and ecological
farming systems and subsystems and
their particular features.
Impact of crop production technologies
on the sustainability of agroecosystems.
Impact of weed control measures on the
sustainability of agro-ecosystems.
Bioeconomy as a practical way to
sustainable development.
Sustainable biomass production
potential.
Assessment of the biomass production
based on sustainability approach.
Future plant biotechnology, sustainable
chemistry Platform agriculture.
Course annotation: This course
introduces to the information
technologies used in agriculture, the
solution of agricultural scientific and
industrial problems, in order to ensure
coherent sustainability of nature and
agricultural production.
Precision agriculture (PA) and
agricultural sustainability.
Evaluation of traditional, sustainable
and alternative farming systems in the
context of long-term stable farming.
Course annotation: The subject is to
provide knowledge on the impact of
agricultural production processes and
technologies on the functioning of
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Argoecology

MSc

2

Quality and
Safety of Plant
Food Products
Bioeconomy
Development

2

IV

1

I

Biological
Diversity
Conservation

2

IV

Soil resources
and GIS

2

IV
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ecosystems and agro-ecosystems,
environmental pollution caused by
agricultural activity, their migration,
global ecological problems and
contribution to global climate change.
This is how to gain knowledge about
agricultural systems and their choice in
order to reduce environmental
pollution, deal with the problem of
humanity in terms of sustainable
development and long-term stable
farming.
Sustainable management of food
resources, prevention of food waste and
waste.
Bioeconomy as a practical way to
sustainable development.
Sustainable biomass production
potential.
Assessment of the biomass production
based on sustainability approach.
Course annotation: The main focus is
dedicated to setting up nature
conservation priorities, international
biological diversity conventions,
protected and invasive species,
Lithuanian and European Union
Protected Areas systems, perception of
sustainable management principles in
agricultural ecosystems.
Sustainable use of soils of the different
genesis.
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Warsaw University of Life Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University

I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political
focus of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted?

Sustainable development in the general vision and political focus of the University is present.
Thanks to considerable efforts in recent years, WULS is on the right track to achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals and embrace the principles of sustainability. At our university
are created new fields of study related to sustainable development. Moreover training courses
and conferences are organized. Employees and students also have the opportunity to participate
in foreign trips and international conferences aimed at broadening the knowledge about
sustainable development. This knowledge is then passed on to the students during lectures and
workshops. The university also conducts research and scientific projects related to sustainable
development. As part of these projects, meetings with scientists from different countries are
organized, as well as workshops and educational meetings.
https://www.sggw.pl/en/for-candidates/recruitment/1st-degreestudies?fbclid=IwAR3JjNaBSDKzbLuAgy0X0klLBI_WLf4hALnk_G5OmPhDJ3g-POEbEwM7vp0
http://wzcz.sggw.pl/nauka/projekty-prowadzone-w-instytucie/projekty-realizowane-wkatedrze-zywnosci-funkcjonalnej-i-ekologicznej/
https://www.sggw.pl/en/search&search=sustain&advse=aw
However, sustainable development is not officially mentioned in the University's strategy and
mission for 2011-2020.
Mission: https://www.sggw.pl/uczelnia/strategia-uczelni-na-lata-2011-2020
Strategy:
https://www.sggw.pl/image/data/Piotr%20Sowinski/Strategia_SGGW_cze2017_v3.pdf
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a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA* statements (vision, mission, objectives,
strategies, action plans (or: targets)); which of these?
WULS has all of the VMOSA statements:
• vision, page 4:
https://www.sggw.pl/image/data/Piotr%20Sowinski/Strategia_SGGW_cze2017_v3.pdf
• mission, page 3:
https://www.sggw.pl/image/data/Piotr%20Sowinski/Strategia_SGGW_cze2017_v3.pdf
https://www.sggw.pl/uczelnia/strategia-uczelni-na-lata-2011-2020
• objectives, page 21:
https://www.sggw.pl/image/data/Piotr%20Sowinski/Strategia_SGGW_cze2017_v3.pdf
• strategies:
https://www.sggw.pl/image/data/Piotr%20Sowinski/Strategia_SGGW_cze2017_v3.pdf
https://www.sggw.pl/uczelnia/strategia-uczelni-na-lata-2011-2020
• action plans
b. Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational
units:
- Research? Teaching? Operations? Outreach? Administration including reporting and
assessment?
The statements are included in the strategy and mission of the entire university.
c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable
development / sustainability / UNESCO ESD?
The University's strategy and mission don’t relate directly to sustainable development.
d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are these?
(and by when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
No specific targets relating to sustainable development / Agenda 2030.
II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present? How?

a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state that
your university does not explicitly formulate any.
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WULS conducts a multi-faceted business and scientific - research aimed at solving current
problems of the national economy, especially in agriculture and related fields. Among the
ongoing research directions feature to the following areas of research:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the impact of external factors on the rural environment with particular emphasis on soil
environment;
improvement of methods for the production of plants including integrated protection;
landscape architecture-integration and evaluation of natural, cultural and social changes
in the human environment;
conservation and environmental engineering, and technical infrastructure of nonurbanized areas;
biological mechanisms regulating the development and growth of animals and plants;
improving methods of diagnosis, treatment and prevention of diseases of animals and
plants;
modern technologies of food - food comfortable, functional and genetically modified;
basis for genetic improvement and biotechnology of plants and animals;
nutrition and rational use of animals;
marketing, economics, management and organization of companies and enterprises;
development of new technologies in terms of energy-efficient and environmentally
friendly models of the economy;
determinants of diet and nutritional status of different categories of socio - professional
people;
maintenance of new technologies in the wood;
health of pets and farm

The mission of the University is to conduct research in the broad sense of the natural sciences as
well as economics, humanities and engineering. The primary goal of the researchers is to serve
the economic and intellectual development of Polish society, with a special focus on rural areas,
food industry and the wider environment. The University also conducts activities aimed at
promoting research and the implementation of the economy.
https://www.sggw.pl/en/science

b. Is “sustainability” present within the strategic research areas of your University? How?
WULS is involved in multi-faceted research that aims to solve current problems in the economy,
life science, veterinary medicine and related fields. Among others, the areas of scientific research
projects are: applied informatics and mathematics, veterinary medicine, animal sciences,
biology, biotechnology,

civil

and

environmental engineering, economic sciences and
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humanities, environmental protection, forestry and wood technology, land-scape and urban
architecture, horticulture, nutrition and food sciences, socio-economic sciences and humanities,
sustainable development of rural environment.
Page 15:
https://www.sggw.pl/image/data/Katarzyna%20Kowalska/folder%20ang%20duzy_2017.pdf
Main research related to sustainable development Faculty of Horticulture, Biotechnology and
Landscape Architecture:
⎯ preserving biodiversity and sustainable development in plant protection and use:
page 25
Main research related to sustainable development Faculty of Civil and Environmental
Engineering:
⎯ water conditions development and diffuse pollution prevention for sustainable
development of rural areas: page 28
Main research related to sustainable development Faculty of Economic Sciences:
⎯ adaptive processes of agribusiness companies in terms of sustainable development:
page 32

III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment?

WULS can be considered as in stage 2. “Awakening stage”. Although the university has already
taken several minor activities, but on the other hand sustainable development is not directly
included in the University's strategy and mission.

Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’: Organisational unit(s)
I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses
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Faculty or
organisational
unit

Study Programme
title

Degree
(e.g.
BSc/
MSc/
PhD)

Course/module
name/title

The BSc
studies

Number of
years (and
semesters) i.e.
normal
programme
duration
3 years (six
semesters)

Faculty of
Agriculture
and Biology

Organic
Agriculture and
Food Production

Faculty of
Human
Nutrition
Faculty of
Horticulture
and
Biotechnology
Faculty of
Horticulture
and
Biotechnology
Faculty of Civil
and
Environmental
Engineering
Faculty of Civil
and
Environmental
Engineering
Faculty of Civil
and
Environmental
Engineering

Year

Semester

Keywords (with “sustain*”) identified in:
Study programme
Course title
Course description
name

Human Nutrition
and Food
Evaluation
Horticulture

The BSc
studies

3.5 years (7
semesters)

1

2

The BSc
studies

3.5 years (7
semesters)

Ecology and
environmental
protection
Environmental
protection

Sustainable food
production systems,
Sustainable development
of rural areas
sustainable development

1

1

sustainable development

Horticulture

MSc

1.5 years (3
semesters)

Sustainable
horticulture

1

1

sustainable
horticulture

Engineering and
Water
Management

The BSc
studies

3.5 years (7
semesters)

2

4

Sustainable
development

Environmental
Protection

The BSc
studies

3.5 years (7
semesters)

Environmental
Engineering

The BSc
studies

3.5 years
(7semesters)

Sustainable
development
and
environmental
management
Civilization
threats and
sustainable
development
Fundamentals
of sustainable
development

Sustainable
development

sustainable
development
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Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Analysis 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: University

I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political
focus of the University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted?

a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA* statements (vision, mission, objectives,
strategies, action plans (or: targets)); which of these?
Yes, all of these. The key university documents are as follows:
• Charles University Strategic Plan 2016-2020 (so-called “Long-term Plan”)
o Contains Vision, Mission, Objectives, Strategies, Action Plans are being prepared separately
for each year (see below)
o Link (in Engligh):
o https://cuni.cz/UKEN-110-version1-charles_university_strategic_p.pdf
• Plan for the Implementation of the Long-Term Strategic Plan of Charles University 20162020 for the year 2020
o Contains specific objectives for the year 2020
o Link (in English):
o https://cuni.cz/UKEN-110-version1-charles_university_plan_2016_2020_for_2020.pdf
• Annual Reports
o Contains information on what has been achieved over the past year at the University,
includes info on Mission and Vision, evaluation of activities
o The latest report is from 2018 (only in Czech): https://cuni.cz/UK-8533-version1vzc_2018_web.pdf
o The latest report in English is from 2017: https://cuni.cz/UK-8533-version1annrep_2017_72dpi.pdf
• Strategy for Responsible Public Procurement at Charles University
o Has been adopted in June 2020 (to be updated every 3 years), specifically focuses on
responsible public procurement – targeting both social and environmental aspects of
sustainable development, mentioning also SDGs (as the only official CUNI document so far)
o Available in Czech only:
o https://cuni.cz/UK-10376.html
b. Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational
units: Research? Teaching? Operations? Outreach? Administration including reporting
and assessment?
Statements are contained for the entire university in the Charles University Strategic Plan 20162020. They are structured as follows:
• Education (= “Teaching”)
• Postgraduate Studies (= “Teaching”)
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• Research, Development and Other Activities (= “Research”)
• Third Role (= “Outreach”)
• Community (here in the sense of community of students/teachers/researchers = hard to fit
into the above groups, perhaps closest to “Operations” but in a “soft” sense, based on
social structures rather than buildings or “Outreach” among its own staff and students)
• Support of Activities (= “Administration”, mentioning strategic management and effective
administration)
c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable
development / sustainability / UNESCO ESD?
Searched for “sustain” in the documents below:
• Charles University Strategic Plan 2016-2020 (searched “sustain” in English)
o Only one record, but most likely in a different meaning, i.e. page 26: “Establishment for the
long-term system for sustainable operations and university-wide benefit of newly created
centers and research infrastructures at Charles University.”
• Plan for the Implementation of the Long-Term Strategic Plan of Charles University 20162020 for the year 2020 (searched “sustain” in English)
o Again only one record, but most likely in a different meaning, i.e. page 7: “Completion of
the Sustainable Development Strategy of the Digitisation Centre of the Central Library of
Charles University and the Strategy for Library Documents at Charles University.”
• Annual Report 2017 (searched “sustain” in English)
o Only one record under “The “Third Role” of the University” – note on a public lecture, page
83: “…and a lecture by Jeffrey Sachs, a Columbia University Professor of Economics and
advisor to the United Nations Secretary-General, on the topic of sustainable development.”
• Strategy for Responsible Public Procurement at Charles University
o Adopted in 2020, available in Czech only, refers to sustainable development and the SDGs
d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are these?
(and by when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
No specific targets relating to SDGs / Agenda 2030.

II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present? How?

a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state that
your university does not explicitly formulate any.
To the best of my knowledge, Charles University does not have any specific “strategic research
areas”. The university has 17 faculties and 4 research institutes so the range of research topics is
very wide. I could find “major research areas” on the CUNI main website ranging from theology,
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international law, cardiovascular diseases, neurosciences, geography, particle and nuclear
physics to sport sciences (for full list see: https://cuni.cz/UKEN-450.html).

b. Is “sustainability” present within the strategic research areas of your University? How?
Sustainability as such is not mentioned in the “major research areas”. I am not aware of any
inclusion in strategic research documents for the university at the moment (by July 2020).
III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment?

I would say that Charles University is currently moving from the “Awakening stage” to the
“Pioneering stage”. So at the moment it is still 2., but it seems to be in the process of becoming
3. This can be illustrated by the strategic documents – only one of the existing documents
(Strategy for Responsible Public Procurement at Charles University (in Czech only):
https://cuni.cz/UK-10376.html) does mention sustainability and the SDGs, all of the other
documents (e.g. Strategic Plan 2016-2020, etc.) do not have any note of sustainability (see details
in Part I of this document). There are also a few courses and a number of research projects on
sustainability at the University, but these were the result of individual initiatives of
lecturers/researchers or groups, rather than a top-down support from the university
management.
This situation is now changing (see Part IV below) and the new strategic plan of the university
that should be valid in the years 2020-2024 should contain a note of sustainability, there should
also be a new position of a “sustainability manager” at the university (as was presented at the
first round table on sustainable development at Charles University held in June 2020 (so far
information in Czech only): https://cuni.cz/UK-6311.html?news=10391&locale=cz ).
IV.

Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up or
top-down initiative? You may give a very brief ‘story’/”snapshot” of the process from
your perspective (how you saw it unfolding, it does not have to be based on
documents, but on your experience of it).

Inclusion of sustainability in education at CUNI (but as a concept for the entire university in
general) has definitely started bottom-up as an initiative of individual lecturers/researchers.
Already since the late 1990s, environmental issues and sustainability have been the subject of
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teaching and research for the Charles University Environment Centre and a number of projects
have been undertaken (e.g. MOSUR, UE4SD, full list of projects) and various sustainability
networks created/joined (COPERNICUS Alliance, RCE Czechia). In addition, several people at
various faculties (Arts, Sciences) have been teaching and/or researching around the topic of
sustainability (see courses in the table below). However, these activities did not have much
impact on the top management of the university, i.e. strategic documents did not include any
note on sustainability until very recently (and still only one document so far is referring to
sustainability and the SDGs).
The situation has started to change in late 2019 when students at several faculties joined for a
climate strike and asked the top university leadership (Rector, Senate) to consider the climate
crisis and the need to reflect sustainability in all university operations. In addition, CUNI joined
the 4EU+ Alliance (a network of six European universities) where one of the key research themes
is “Biodiversity and Sustainable Development”. Therefore, “sustainability” has become a hot
topic for the top university management and there are plans for establishing a small
“sustainability office” at the university and also including sustainability in strategic documents
(as presented at the first round table on sustainable development at CUNI in June 2020,
https://cuni.cz/UK-6311.html?news=10391&locale=cz).
Examples of/most important bottom-up initiatives:
•

•

University Educators for Sustainable Development (2013-2016) – Erasmus+ project of 55
partners in 33 European countries, focused at professional development of university
educators in the area of sustainability, Charles University Environment Centre
coordinated the “Eastern Hub” of partners, https://www.ue4sd.eu/project/project-about
RCE Czechia – officially established in 2017, national network of sustainability educators
and stakeholders, acknowledged by the United Nations University, coordinated by
colleagues at the Environment Centre, https://rce.czp.cuni.cz/index.php/en/home1

Examples of/most important top-down initiatives:
•
•

Round table on sustainable development at Charles University – held in June 2020 (in
Czech only), https://cuni.cz/UK-6311.html?news=10391&locale=cz
Strategy for Responsible Public Procurement at Charles University, adopted in June 2020,
(in Czech only): https://cuni.cz/UK-10376.html
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Analysis 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’: Organisational unit(s)
I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses

1) FIRST STEP
We searched for “sustain*” (also “sustainability” and “sustainable”) in the “Degree programmes
and

fields

of

study

at

Charles

University”

in

English:

https://is.cuni.cz/webapps/akreditace/hledej/?lang=en
And the equivalent “udržitel*” (also “udržitelnost” and “udržitelný”) in Czech:
https://is.cuni.cz/webapps/akreditace/hledej/?whattosearch=&in_lang=orig&extended=0&lang
=cs
 no results found for any of the words = CUNI has no degree programmes with
“sustainability/sustainable development” in the title
2) SECOND STEP
We directly searched for courses containing “sustainable” and “udržitelný“ in the course title
(and then backwards identified the study programme/s to which these belong):
https://is.cuni.cz/studium/predmety/index.php?do=search
Please note: The “sustain*” (or Czech equivalent with the asterisk) did not work for the search,
we had to use exact words instead (i.e. “sustainable, sustainability” and “udržitelný,
udržitelnost”)
 11 results found in total at all faculties (courses that are being taught), details in the table
below (valid as of 31/07/2020) – for most of the courses it was very difficult to find what
study programme the course belongs to (this is not part of the study information system),
I assume that most of the courses are voluntary so they do not belong to a specific
programme (students from both BSc and MSc programmes can usually choose voluntary
courses in addition to their compulsory courses)
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organisational
unit

Study
Programme
title

Degree
(e.g.
BSc/
MSc/
PhD)

Course/module
name/title

Year

Semester

Keywords (with “sustain*”) identified in:
Study
Course title
Course description
programme
name

MSc

Number of
years (and
semesters)
i.e. normal
programme
duration
2

Faculty of
Science

Global
Migration
and
Developmen
t Studies

Environmental
sustainable
development (in Czech:
Environmentálně
udržitelný rozvoj)

Not
sure,
could
not find

summer

X

Environmental
sustainable
development

Faculty of
Science

? could not
find

?

?

?

winter

X

Global
Changes,
Photosynthesis
and
sustainability

Faculty of
Science

? could not
find

?

?

?

summer

X

Didactics
approaches to
education for
sustainable
development

education for sustainable
development

Faculty of Law

Law

MSc

3 years (6
semesters)

Global Changes,
Photosynthesis and
sustainability (in Czech:
Globální změny,
fotosyntéza a trvale
udržitelný rozvoj)
Didactics approaches to
education for
sustainable
development (in Czech:
Didaktické přístupy ke
vzdělávání k
udržitelnému rozvoji)
Environmental Policy
and Sustainable
Development (in Czech:
Environmentální politika
a udržitelný rozovoj)

winter,
for
students
of 3rd or
5th
semester

X

Environmental
Policy and
Sustainable
Development

Environmental policy,
Sustainable development

Faculty of
Social
Sciences

? could not
find

?

?

Second
or third
year
(compul
sorily
elected
course)
?

winter

X

Global
Environmental
Issues and

Sustainable development,
environmental policy

Global Environmental
Issues and Sustainable
Development (in Czech:
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Environmentally
sustainable development –
focusing on sustainable
travel, sustainable
consumption, sustainable
agriculture etc.
Sustainable development,
ecosystem services, global
changes
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Faculty of
Social
Sciences

? could not
find

?

?

Faculty of
Humanities

Ecology and
Environment
al Protection

MSc

2

Faculty of
Humanities

Ecology and
Environment
al Protection

MSc

2

Faculty of
Humanities

Ecology and
Environment
al Protection

MSc

2

Faculty of
Humanities
Faculty of
Humanities

voluntary

?

?

voluntary

?

?

Globální problémy
životního prostředí a
udržitelný rozvoj)
Sustainable Societies:
How social science helps
to solve environmental
problems (in Czech:
Udržitelné společnosti:
Jak sociální věda pomáhá
řešit problémy životního
prostředí)
Texts for Sustainable
Development (in Czech:
Aktuální texty k
udržitelnému rozvoji)
Decision-making areas
of sustainable
development (in Czech:
Decizní prostory
udržitelného rozvoje)
Politics and Economics
of Sustainable
Development (in Czech:
Politika a ekonomie
udržitelného rozvoje)
Virtual Campus for a
Sustainable Europe
Virtual Campus for a
Sustainable Europe 2

Sustainable
Development
?

winter

X

Sustainable
societies

Sustainable societies

?
(volunta
ry
course)
?
(volunta
ry
course)

winter

X

Texts for
Sustainable
Development

Readings of selected texts
relevant for the study of
sustainable development

summer

X

Decisionmaking areas
of sustainable
development

Sustainable development
and politics, economics etc.

?
(volunta
ry
course)

summer

X

Politics and
Economics of
Sustainable
Development

Sustainable Development

?

winter

?

Sustainable development

?

summer

?

Sustainable
Europe
Sustainable
Europe
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Results of the research on sustainability aspect – summary
“Western” Universities
Sustainability
Policy

ISARA

University of Kassel

University of Copenhagen

FH Münster University of Applied Sciences

University of Gastronomic Sciences

ISARA has set out a strategy for the
university which includes also elements
related to sustainability and sustainable
development regarding challenges in
food and nutrition, agriculture, the
environment and the development of
territories. The university also wants to
relate to social aspects of sustainability.
ISARA aims to develop international
excellence in “agroecology and
sustainable food systems” in research
as well as for education.
ISARA follows Sustainable Development
& Corporate Social Responsibility
approaches, is also certified for this

University of Kassel has a mission
statement. “open-mindedness
and a sense of responsibility in
the face of societal and
environmental
challenges”
“sustainability and applicability”
are mentioned. Therefore, it
seeks to contribute to a solution
of societal and environmental
problems by integrating a sense
of responsibility regarding this
topic.
The University of Kassel sets
sustainability goals and follows
their degree of accomplishment.
Every three years a report is
published
that
sums
up
developments and trends. Goals
consist of those directly linked
with sustainability studies, e.g.
the broadening and integration
of sustainability related subjects
in teaching, as well as an overall
sustainable development of the
university
environment,
buildings, saving of resources,
etc. Furthermore, in its brochure
‘Today for Tomorrow’ (2015) the
university
states
questions
regarding current or future
challenges, such as climate
change
and
environmental
protection to be “characteristic
of (…) [their] profile in both
research and teaching

U-CPH has a vision about being a green
model for Universities, addressing vision
and mission also in Strategy 2023. The
University of Copenhagen focuses on
research and education, which contribute
to solutions to sustainability and global
challenges as expressed in the UN
Sustainable Development Goals. This is
also prioritized in the University’s
strategic plan, Strategy 2023, which
focuses on collaboration and social
commitment both nationally and globally
to address major societal challenges,
including those relating to climate and the
environment. To promote research and
education initiatives at the University that
address the sustainable development of
society, UCPH has established a
Sustainability Science Centre. Action plans
are both addressed centrally and the
green campus strategy has been initiated
at faculty level in three tracks 1. Research;
2. Educations and 3. Campus. At Faculty of
Science the working groups have finalized
their work and next step is
implementation of ideas generated in the
working groups.

The guiding principles of Münster University of
Applied Sciences (MUAS) are formulated in a
slogan:
High-performance, curious and proactive,
sustainable, where the term „sustainable”
underlines the commitment of MUAS to its
mission statement for the future. The university
understands the term sustainability as “being
aware of long-term effects of our actions” and
“responsibility for future generations”
Besides the guiding principle MUAS has defined
five guidelines

UniSG vision can also be pursued through
academic training, scientific research and
knowledge sharing in the Gastronomic Sciences.
The mission is realized:
- In teaching: we promote learning and methods
based on the exercise of critical thinking,
awareness, creativity and responsibility,
providing academic training in the specific field
of Gastronomic Sciences, understood as
interdisciplinary sciences that are related to
food, its cultures and declensions and we train
students for the occupational needs of the
present and future.
- In research and innovation: we promote
research at the service of the well-being of
society, celebrating differences as a value and
above all the equal dignity between scientific
knowledge and the traditional knowledge of
local communities and we help to identify the
directions for employment in the near future.
- Services to the productive world and civil
society: we promote knowledge sharing to
implement sustainability and food sovereignty,
social solidarity and ethical entrepreneurship;
we train knowledge services dedicated especially
to the inclusion of marginalized groups and
within the Lifelong Learning perspective.
UniSG is founded out of the Slow Food
philosophy and movement.
The core concept is to promote a more
sustainable food system and enforce the
transformation of the current system.
The overall course contents are strongly related
to sustainably. A certain group of the students
are attracted by the University due to this
background and core concept.
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Both training and research focus on
sharing and exploring solutions for
sustainable agriculture, environment
and food, for today and tomorrow.
Agroecology and Sustainable Food
Systems are at the heart of its research
activities.
There are two research units that deal
explicitly with different elements of
sustainability
and
sustainable
development. One is the Agroecology
and Environment research unit stating
that their mission is to work on adapting
and developing agroecological practices
to ensure the economic, social and
environmental
sustainability
of
agroecosystems. The second unit called
Rural Studies Laboratory has a focus on
sustainable food systems where they
try to understand transitions to more
sustainable and resilient food systems
and territories.
Both research units are involved in
different European projects where
different aspects of sustainability of
sustainable development are treated
and having thus a strong international
dimension
There are many associations that in the
bottom-up
approach
promote
sustainable learning . This includes
ALTAÏR, an association for a human
development
respectful
of
its
environment.
The Ecolog'Isara association with
concrete actions to preserve our planet.
Moreover, the ISARAMAP is an
association organizing since years and
promoting CSA (community supported
agriculture)
systems
for
the
preservation of peasant Agriculture.
Each week, students organize delivery
of local products from farmers, bakers

Within the frame of the first
strategic research area, the CESR,
sustainability is named as part of
the project portfolio. It aims to
analyse global environmental
changes and their impacts, as
well as the relationship between
human activities and their use of
natural resources in order to
improve them, and to come up
with sustainability strategies. Its
slogan is named “Research for
Sustainability” The CESR also
covers an additional free
graduate training for all master
students and doctoral candidates
of the University of Kassel who
are interested in solving
environment related problems at
current and future level
Furthermore, for the INCHERKassel sustainability is named as
part of its wide range of topics
alongside internationality as a
cross-cutting issue.

Research areas are formulated in very
overall terms by the faculties and in
specific terms by Departments and
Centres. Sustainability and climate
changes are specifically mentioned in the
overall research strategy for two faculties

MUAS has several institutes which implement
the guiding principles “high-performance,
curious and proactive, sustainable” into their
research activities, the following two institutes
are two examples to show how the guiding
principle “sustainable” is integrated into
research:
•
The Münster School of Vocational
Education has a research focus called „vocational
training for sustainable development“. This extra
curriculum was supported in the UNESCO
Education for Sustainable Development in the
academic year 2013/14 (MUAS/ IBL, n.d.).
•
The Institute of Sustainable Nutrition
(iSuN) at the department of Food, Nutrition and
Facilities uses an inter- and transdisciplinary
approach to develop sustainable food products
and catering services together with the food
industry

UnisG is promoting
research focused on
documenting and analysing the characteristics of
food diversity and its dynamic and historical
nature, as well as its individual and social
perception;
Conducting research and creating new
innovation models and formats for the world of
business and institutions, able to implement the
principles of sustainability and circular economy
in the different areas of the foodscape;
Develop research capable of intercepting the
needs of communities, changing the existing
paradigms of the dominant food system and
bringing individual and social well-being back
into focus.

A
study
profile
called
“Internationalization
and
Education
for
Sustainable
Development
(InterESD)
is
directly linked with the SDGs. It is
an offer for students who are
studying to become teachers.
They can take part in this further
training as an opportunity to
integrate questions regarding
sustainable development, Global
Citizenship
Education
and
internationalisation into regular
teaching sessions.

Important changes came when it became
a political top-down decision to strive for
UCPH to become one of the most
sustainable Universities in the world. Topdown meant that new buildings are
greener; that strategic funding is used for
research in the area of sustainability, that
we have established a sustainability
Science Center; that sustainability in
courses has become more visible etc.

To enhance and further develop the education at
MUAS workshops and training are offered, e.g.
of implementation is:
•
MUAS developed the “Wandelwerk”,
a centre for quality development. Their service
includes the evaluation of teaching which is part
of the quality management.
Sustainability learning is visible in extra
curriculum project BBNE at Münster School of
Vocational Education. (2011-2013)

UniSG attracts facilitators of change. SDGs and
sustainable aspects and topics are very much
present in the classroom.
UniSG is training gastronomes at different levels
and directions, who are able to know, defend
and above all to promote and enhance the
diversity of food and in particular its historical,
anthropological, environmental, biological,
chemical, nutraceutical, technological, sensory,
social and economic specificities.
Training of the managers and executives who
will guide, in the near future, the processes of
reconversion of food systems along the horizon
of environmental and social sustainability and
the circular economy, both in the field of

Example is an Ba in food science and
nutrition; MSc in Food Science and MSc in
Human Nutrition as well as MSc in
Integrated food studies. The BA in food
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and other food producers to ISARA There are two English master
students and staff, also to remunerate programmes at faculty 11, the
farmers correctly
International Food Business and
Consumer Studies and the
European Master Sustainable
Food Systems.

science and nutrition gives admission to
all three MScs. The Department of Food
Science was the first Department who
actively went through all course
descriptions and added sustainability
where relevant (this was in Nov 2019).
Department of Nutrition, Exercise and
Furthermore,
the
tropical Sports will do the same in 2020 (now
garden, as part of the faculty postponed to 2021) while it is expected
organic agriculture has an audio that Faculty of Science and/or UCPH will
guide linked to the SDGs
make it mandatory at a later stage.

Transition

ISARA can be considered as in stage 3.
Whereas for research activities, the
university approaches stage 4, there is
place for progress in education in
particular in the 5-year general engineer
programme on agriculture and food.
Also there is still are quite different
levels in taking sustainability and
sustainable development into account
the different more substantial activities
of the university.

University of Kassel is in the
“pioneering stage” as they
mention sustainability over
various areas of the university
and integrate it in faculties and
cover it in their mission
statement. However, it is difficult
to find SMART defined goals and
target on how to reach the
university’s sustainability goals.
Therefore, there is still space for
progress.

UCPH is in a pioneering stage, although for
some activities in a late pioneering stage
and for other activities in an early stage.
Sustainability is mentioned every day and
everywhere;
There are specific courses and a plan for
implementation of sustainability in as
many course syllabuses as relevant.
Strategic documents and reporting in
place. Furthermore, more substantial
activities have been initiated, at Science
ad hoc groups have made reports with
suggestions within three areas; research,
education and administration. These will
be prioritised and implemented in the
near future.
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Based on the communicated strategy of MUAS,
the university could be allocated between 2.
“Awakening stage” and 3. “Pioneering stage”.
There are several activities and courses which
address sustainability but there are no strategic
documents or reporting published with holistic
plans or accomplishments in terms of
sustainability. MUAS mentioned “sustainability”
as key factor of their guiding principles but in the
last UDPs there are no specific activities listed to
promote sustainable development and the
understanding of sustainability seems somewhat
divergent to the SDG-type understanding.
Strategic university documents focus on quality
rather than sustainability. Several courses
regarding the topic sustainability, in connection
to
ecological,
social
and
economic
transformation are offered at the department of
Food, Nutrition and Facilities, the department of
Economics and the department of Engineering.
Pioneer work is done mostly at the Department
of Food, Nutrition and Facilities within the
establishment of the master programme
“Sustainability in Service Management and Food
Industries” and the iSuN-Institute, as well as at
the IBL.

innovation for businesses and for the world of
institutions responsible for food governance;
The important part is also training food
sovereignty experts able to implement
participatory platforms in communities for the
creation and sharing of culturally appropriate
food systems.
There is a strong interest in the aspect of
sustainability in related topics among the
students. For example the University is running a
garden by a group of students, in which parts of
the food is produced for the canteen.
UniSG is located at the “Transformation stage”.
Sustainability is reflected in the vast majority of
the university activities (teaching, research,
outreach, operations, incl. assessment and
reporting) due to the founding and historical
reasons of the whole university concept. The
university is founded to transform the global
Food System towards a more sustainable
approach.
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“Eastern” Universities
Sustainability
Policy

Research

Warsaw University of Life Science
WULS
The mission of the school is an intellectual, social and economic
development,
especially including sustainable development of rural areas,
food economy and environment while minimalizing the
negative future impacts, particularly connected to climate
change .
To achieve this, the activities of implementation in five strategic
areas are planned: raising the level of research and education,
effective international collaboration, concentrating on socioeconomic background and strong financial position, innovative
administration and infrastructure (“Kampus 2030”) –
“Kampus 2030” is a modern concept of WULS sustainable policy
– implementing the ideas of sustainable development in
education and external collaboration, circular economy and
smart city while responding to WULS financial necessities.
“Kampus 2030” is based on the examples of sustainable
devolvement implementation - ideas to stimulate administrative
workers to sustain adequate infrastructure and support for the
researchers and all the didactics employees as well as students
in order to develop research and implementation.
In research (and didactics) WULS will follow sustainable
developments principles including the holistic concept of ONE
HEALTH
„Jedno Zdrowie” that aims to protect public health alongside
with animal welfare including environmental impacts
(ecosystem). Health should be define on 3 levels: individual (
human, animal, plant) population (public health), and systemic
(ecosystems).
Another indication is to combat global catastrophic risk.

Charles University Environment Centre

Vytautas Magnus University

The strategic documents (Strategy for Responsible Public
Procurement at Charles University) does mention sustainability
and the SDGs, all of the other documents (e.g. Strategic Plan 20162020, etc.) do not have any note of sustainability. However the
new strategic plan of the university that should be valid in the
years 2020-2024 should contain a note of sustainability, there
should also be a new position of a “sustainability manager” at the
university (as was presented at the first round table on sustainable
development at Charles University held in June 2020

Vytautas
Magnus
University
mission,
vision,
operational
priorities, strategic changes and
values that supporting strategic
provisions respond to the vision
and development priorities of the
Lithuanian
Progress
Strategy
“Lithuania 2030” and the directions
of their implementation until 2030
in order to make progress towards
a smart society, smart economy
and smart governance and in
accordance with the principles of
sustainable development

Sustainability as such is not mentioned in the “major research
areas” but there are also a few courses and a number of research
projects on sustainability at the University, but these were the
result of individual initiatives of lecturers/researchers or groups,
rather than a top-down support from the university management.

“Sustainability” is present in the
strategic research areas. Two
priority research themes of
seventeen are fully based on the
sustainable development.

Continuing with IDUB (Inicjatywa Doskonałości – Uczelnia
Badawcza) and EUI (European Universities Inititiative), WULS
will remain on European academic level.
WULS will increase experimental facilities and research
activities according to “KAMPUS 2030”
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University of Zagreb Faculty of Agriculture (FAZ)
has
University of Zagreb Faculty of Agriculture (FAZ)
has set out Vision, Mission, Core values and Main
goals in the document “Strategic development
plan 2016-2020”. One of the aims of FAZ is “To
contribute to the sustainable development of
the Croatian economy and society as a whole.”
Since 2010 FAZ is implementing a SDP (Strategic
development plan) in which the Faculty
formulate specific targets for the next five-year
period. The last SDP is covering period between
2016 and 2020. Overall, there are five core
processes: organization and quality, education,
research, international cooperation and
resources. Therefore SDP is divided in five
chapters. As a starting point, for each specific
process,

Scientific and research activities at FAZ are
implemented in accordance with social
challenges identified in the national and
European
strategic
documents:
food
production, sustainable agriculture and rural
development and development of new
knowledge and technologies and their transfer
into the economy. In order to achieve this
strategic goal as one of the specific goals; FAZ set
up to maintain attractive postgraduate doctoral
programme in national and international
context..
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To achieve the sustainable goals of KAMPUS 2030, WULS will
concentrate on the multidisciplinarity of the didactics (and
research) in agriculture, environmental and social sciences , as
well as technical and engineering studies.
The modernization of the local infrastructure and equipment in
order to achieve international standards within didactics (
respond to altering requirements, fight exclusion based on
disabilities, and permit distance learning )
should proceed
alongside the implementation of „Kampus 2030”- sustainable
policy. WULS should use its diverse resources to become the
most sustainable campus in Poland
WULS will concentrate on using the full didactics and research
potential of its facilities : Forestry Experimental Station and
Agricultural Experimental Station

Transition

Transition will continue by transferring knowledge to the
economy

Inclusion of sustainability in education at CUNI has definitely
started
bottom-up
as
an
initiative
of
individual
lecturers/researchers. Already since the late 1990s, environmental
issues and sustainability have been the subject of teaching and
research for the Charles University Environment Centre and a
number of projects have been undertaken and various
sustainability networks created/joined.
In addition, several people at various faculties (Arts, Sciences) have
been teaching and/or researching around the topic of
sustainability (see courses in the table below). The situation has
started to change in late 2019 when students at several faculties
joined for a climate strike and asked the top university leadership
(Rector, Senate) to consider the climate crisis and the need to
reflect sustainability in all university operations. In addition, CUNI
joined the 4EU+ Alliance (a network of six European universities)
where one of the key research themes is “Biodiversity and
Sustainable Development”. Therefore, “sustainability” has
become a hot topic for the top university management and there
are plans for establishing a small “sustainability office” at the
university and also including sustainability in strategic documents
Charles University is currently moving from the “Awakening stage”
to the “Pioneering stage.

The development of the collaboration between local
governments and NGO’s in the area of environmental protection
and sustainable development is crucial.

Students and teachers initiate
changes in separate courses,
including more topics about
sustainability issue, study programs
leaders do changes in study
programs including new courses.
There are sustainable actions in
infrastructure
like
planning,
funding of the research, besides the
sustainability declared in the
documents.

The word sustainable is included in only two
courses in BSc study programmes and in three
courses in MSc study programmes, the
description of many courses contain the word
sustainability or the content is directly related to
sustainability. Two new MSc study programmes,
Environment,
agriculture
and
resource
management (INTER-EnAgro) and Renewable
Resources of Energy in Agriculture (developed in
past 10 years) are strictly related to sustainable
development.
Participation of FAZ in joint initiative of five
partners to create the MSc study programme
“Sustainability in Agriculture, Food Production
and Food Technology in the Danube Region”. As
an active member of Association for European
Life Science Universities (ICA) FAZ is participating
in initiatives with other European universities in
the field of life sciences.

Vytautas Magnus university is in
the Pioneering stage. Sustainability
mentioned in strategic documents,
in the strategic research areas and
in studies.

Based on the communicated strategy of FAZ, the
faculty could be allocated between 1. “Businessas-usual and 2.“Awakening stage. FAZ is very
close to the awakening stage. In research
activities Faculty is approaching stage 3.
“Pioneering”. Even though there are several
activities and courses which address
sustainability, there are no strategic documents
or reporting published with holistic plans or
accomplishments in terms of sustainability.

.
WULS will organized procedures for the implementation of
innovation process, to meet all the requirements of the
evaluation institutions.
WULS will support its Institutes
in the effort of building research teams and qualified
practitioners from the organizational and procedural site.
This should increase research implementation and cooperation
with the financial environment
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Summary & Conclusions
The undertaken TEFSI study helped the consortium to understand general strategies of TEFSI
universities towards sustainability, and to get a feeling about the current stage of their
transformation, but also to get an insight into the level of inclusion of various sustainability
aspects in current study programmes. But it also allowed to get a better view on the didactic
approaches, methods and tools known and used by university lecturers, and also on those
which are seen by the lecturers as most interesting to be further explored/taught about.
Finally, it allowed to identify main limitations stopping university lecturers from introducing
innovative teaching methods, and their main motivations.
The gathered knowledge allowed the TEFSI partners to design a set of high quality trainings
on innovative teaching for European university lecturers, well-attuned towards the identified
needs. The collected important information also pointed out the perspectives of university
lecturers on innovative teaching for sustainable food systems.
Some important and interesting outcomes:
• 65%

of

respondents

of

the

TEFSI

survey

(lecturers)

declare

that

they

include/mention/target topics related to “sustainability” in their courses. Huge
variability of examples was reported.
• “Innovative teaching” is understood by lecturers usually as ‘using methods activating
students’, practical solutions, discussion, case studies, but also using modern
techniques (e.g. IT tools).
• 64% of respondents admit that they use innovative methods/tools in their own teaching,
with various technical devices, e-learning, field/lab practice, group work and discussion
being the most frequently mentioned.
• Next to limited time, and lack of necessary infrastructure, main reasons for not using
innovative teaching methods included: lack of training opportunities, skills and
knowledge, but also risk of students passivity. All these limitations were more evident in
the “Eastern universities” of the TEFSI consortium.
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• There is a big number of methods and approaches which lecturers are familiar with/have
heard about, but have never used in their teaching.
• Main motivations for using innovative teaching methods include: willingness to improve
the students’ learning outcomes, and to keep students’ attention (true for both
“Western” and “Eastern Universities”).
• Around 40% of respondents have never attended any training in pedagogical/didactical
methods (!!!).
• Majority of the courses attended were in the topic of specific tools, methods, approaches
or as a general introduction to university pedagogy, and were organized by the university
or faculty (respondents from “Western Universities” more often attended “external”
trainings/organized by third party).
• The main inspiration and/or new information for the respondents’ own teaching
(with regard to teaching methods) comes from staff trainings, colleagues, Internet
(YouTube, Wikipedia).
• Most of the TEFSI partner universities were positioned at “awakening stage” or
“pioneering stage” of the transition towards ‘sustainability’ integration.
These results prove the importance of developing and providing training courses for university
lecturers, to enhance their skills and knowledge in the area of innovative teaching methods,
including, among others, innovative approaches to group work processes, innovative methods
for facilitating active discussions or various methods for activating students and increasing
their creativity, and finally to motivate the lecturers to implement these methods in their
everyday teaching. Some of the respondents mentioned big size of students’ groups as a
limitation for integration of innovative methods in their courses. This proves the need for
introducing the lecturers especially to the methods that can be successfully used in big groups
(e.g. World Café method facilitating discussion in large groups). The opinion that “classical
methods are also important” shared in the survey by some lecturers shows how difficult it is
to change some routine in teaching. Lack of time, often indicated as an obstacle on the way
to innovative teaching, proves that easily-implementable methods, which lecturers could
practice themselves in interactive workshops during the staff trainings, are best to be then
easily introduced in everyday class (based on own experience, without a need for further time129
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consuming preparations – e.g. fishbowl method). There is a big number of methods and
approaches which lecturers are already familiar with/have heard about, but have never used
in their teaching – a slight impulse can allow for their introduction in everyday classes, with a
significant benefit for the students.
The willingness of lecturers to perform better in the aspect of keeping students’ attention and
improving their learning outcomes indicates a need to focusing staff trainings on the methods
and approaches that can help achieve this (e.g. fishbowl, group work processes, peer
feedback, case study teaching, creative problem solving).
The fact that nearly 40% of respondents have never attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods, and those attended were in the topics covering e.g. one
specific method, proved a great importance of organizing comprehensive, effective,
interesting, innovative, broad (ideally international) trainings for university staff. So far
exchange between colleagues and the Internet platforms such as YouTube serve as major
inspirations and sources of innovation in teaching.
Finally, positioning of most of the TEFSI partner universities at “awakening stage” or
“pioneering stage” of the transition toward ‘sustainability’ shows that a lot still needs to be
done, to integrate sustainability deeply in the overall strategy, actions (research, education,
operations etc.) and structures of the universities. At the same time strong actions toward
transformation already taken by some TEFSI partners (e.g. University of Copenhagen), could
serve as good practice examples and the way to follow for the other consortium partners as
well as other European universities which are still behind.
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Annex
On the following pages we present the previously mentioned components of the Annex
(available also on the TEFSI project website):

TEFSI questionnaire in English language
TEFSI-questionnaire-English

TEFSI questionnaire in Czech language
TEFSI-questionnaire-Czech

Definitions of innovative methods
Definitions-of-innovative-methods

Additional research on sustainability aspect - template
TEFSI-Additional-research-on-Sustainability-aspect-template
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TEFSI questionnaire - including Czech
translation
Teaching approaches in higher education for sustainable food systems
The purpose of this survey is to analyse what kind of teaching approaches, methods and tools have been
used in HEI teaching and how different aspects of the sustainability of the food systems have been
incorporated into courses in HEIs in Europe.
Your answers will help us to design trainings on innovative teaching for European university
lecturers. We also plan to publish a scientific paper based on the data to point out the perspectives of
university lecturers on innovative teaching for sustainable food systems.
The survey is part of an ongoing Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership TEFSI project, led by Warsaw
University of Life Sciences, in collaboration with 8 European Universities: Aleksandras Stulginskis
University (Lithuania), Charles University (Czech Republic), ISARA-Lyon (France), Münster University of
Applied Sciences (Germany), University of Copenhagen (Denmark), University of Gastronomic Sciences
(Italy), University of Kassel (Germany), and University of Zagreb (Croatia).
Your participation is entirely voluntary. All your responses will remain anonymous and all data will be
kept confidential.
If you would like us to keep you posted about the overall results of the survey and information about
further TEFSI project activities such as university staff trainings, please share your email address with us
at the end of the survey.
The survey should take approximately 15 minutes. If you have any questions, please email
dominika_srednicka_tober@sggw.pl (mailto:dominika_srednicka_tober@sggw.pl)

There are 33 questions in this survey.

Own teaching activities

What is the name of your university/college? (if you work at
more institutions, please provide the name of your primary
employer)
 Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
Charles University (Czech Republic)
ISARA-Lyon (France)
Münster University of Applied Sciences (Germany)
University of Copenhagen (Denmark)
University of Gastronomic Sciences (UNISG) (Italy)
University of Kassel (Germany)
University of Zagreb (Croatia)
Vytautas Magnus University Agriculture Academy (Lithuania)
Warsaw University of Life Sciences (Poland)
Other

In what country is your university/college based?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Other' at question '1 [A01]' (What is the name of your university/college? (if you work
at more institutions, please provide the name of your primary employer) )
 Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
Albania
Andorra
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Georgia
Montenegro
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Kazakhstan
Kosovo
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg

Macedonia
Malta
Moldova
Monaco
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
San Marino
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom

For how many years have you been teaching in higher
education?
 Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
Less than a year
1-10 years
11-20 years
More than 20 years
I only teach occasionally
I no longer teach
Other

At which study level do you teach?
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
Undergraduate (Bachelor)
Postgraduate (Master)
Doctoral (PhD)

Which education & research �eld do you represent in your
teaching?
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
agriculture
food science
biology
nutrition & dietetics
environmental sciences
food economics, consumer sciences & business
Other:

Please provide the following information about one of the
main subjects (module/course) that you teach (the six
questions that follow relate to this theme):

Name of the course
Please write your answer here:

Study level
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
Undergraduate (Bachelor)
Postgraduate (Master)
Doctoral (PhD)

Name of the Faculty
Please write your answer here:

Number of students
Please write your answer here:

What are you teaching about in this course? (please provide
up to 3 key words)
Please write your answer here:

Do you include/mention/target any topics related to
“sustainability” in this course?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No

Please list these topics
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '12 [A17]' (Do you include/mention/target any topics related to
“sustainability” in this course? )
Please write your answer here:

Innovation in teaching
What does “innovative teaching” mean for you? We are
interested in your own personal opinion
Please write your answer here:

What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools?
(provide examples)
 Comment only when you choose an answer.
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
1

2

3

4

5

First tick the field on left side and then write your answer

Do you use method/tool No 1 in your own teaching?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was at question '15 [B02]' (What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools?
(provide examples) )
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No

Do you use method/tool No 2 in your own teaching?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was at question '15 [B02]' (What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools?
(provide examples) )
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No

Do you use method/tool No 3 in your own teaching?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was at question '15 [B02]' (What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools?
(provide examples) )
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No

Do you use method/tool No 4 in your own teaching?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was at question '15 [B02]' (What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools?
(provide examples) )
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No

Do you use method/tool No 5 in your own teaching?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was at question '15 [B02]' (What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools?
(provide examples) )
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No

If you don’t use innovative teaching methods/tools in your
teaching, why?
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
Limited time
Lack of necessary infrastructure (e.g. equipment)
Lack of support from university management
Lack of training opportunities
Lack of skills
Lack of knowledge
Need to leave my comfort zone
Risk of passivity or no reactivity of students
Lack of support from colleagues
I do not consider them important
I’m not interested in using these methods
Other:

Below is a list of various teaching methods, tools and
activities (we call them “teaching approaches”). Which
approaches are you familiar with, but have never used in
your teaching?
For an explanation of the terms used please check
Description/De�nition of teaching methods
(https://docs.google.com/document
/d/12k4a_kxdqUJz70TMIdkRUDavJWXg2XkwzdYTAkEEdNM
/edit?usp=sharing)
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
e-learning
Intended Learning Outcomes (Meta-ILO’s, Hidden ILO’s)
Constructive alignment in course designs
Flipped class room
Video lectures/screencasts/pencasts
Pre-course quizzes
Student response systems (clickers)
Student reflection by performing quizzes
Video's/notes to be shared
Group work processes (competence mapping, contracts, Belbin roles, project management
tools)
Student video project
Innovative feedback (peer-to-peer discussions/feedback, video feedback, rubric models)
Learning Analytics
Competitions
Progress badges
Learning Management Systems (LMS)
Gamification (Alternate Reality Games [ARG])
Collaborative learning
Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality
Opponent tasks
Case based learning with external companies/organisations
Media platform learning (podcast, blogs, vlogs, speech, political statements, debates)
Other:

Which approaches do you use in your teaching?
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
e-learning
Intended Learning Outcomes (Meta-ILO’s, Hidden ILO’s)
Constructive alignment in course designs
Flipped class room
Video lectures/screencasts/pencasts
Pre-course quizzes
Student response systems (clickers)
Student reflection by performing quizzes
Video's/notes to be shared
Group work processes (competence mapping, contracts, Belbin roles, project management
tools)
Student video project
Innovative feedback (peer-to-peer discussions/feedback, video feedback, rubric models)
Learning Analytics
Competitions
Progress badges
Learning Management Systems (LMS)
Gamification (Alternate Reality Games [ARG])
Collaborative learning
Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality
Opponent tasks
Case based learning with external companies/organisations
Media platform learning (podcast, blogs, vlogs, speech, political statements, debates)
Other:

Which of these approaches would you like to learn about?
(please select up to 3 most important/most interesting for
you)
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
e-learning
Intended Learning Outcomes (Meta-ILO’s, Hidden ILO’s)
Constructive alignment in course designs
Flipped class room
Video lectures/screencasts/pencasts
Pre-course quizzes
Student response systems (clickers)
Student reflection by performing quizzes
Video's/notes to be shared
Group work processes (competence mapping, contracts, Belbin roles, project management
tools)
Student video project
Innovative feedback (peer-to-peer discussions/feedback, video feedback, rubric models)
Learning Analytics
Competitions
Progress badges
Learning Management Systems (LMS)
Gamification (Alternate Reality Games [ARG])
Collaborative learning
Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality
Opponent tasks
Case based learning with external companies/organisations
Media platform learning (podcast, blogs, vlogs, speech, political statements, debates)
Other:
For German speakers:
-Intended Larning Outcomes (= ILO) (Meta-ILO’s, Hidden ILO’s)
- Flipped class room (Umgedrehter Unterricht - Erlernen von theoretischen Grundlagen zu Hause,
praktische Umsetzung im Seminar)
- Learning Analytics (Lernanalysen von Daten über Lernende und deren Kontext)
- Progress badges (Virtuelle Abzeichen für Lernerfolg)

If you already use some of these approaches, what is the
motivation for you to use them? What are the bene�ts
compared to traditional lecturing?
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
To improve the students’ learning outcomes
To keep students’ attention
To adjust to changes of students’ abilities and knowledge
To adjust to changes of students’ behaviours (new generation of students)
To stay dynamic/not get bored myself
To develop own competencies in teaching
Career opportunities for students
To keep my position
Expectations from colleagues/university

Teacher training
Have you ever attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No

What kind of training did you attend?
In the form of:
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '26 [C01]' (Have you ever attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods? )
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
Physical trainings
Online courses

Organized by
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '26 [C01]' (Have you ever attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods? )
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
University
Faculty
Department
Third parties (paid)
Other:

Topic/content of the courses
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '26 [C01]' (Have you ever attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods? )
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
General introduction to University Pedagogy
Introduction to teaching for PhD students
Training in students’ supervision
Workshops on specific topics (tools, methods, approaches)
Teaching creativity and entrepreneurship
Teaching with formative feedback
Teaching and Learning in Higher Education Programme
Other:

When did you attend the last training?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '26 [C01]' (Have you ever attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods? )
 Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
Last year
1-2 years ago
3-10 years ago
>10 years ago

Where do you get inspiration and/or new information for
your own teaching (with regard to teaching methods)?
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
From staff trainings organized within my Faculty
From staff trainings organized at my University (centrally)
From external staff trainings
From educational conferences
From research papers about education
From programmes on TV
From the Internet (YouTube, Wikipedia etc.)
From my colleagues
Other:

Feedback

If you would like us to keep you posted about the overall
results of the survey and information about further TEFSI
project activities such as university staff trainings, please
share your email address with us
Please write your answer here:

Information on personal data
Personal data contained in the survey shall be processed in accordance with Regulation (EC) No
45/2001 and Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the EU institutions and
bodies and on the free movement of such data. Warsaw University of Life Sciences - SGGW
(hereinafter referred to as ‘WULS-SGGW’), with its registered office at 166 Nowoursynowska St.,
02-787 Warsaw, is the Administrator of personal data.
Personal data are processed only in order to allow sharing the overall results of the survey and
information about further TEFSI project activities such as university staff trainings with the
respondent.
On written request respondents whose personal data have been obtained through the survey have
the right to access their data and correct invalid or incomplete information.
Respondents have right to make a complaint regarding the processing of personal data to the
national authority responsible for supervision of data protection in relation to the use of this data by
the Warsaw University of Life Sciences - SGGW or the European Personal Data Inspector in
reference to use of this data by the European Commission.
Consent to personal data processing.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was NOT at question '32 [D01]' (If you would like us to keep you posted about the overall
results of the survey and information about further TEFSI project activities such as university staff
trainings, please share your email address with us )
 Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
I hereby confirm that I give my consent to the processing of my personal data (email address)
and declare that these data are correct.
I hereby confirm that I read the information clause on personal data including information on
purpose and methods of data processing as well as general right to access and correct these data.
I hereby agree to the processing of my personal data by the Warsaw University of Life
Sciences (Poland), Vytautas Magnus University Agriculture Academy (Lithuania), Charles
University (Czech Republic), ISARA-Lyon (France), Münster University of Applied Sciences
(Germany), University of Copenhagen (Denmark), University of Gastronomic Sciences (Italy),
University of Kassel (Germany), and University of Zagreb (Croatia) in accordance with regulations
specified in the information clause.

Thank you for sharing your answers with us! If you left your email address with us we'll keep you
posted on the outcomes of the survey.

Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.

TEFSI questionnaire - including Czech
translation
Výukové přístupy na vysokých školách na téma udržitelných potravinových systémů
/Teaching approaches in higher education for sustainable food systems
Cílem tohoto dotazníku je analýza výukových přístupů, metod a nástrojů, které jsou využívány ve
vysokoškolském vzdělávání s ohledem na téma udržitelnosti potravinových systémů. Dotazník se
zaměřuje na vysokoškolské pedagogy a jejich kurzy poskytované na evropských univerzitách.
Vaše odpovědi nám pomohou s designem nových kurzů na téma inovativních výukových metod
pro přednášející na evropských univerzitách. Výsledky ze získaných anonymních dat také plánujeme
publikovat ve vědeckém článku zaměřujícím se na perspektivy evropských přednášejících na inovativní
výuku v oblasti udržitelných potravinových systémů.
Dotazník je součástí mezinárodního projektu TEFSI z programu Erasmus+, který vede Warsaw
University of Life Sciences (Polsko) ve spolupráci s 8 dalšími evropskými univerzitami: Aleksandras
Stulginskis University (Litva), Univerzita Karlova (ČR), ISARA-Lyon (Francie), Münster University of
Applied Sciences (Německo), University of Copenhagen (Dánsko), University of Gastronomic Sciences
(Itálie), University of Kassel (Německo), and University of Zagreb (Chorvatsko).
Vaše účast v dotazníkovém šetření je zcela dobrovolná. Všechny Vaše odpovědi zůstanou
anonymní a důvěrné.
Pokud byste chtěli být informováni o výsledcích dotazníkového šetření či dalších aktivitách v rámci
projektu TEFSI (např. o připravovaných školeních), zanechejte nám prosím na konci dotazníku svou
emailovou adresu na konci dotazníku.
Vyplnění dotazníku by Vám mělo trvat zhruba 15 minut. Pokud máte k dotazníku či projektu nějaké
dotazy, můžete kontaktovat Danu Kapitulčinovou z Univerzity Karlovy na dana@czp.cuni.cz
(mailto:dana@czp.cuni.cz)
Průzkum obsahuje 33 otázek.

Own teaching activities

Jaký je název vysoké školy, na které působíte? (Pokud
pracujete na více institucích, napište prosím název Vašeho
hlavního zaměstnavatele)
What is the name of your university/college? (if you work at more
institutions, please provide the name of your primary employer)
 Zvolte jednu z následujících odpovědí
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Charles University (Czech Republic)
ISARA-Lyon (France)
Münster University of Applied Sciences (Germany)
University of Copenhagen (Denmark)
University of Gastronomic Sciences (UNISG) (Italy)
University of Kassel (Germany)
University of Zagreb (Croatia)
Vytautas Magnus University Agriculture Academy (Lithuania)
Warsaw University of Life Sciences (Poland)
Jiné

V jaké zemi se tato vysoká škola nachází? In what country is
your university/college based?
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla 'Jiné' k otázce '1 [A01]' (Jaký je název vysoké školy, na které působíte? (Pokud
pracujete na více institucích, napište prosím název Vašeho hlavního zaměstnavatele) What is the
name of your university/college? (if you work at more institutions, please provide the name of your
primary employer) )
 Zvolte jednu z následujících odpovědí
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Albania
Andorra
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Georgia
Montenegro
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Kazakhstan
Kosovo
Latvia

Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Malta
Moldova
Monaco
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
San Marino
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom

Kolik let učíte ve vysokém školství? For how many years have
you been teaching in higher education?
 Zvolte jednu z následujících odpovědí
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Méně, než 1 rok
1-10 let
11-20 let
Více, než 20 let
Učím pouze příležitostně
Již neučím
Jiné

Na jaké studijní úrovni učíte? At which study level do you teach?
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
Bakalářské studium
Magisterské studium
Doktorské studium

Jaký vzdělávací a výzkumný obor prezentujete ve své výuce?
Which education & research �eld do you represent in your
teaching?
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
zemědělství
potravinářství
biologie
výživa a dietetika
environmentální vědy
ekonomika, spotřební chování a obchod
Jiné:

Poskytněte nám prosím následující informace o jednom
hlavním předmětu (modulu či kurzu), který vyučujete
(následujících šest otázek se věnuje tomuto tématu):
Please provide the following information about one of the main
subjects (module/course) that you teach (the six questions that
follow relate to this theme):

Název kurzu / Name of the course
Prosím napište svou odpověď zde:

Úroveň studia / Study level
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
Bakalářské studium
Magisterské studium
Doktorské studium

Název fakulty / Name of the Faculty
Prosím napište svou odpověď zde:

Počet studentů / Number of students
Prosím napište svou odpověď zde:

O jakých tématech v tomto kurzu učíte? (napište prosím
maximálně 3 klíčová slova) / What are you teaching about in
this course? (please provide up to 3 key words)
Prosím napište svou odpověď zde:

Zahrnujete/ zmiňujete/ zaměřujete se v tomto kurzu na
témata spojená s "udržitelností"? / Do you include/mention
/target any topics related to “sustainability” in this course?
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Ano
Ne

Napište, prosím, tato témata. / Please list these topics.
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla 'Ano' k otázce '12 [A17]' (Zahrnujete/ zmiňujete/ zaměřujete se v tomto kurzu na
témata spojená s "udržitelností"? / Do you include/mention/target any topics related to
“sustainability” in this course? )
Prosím napište svou odpověď zde:

Innovation in teaching

Co pro si představíte pod pojmem "inovativní výuka"?
(zajímá nás Váš osobní názor) / What does “innovative teaching”
mean for you? We are interested in your own personal opinion
Prosím napište svou odpověď zde:

Co považujete za inovativní výukové metody/ nástroje?
(napište, prosím, příklady) / What do you consider innovative
teaching methods/tools? (provide examples)
 Komentář pouze pokud je vybrána odpověď.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní, a doplňte komentář:
1

2

3

4

5

Nejprve, prosím, zaškrtněte políčko nalevo a poté napište svou odpověď.

Používáte metodu / nástroj č. 1 ve své výuce? / Do you use
method/tool No 1 in your own teaching?
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla k otázce '15 [B02]' (Co považujete za inovativní výukové metody/ nástroje? (napište,
prosím, příklady) / What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools? (provide examples) )
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Ano
Ne

Používáte metodu / nástroj č. 2 ve své výuce? / Do you use
method/tool No 2 in your own teaching?
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla k otázce '15 [B02]' (Co považujete za inovativní výukové metody/ nástroje? (napište,
prosím, příklady) / What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools? (provide examples) )
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Ano
Ne

Používáte metodu / nástroj č. 3 ve své výuce? / Do you use
method/tool No 2 in your own teaching?
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla k otázce '15 [B02]' (Co považujete za inovativní výukové metody/ nástroje? (napište,
prosím, příklady) / What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools? (provide examples) )
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Ano
Ne

Používáte metodu / nástroj č. 4 ve své výuce? / Do you use
method/tool No 2 in your own teaching?
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla k otázce '15 [B02]' (Co považujete za inovativní výukové metody/ nástroje? (napište,
prosím, příklady) / What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools? (provide examples) )
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Ano
Ne

Používáte metodu / nástroj č. 5 ve své výuce? / Do you use
method/tool No 2 in your own teaching?
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla k otázce '15 [B02]' (Co považujete za inovativní výukové metody/ nástroje? (napište,
prosím, příklady) / What do you consider innovative teaching methods/tools? (provide examples) )
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Ano
Ne

Pokud nevyužíváte inovativní výukové metody / nástroje ve
své výuce, proč tomu tak je? / If you don’t use innovative
teaching methods/tools in your teaching, why?
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
Omezené časové možnosti
Nedostatečná infrastruktura (např. vybavení)
Nedostatečná podpora od vedení univerzity
Nedostatek příležitostí pro další vzdělávání
Nedostatečné osobní schopnosti
Nedostatek znalostí
Potřeba dostat se mimo svou komfortní zónu
Riziko pasivity studentů
Nedostatek podpory od kolegů
Nepovažuji to za důležité
Nemám zájem o využívání těchto metod
Jiné:

Níže je seznam různých výukových metod, nástrojů a aktivit
(říkáme jim "výukové přístupy"). Které z těchto přístupů
znáte, ale nikdy jste je ve své výuce nevyužili?
Vysvětlení těchto přístupů je dostupné (v angličtině) zde:
Description/De�nition of teaching methods
(https://docs.google.com/document
/d/12k4a_kxdqUJz70TMIdkRUDavJWXg2XkwzdYTAkEEdNM
/edit?usp=sharing)
Below is a list of various teaching methods, tools and activities (we
call them “teaching approaches”). Which approaches are you
familiar with, but have never used in your teaching?
For an explanation of the terms used please check
Description/De�nition of teaching methods
(https://docs.google.com/document
/d/12k4a_kxdqUJz70TMIdkRUDavJWXg2XkwzdYTAkEEdNM
/edit?usp=sharing)
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
e-learning
Intended Learning Outcomes (Meta-ILO’s, Hidden ILO’s)
Constructive alignment in course designs
Flipped class room
Video lectures/screencasts/pencasts
Pre-course quizzes
Student response systems (clickers)
Student reflection by performing quizzes
Video's/notes to be shared
Group work processes (competence mapping, contracts, Belbin roles, project management
tools)
Student video project
Innovative feedback (peer-to-peer discussions/feedback, video feedback, rubric models)
Learning Analytics
Competitions
Progress badges
Learning Management Systems (LMS)
Gamification (Alternate Reality Games [ARG])
Collaborative learning
Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality

Opponent tasks
Case based learning with external companies/organisations
Media platform learning (podcast, blogs, vlogs, speech, political statements, debates)
Jiné:

Které z následujících přístupů využíváte ve své výuce? /
Which approaches do you use in your teaching?
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
e-learning
Intended Learning Outcomes (Meta-ILO’s, Hidden ILO’s)
Constructive alignment in course designs
Flipped class room
Video lectures/screencasts/pencasts
Pre-course quizzes
Student response systems (clickers)
Student reflection by performing quizzes
Video's/notes to be shared
Group work processes (competence mapping, contracts, Belbin roles, project management
tools)
Student video project
Innovative feedback (peer-to-peer discussions/feedback, video feedback, rubric models)
Learning Analytics
Competitions
Progress badges
Learning Management Systems (LMS)
Gamification (Alternate Reality Games [ARG])
Collaborative learning
Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality
Opponent tasks
Case based learning with external companies/organisations
Media platform learning (podcast, blogs, vlogs, speech, political statements, debates)
Jiné:

O kterých z těchto přístupů byste se chtěli dozvědět více?
(vyberte, prosím, maximálně 3 pro Vás nejvíce důležité /
zajímavé) / Which of these approaches would you like to learn
about? (please select up to 3 most important/most interesting for
you)
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
e-learning
Intended Learning Outcomes (Meta-ILO’s, Hidden ILO’s)
Constructive alignment in course designs
Flipped class room
Video lectures/screencasts/pencasts
Pre-course quizzes
Student response systems (clickers)
Student reflection by performing quizzes
Video's/notes to be shared
Group work processes (competence mapping, contracts, Belbin roles, project management
tools)
Student video project
Innovative feedback (peer-to-peer discussions/feedback, video feedback, rubric models)
Learning Analytics
Competitions
Progress badges
Learning Management Systems (LMS)
Gamification (Alternate Reality Games [ARG])
Collaborative learning
Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality
Opponent tasks
Case based learning with external companies/organisations
Media platform learning (podcast, blogs, vlogs, speech, political statements, debates)
Jiné:

Pokud už některé z těchto přístupů využíváte, jakou k tomu
máte motivaci? Jaké vidíte výhody v porovnání s tradiční
výukou? / If you already use some of these approaches, what is
the motivation for you to use them? What are the bene�ts
compared to traditional lecturing?
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
Pro zlepšení vzdělávacích výstupů u studentů
Pro udržení pozornosti studentů
Pro přizpůsobení se změnám ve schopnostech a znalostech studentů
Pro přizpůsobení se chování studentů (nová generace studentů)
Pro zachování dynamiky přednášek/abych se sám nenudil(a)
Pro rozvoj vlastních kompetencí ve výuce
Rozvoj kariéry pro studenty
Abych si udržel(a) svou pozici
Je to očekávané od kolegů /vedení univerzity

Teacher training
Zúčastnil/a jste se někdy nějakého školení na téma
pedagogických či didaktických metod? / Have you ever
attended any training in pedagogical/didactical methods?
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Ano
Ne

Jaký typ školení jste absolvoval/a? Ve formě: / What kind of
training did you attend? In the form of:
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla 'Ano' k otázce '26 [C01]' (Zúčastnil/a jste se někdy nějakého školení na téma
pedagogických či didaktických metod? / Have you ever attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods? )
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
Školení s osobní účastí
Online kurz(y)

Kdo školení organizoval? / Organized by?
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla 'Ano' k otázce '26 [C01]' (Zúčastnil/a jste se někdy nějakého školení na téma
pedagogických či didaktických metod? / Have you ever attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods? )
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
Univerzita
Fakulta
Katedra
Třetí strana (placené)
Jiné:

Jaké bylo téma / obsah školení? / Topic/content of the courses?
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla 'Ano' k otázce '26 [C01]' (Zúčastnil/a jste se někdy nějakého školení na téma
pedagogických či didaktických metod? / Have you ever attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods? )
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
Všeobecný úvod do vysokoškolské pedagogiky
Úvod do vzdělávání PhD studentů / na úrovni doktorského studia.
Školení na vedení (supervizi) studentů
Workshopy na specifická témata (různé nástroje, metody, přístupy)
Učení ke kreativitě a podnikavosti (creativity and entrepreneurship)
Výuka s využitím formativní zpětné vazby (formative feedback)
Program vzdělávání ve vysokém školství (Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
Programme)
Jiné:

Kdy jste školení absolvoval/a? / When did you attend the last
training?
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověď byla 'Ano' k otázce '26 [C01]' (Zúčastnil/a jste se někdy nějakého školení na téma
pedagogických či didaktických metod? / Have you ever attended any training in
pedagogical/didactical methods? )
 Zvolte jednu z následujících odpovědí
Prosím zvolte pouze jednu z následujících možností:
Last year
1-2 years ago
3-10 years ago
>10 years ago

Kde získávánte inspiraci a/nebo nové informace pro Vaši
výuku? (vzhledem k výukovým metodám) / Where do you get
inspiration and/or new information for your own teaching (with
regard to teaching methods)?
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
Ze školení organizovaného v rámci mojí fakulty
Ze školení organizovaného v rámci celé univerzity (centrálně)
Z externího školení přednášejících
Z konferencí zaměřených na vzdělávání
Z odborných článků zaměřených na vzdělávání
Z programů v televizi
Z internetu (YouTube, Wikipedia apod.)
Od mých kolegů
Jiné:

Feedback
Pokud chcete být informování o výsledcích dotazníku a
dalších informacích o aktivitách v rámci projektu TEFSI
(např. školení pro přednášející), zanechejte nám prosím svou
emailovou adresu:
/ If you would like us to keep you posted about the overall results of
the survey and information about further TEFSI project activities
such as university staff trainings, please share your email address
with us:
Prosím napište svou odpověď zde:

Information on personal data
Personal data contained in the survey shall be processed in accordance with Regulation (EC) No
45/2001 and Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the EU institutions and
bodies and on the free movement of such data. Warsaw University of Life Sciences - SGGW
(hereinafter referred to as ‘WULS-SGGW’), with its registered office at 166 Nowoursynowska St.,
02-787 Warsaw, is the Administrator of personal data.
Personal data are processed only in order to allow sharing the overall results of the survey and
information about further TEFSI project activities such as university staff trainings with the
respondent.
On written request respondents whose personal data have been obtained through the survey have
the right to access their data and correct invalid or incomplete information.
Respondents have right to make a complaint regarding the processing of personal data to the
national authority responsible for supervision of data protection in relation to the use of this data by
the Warsaw University of Life Sciences - SGGW or the European Personal Data Inspector in
reference to use of this data by the European Commission.
Consent to personal data processing.
Na tuto otázku odpovězte pouze tehdy, jsou-li splněny následující podmínky:
Odpověd NEBYLA k otázce '32 [D01]' (Pokud chcete být informování o výsledcích dotazníku a
dalších informacích o aktivitách v rámci projektu TEFSI (např. školení pro přednášející),
zanechejte nám prosím svou emailovou adresu: / If you would like us to keep you posted about the
overall results of the survey and information about further TEFSI project activities such as
university staff trainings, please share your email address with us: )
 Můžete vybrat více možností. Vyberte všechny, které odpovídají skutečnosti.
Prosím zvolte vše, co je relevantní:
Tímto potvrzuji udělení svého souhlasu se zpracováním osobních dat (emailu) a prohlašuji, že
tyto informace jsou správné. / I hereby confirm that I give my consent to the processing of my
personal data (email address) and declare that these data are correct.
Tímto potvrzuji, že jsem si přečetl(a) informaci o zpracování osobních dat včetně účelu a
metod zpracování dat a také možnosti přístupu k nim a opravám. / I hereby confirm that I read the
information clause on personal data including information on purpose and methods of data
processing as well as general right to access and correct these data.
Tímto souhlasím se zpracováním svých osobních údajů (emailu) ze strany Warsaw University
of Life Sciences v souladu s předpisy. / I hereby agree to the processing of my personal data by
the Warsaw University of Life Sciences – SGGW with its registered office at 166 Nowoursynowska
St., 02-787 Warsaw in accordance with regulations specified in the information clause.

Děkujeme za Vaše odpovědi! Pokud jste nám zanechali svou emailovou adresu, budeme Vás
informovat o výstupech z dotazníku.

Odeslat Váš průzkum.
Děkujeme Vám za vyplnění tohoto průzkumu.
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DEFINITIONS/ DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TEACHING METHODS MENTIONED IN THE QUESTIONS
OF THE TEFSI SURVEY

E-learning - a general term covering different methodologies of learning that are wholly or
partly based on digital learning tools.
Intended Learning Outcomes (Meta-ILO’s, Hidden ILO’s) - intended learning outcomes
represent competences attained by students instead of topics to be covered, the latter being
typically the purpose of a syllabus. The adoption of the outcome-based approach implies a
change in perspective from ‘content’ to ‘knowledge, skills and competencies achieved by
students’. Intended learning outcomes can be defined for courses or ac cluster of courses
(meta-ILO’s) or specific for one lecture, an activity or an assignment. Hidden ILO’s cover a
learning outcome that is not revealed to the students until after the activity has taken place.
The purpose is that the knowledge of the hidden ILO might hamper the reflections and
learning of the specific competency that is described in the hidden ILO.
Constructive alignment in course designs - constructive alignment requires that your learning
outcomes are aligned to a learning activity, and that the learning activity is appropriately
reflected in the assessment. This means that students learning is tightly anchored to tahe
necessary learning to be acquired during the lesson or course, and that the students are
therefore assessed on this same learning. In this way, learning potential is maximized.
Flipped class room - a flipped classroom is an instructional strategy and a type of blended
learning that reverses the traditional learning environment by delivering instructional content,
often online, outside of the classroom. It moves activities, including those that may have
traditionally been considered homework, into the classroom.
Video lectures/screencasts/pencasts – Video lecture can be a video recording of a lecture or
a coupled with exisiting video material that needs some further elaboration. Screencast is a
video recording of your screen (e.g. slides), typically with a voice-over presentation. You can
use it to demonstrate and teach the use of software features, as an online video lecture, or to
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give video feedback on assignments and more. Pencast is a recording of your writings or
drawings, typically with a voice-over, where you explain your formulas, equations, words etc.
Pre-course quizzes - are a non-graded assessment tool used to determine pre-existing subject
knowledge or to have students reflect on their own competences towards a subject before a
course. Typically pre-tests are administered prior to a course or activity to determine
knowledge baseline, but here they are used to test students prior to topical material coverage
throughout the course or to test safety issues before a lab course.
Student response systems (clickers) - is a set of software that facilitates teaching activities. In
order to actively involve all individuals of a group of students during class, you can ask
questions by means of personal response systems. Students are able to respond
simultaneously and individually with digital, laptops, or mobile devices. Each individual is
challenged to formulate an answer to the question, to think about the course material, which
can lead to a better understanding of complex concepts or knowledge consolidation. Student
response systems are often used in conjunction with flipped classroom to establish the
progression of the material covored by the lecture. Of the majority of the students answer a
certain question correct, the teacher can advance to the next topic.
Student reflection by performing quizzes - regularly scheduled quizzes on reading material,
which may increase completion of reading assignments and thereby knowledge consolidation
and course performance.
Video's/notes to be shared - to teach effectively with and through video.
Group work processes (competence mapping, contracts, Belbin roles, project management
tools) - competency mapping tool is a process of identifying key competencies of each student
in a group (e.g. a study group) and incorporating those competencies throughout the various
processes of a project or an assignment. A competency can be defined either as a behaviour
(i.e. communication, leadership) or a skill or ability; Belbin's "team roles" are based on
observed behaviour and interpersonal styles - when a team is performing at its best, you'll
usually find that each team member has clear responsibilities. By identifying roles you can
both avoid conflicts but also uncover important roles, that might not be present in the group;
group contracts – group contracts can be used as a tool to make a group reflect on level of
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ambition, workflow, meetings, conflict handling, etc. The contract might not be important as
such, but the reflections and discussion leading up to the creation of the contract is important;
project management tools – tools that can facilitate the process of a project or assignment.
Project management tools are typically online or app based and holds features of ‘to do lists’,
meetings, file handling, and communication.
Student video project – students create videos as a tool for enhancing their learning
experience. For example, a as part of their grade assessment or as an optional extra credit
assignment. Is can also be to produce instructional videos for laboratory equipment or other
procedures, interviews, or conveying learning in different forms (news broadcast form, social
media, speeches, etc.).
Innovative feedback (peer-to-peer discussions/feedback, video feedback, rubric models) peer-to-peer discussions - training students to give each other constructive feedback in a way
that is constructive and helpful; video feedback - individualised video recordings of the
lecturer discussing each assignment; rubric models – using rubrics for grading any type of
assignment: teachers can create a rubric of their own or adopt one of the several alreadypublished rubrics available and grading student work using the rubric by clicking the
appropriate description on the screen.
Learning Analytics - measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners
and their contexts, for the purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the
environments in which it occurs. Learning analytics can take a variety of forms including
dashboards, recommender systems, predictive analytics, and alerts/warnings/interventions.
Competitions - system of competition between different groups of students.
Progress badges - digital badges are used as a marker of achievement, unify the learning and
can show a progression of learning experience, indicate pathways to learners, and more
clearly demonstrate achievements to an external audience.
Learning Management Systems (LMS) - LMS technology, is typically an online multipurpose
platform which can support teaching and learning activities, can help to make teaching more
effective, revision more straight forward and assessment easier to administrate.
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Gamification (Alternate Reality Games [ARG]) - ARG consists of a series of challenges, which
take place both online and offline, individually and in groups. Have valuable pedagogical
characteristics, e.g., being social and inclusive, stimulating counterfactual thinking, and
supporting student autonomy.
Collaborative learning – the instructional use off small groups so that students work together
to maximize their own and each other’s learning, offers real learning opportunities for
students to develop self-critical thinking, to achieve valuable interpersonal and team skills,
scaffold learning, and participate in task-oriented learning groups.
Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality - virtual reality is an artificial, computer-generated
simulation or recreation of a real-life environment or situation. It immerses the user by making
them feel like they are experiencing the simulated reality first-hand, primarily by stimulating
their vision and hearing; augmented reality is a technology that layers computer-generated
enhancements atop an existing reality in order to make it more meaningful through the ability
to interact with it. AR is developed into apps and used on mobile devices to blend digital
components into the real world in such a way that they enhance one another, but can also be
told apart easily.
Opponent tasks - learning through debate during problem-based learning. It can be used as a
group discussion based on predefined questions, in conference-like settings where students
ask questions to a speaker, or in a ‘devil’s advocate’ situation where students can ask critical
questions linked to a certain belief or interpretation of a problem.
Case based learning with external companies/organisations - engages students in discussion
of specific scenarios that resemble or typically are real-world examples. This method is
learner-centred with intense interaction between participants as they build their knowledge
and work together as a group to examine the case. The instructor's role is that of a facilitator
while the students collaboratively analyse and address problems and resolve questions.
Media platform learning (podcast, blogs, vlogs, speech, political statements, debates) digital learning platforms for students, for debate and discussion. Typically, the students are
ask to convey a complex subject in layman’s language or to use knowledge as a setpoint for
an opinion.

O1 Annex: Template for the assessment of TEFSI O1 Sustainability aspect:
„Analysis of the level of inclusion
of food system sustainability issues in higher education”

ANALYSIS 1: ‘GLOBAL LEVEL’: YOUR UNIVERSITY
I.

Sustainability/sustainable development in the general vision / strategy / political focus of the
University – Is it present? How? How is it targeted? (1000-3000 characters incl. spaces)

a. Does your university have any of the VMOSA* statements (vision, mission, objectives, strategies,
action plans (or: targets)); which of these?
b.
-

Are the statement(s) for the entire university or for specific areas or organizational units:
Research?
Teaching?
Operations?
Outreach?
Administration including reporting and assessment?

c. Which of these (if any) link with or refer to Agenda 2030 / SDGs / sustainable development /
sustainability / UNESCO ESD?
d. Are there specific targets (for each of those mentioned in c.) and if so, what are these? (and by
when?) i.e. are they SMART targets?
Substantiate your claims with official documents from your university or links to the page(s) of the official
university website(s).
*Not sure about VMOSA? See here: https://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/structure/strategicplanning/vmosa/main and also here: https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newSTR_72.htm

II.

Sustainability within strategic research areas of the University – Is it present? How? (1000-3000
characters incl. spaces)

a. What are the strategic research areas of your university? Name / list them or state that your
university does not explicitly formulate any.
b. Is “sustainability” present within the strategic research areas of your University? How?
Substantiate your claims with official documents from your university or links to page(s) of the official
university website(s).
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III.

At which “stage of transition” is the University at the moment? (stages of transition acc. to
Kapitulcinova et al. 2018, fig. 3 below).

1. “Business-as-usual university” = no considerations of sustainability
2. “Awakening stage” = several minor activities (e.g. a few courses, a few mentions, but no strategic
documents or reporting in place)
3. “Pioneering stage” = more substantial activities, number and quality increasing, but still space for
progress (e.g. vision, mission, research agenda containing mention of sustainability, a number of
courses, etc.)
4. “Transformation stage” = sustainability being reflected in the vast majority of the university activities
(teaching, research, outreach, operations, incl. assessment and reporting)
Please try to put your university on this scale in the (as much as possible) objective way. If possible, base it
on the official documents and links.

IV.

Was/is inclusion of “Sustainability” in education at your University a bottom-up or top-down
initiative? You may give a very brief ‘story’/”snapshot” of the process from your perspective
(how you saw it unfolding, it does not have to be based on documents, but on your experience
of it).

Is it top-down or bottom-up or both?
Examples of/most important bottom-up initiatives:
Examples of/most important top-down initiatives:
V.

Any other comments/relevant information on the “sustainability” approach of the University.
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ANALYSIS 2: ‘LOCAL LEVEL’ ORGANISATIONAL UNIT(S)

I.

Sustainability in selected study programmes/courses

Please select 3 study programmes (Bachelor, Master, etc.) at a department/faculty/unit focusing on
agriculture, food/nutrition or environment.
Search for sustain*
-

in the names of the study/degree programmes,
in the titles of compulsory courses within this study/degree programmes (important: taking a degree
programme means taking all 5 or 2 or whatever years of courses to attain the degree),
in the current course descriptions.

Fill in the table below.
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Complete the below table with the results of your investigation:
Faculty or
organisational
unit

Study Programme
title

Degree
(e.g.
BSc/
MSc/
PhD)

Number of
years (and
semesters)
i.e. normal
programme
duration

Course/module
name/title

Year

Semester

Keywords (with “sustain*”) identified in:
Study programme
name (please list
the keywords)

Course title (please
list the keywords)

Course description
(please list the
keywords)
e.g. sustainability,
sustainable food
system, sustainable
development,
sustainable
consumption etc.

Please feel free to extend the table with more lines.

